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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

----------------------- + 

In the matter of: 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF : Docket No. 50-247 
NEW YORK, INC.  

(Indian Point Station, Unit No. 2) = 
------ ------------------- +

Springvale Inn, 
Croton-on-Huetgon, New York.  

Tuesday, 11 January 1972 

The above-entitled matter came on for further 

.hearing pursuant to notice.  

BEFORE: 

SAMUEL W. JENSCH, Esq., Chairman, 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.  

DR. JOHN C. GEYER, Member.  

MR. R. B. BRIGGS, Member.  

AP P EA R ANCS: 

LEONARD M. TROSTEN, Esq., LEX R. LARSON,.Esq., 
1821 Jefferson Place, N.W., Washington, D.C., 
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MYRON KARMAN, Esq., Office of General Counsel, 
United States Atomic Energy Commission, Bethesda, 
Maryland; on behalf of the Regulatory Staff, 

BRUCE L. MARTIN, Esq.,112 State Street, Albany, 
New York; on behalf of the Atomic Energy 
Council of the State of New York.
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I PRO CE ED ING S 

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCIi Please come to order.  

3 This is a further session of the evidentiary hearings 

4 in the matter of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., 

5 and this session is convened in accordance with an order 

6 setting this time and place for the session which is indicated 

7 on the transcript of the hearing that was held on December 

8 14, 19'11.  

9 In addition, there was an order issued confirming 

10 the order for the resumption of hearings which was issued on 

! December 27, 1971, setting this time and place. That order 

12 was given general public distribution, which included publica

13 tion in the Federal Pegister, as reflected by Volume 36 of the 

14 Federal Pegister at page 25243, and was published on December 

15 30, 1971.  

16 For the sake of brevity, the Applicant is represente 

1 by essrs. Trosten,Sack, Cohen and Larson: the 'egulatory 

Staff by Mr. Karman; the Environmental Defense Fund by Mr.  

Roisman; and the Hudson River Fishermen's Association by Mr.  

20 iacBeth.  

21 • With that, statement, are th6 parties ready to 

22 :proceed? And if so, who will ,:-ake the opening salvo? 

23 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we are ready to 

24 proceed in accordance with the suggested agenda contained in 

25 my telegram to you of January 6, with one modification.
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I Although we do not have any cross-examination of 

2 the Staff with respect to the environmental impact memorandum 

3 which was served on December 30 we do have some additional 

4 testimony pertaining to environmental matters relating to 

S our fifty-percent testing license application which Applicant 

proposes to offer today. We are prepared to offer that this 

7 morning, Mr. Chairman.  

We propose that we do go forward with the environ

9 mental portion of this hearing first, and we would be 

10 prepared to offer this additional testimony immediately 

after the Staff has offered into evidence its environmental 

12 impact statement.  

13 If the Board wishes to interrogate the Staff before 

we offer our testimony, this would be entirely satisfactory 

to us too, 

CHAIPYMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection to that 

17 proposal? 

18 T1R. KARMAN: No objectiono 

19 •CHAIRMAN JENSCII: I hear no objection.  

To my recollection there was some suggestion or 20 

correspondence which asked -- among the parties -- which asked 

22 that the environmental matters should go over until February.  

23MR. TROSTEN: I don't believe so, Mr. Chairman.  23 

I have discussed this with counsel for the 'ntervenors'and 
2 fe 
25 for the Staff, and we are all prepared to have the environmenta
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1 pertaining to the fifty-percent license be considered at the 

2 January hearing. Indeed, we are very desirous that the Board's 

3 consideration of the fifty-percent testing license be 

4 considered in January.  

3 The reference to the February hearing, Mr. Chairman, 

0 has to do with .a motion that Con Edison has on file for an 

7 operating license, and this is going to be a contested motion.  

a Both the Environmental Defense Fund and the Hudson River 

9 Fishermen's Association are contesting this motion on environ

i0 mental grounds, and that is the portion of the hearing that 

1 was suggested be considered in February.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Does the Staff desire 

it to proceed in reference to the environmental impact statement? 

MR. KARMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

15 At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to swear 

16 in and qualify three additional witnesses, Staff witnesses, 

17 who have not previously been sworn in in this proceeding.  

i8 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you identify them, please? 

19 Will each person stand as his name is called? 

20 MR. KARMAN: Dr. Mary Jane Oestmann, Mr. William 

21 C. Yee, and Dr. C. Phillip Goodyear.  

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Will each of you 

2 individuals raise your right arm? 

24 

25
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Whereupon, 

MARY JANE OESTMANN 

WILLTAM C. YEE, and 

C. PHILLIP GOODYEAR 

were called as additional witnesses on behalf of the Regulatory 

Staff and, having been first duly sworn, were examined and 

testified as follows: 

CHAIP-MAN JENSCII: Will you proceed, Staff Counsel? 

MR. KARMAN: Thank you.  

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. KARMAN: 

Q Dr°Oestmann, Dr. Yee and Dr. Goodyear, did each of 

you prepare a statement of your professional qualifications for 

this hearing? 

A (Chorus of "Yes. ") 

Q Do you have any notations or corrections to such 

statements? 

A (Chorus of "no.") 

Q Is this statement of your professional qualifica

tions true to the best of your knowledge? 

•A (Chorus of "yes.") 

Q Do you adopt it as part of your testimony in this 

proceeding? 

A (Chorus of "yes.") 

MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, at this time I offer
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in evidence the statements of professional qualifications of 

Dr. Mary Jane Oestmann, Mr. William C. Yee and Dr. C. Phillip 

Goodyear, and request that they be incorporated in the 

transcript as if read.  

Mr. Chairman, we do have sufficient copies of Dr.  

Oestmann s professional qualifications for the Reporter; 

however, Dr. Goodyear and Mr. Yee brought up copies sufficient 

to distribute to the Board and parties here.  

Now, we will endeavor to have copies made for the 

Reporter so that they may be incorporated in the transcript.  

CHAIRMAN O NSCH: Is there any objection to that 

request by the Staff counsel? 

MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Citizens' Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermen's 

Association? 

MR. MACBETH: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The request of Staff Counsel is 

granted, and the Reporter is directed to specifically incorpor

ate within the transcript the statements of professional 

qualifications of the individuals who have just been sworn.  

(The documents follow.)



Nary Jane Oestmann

Professional Qualifications 

Projects Branch 

Division of Radiological and 

Environmental Protection 

I am a Project Leader on the staff of the Projects Branch of the 
Division of Radiological and Environmental Protection, U. S. Atomic 
Enery Commission (AEC). My responsibilities include analyzing and 
evaluating the environmental impact of nuclear power plants undergoing 
licensing and coordinating the review and conducting the preparation 
of the Draft and Final Detailed Environmental Statements of power 
reactors and fuel reprocessing plants.  

I was graduated from Denison University, Granville, Ohio, with a 
Bachelor of Arts Degree (with honors) in 1946, and received a M.S.  
degree in 1948 and a Ph.D. degree in 1954 in Inorganic-Physicai Chemistry 
from the University of Wisconsin. Following graduate school, I was a 
Visiting Research Scientist at the Institute for Atomic Energy, Kjeller, 
Norway and A.B. ATOMvEERGI, Stockholm, Sweden for over two years where I 
conducted research in isotope production techniques and applications and 
in separation of uranium and plutonium from fission products, respectively.  
In 1957, I was a Visiting Lecturer in Chemistry at the State University 
of Iowa. In August 1957, I accepted a position as a Principal Chemist 
in the Division of Radioisotopes and Radiation at Battelle Memorial 
Institute, Columbus, Ohio. In 1960, I was promoted to a'Senior Chemist 
in the same division. At Battelle, I was responsible for fuel element 
burnup measurements and fission-product release from different types of 
fuel elements, radiation effects, radiation chemistry and dosimetry. I 
was responsible for the assessing reactor and high-level gamma facilities 
and radiation dosimetry for the Radiation Effects Information Center at 
Battelle under the Atomic Nuclear Propelled (ANP) Project. In May 1961, 
I joined Argonne National Laboratory as an Associate Chemist, where I 
developed and established a Radioisotope and Radiation Technology Program 
for the International Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering under 
President Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" Program. This institute was 
later changed in name to the Office of College and University Cooperation.  
I designed radiosotope laboratories and prepared a wide variety of 
laboratory experiments involving extensive nuclear instrumentation. I 
taught foreign and American scientists, university faculty, and students in 
radioactive waste disposal, radiochemistry, activation analysis, 
chromatography, health physics, radiation safety and other aspects in 
reactor chemistry, nuclear chemistry and engineering as part of different 
experiments. Field samples were taken to analyze for its composition and 
radioactivity content. In 1967, I transferred to the Liquid Metal Fast,
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Breeder-Reactor Program Office where I was responsible for planning the 
-national Sodium Technology Program, particularly in the area of fission 
product release, transport, control and removal, sodium analytical 
chemistry, and cover-gas cleanup. In 1969, I became involved in the environ
mental aspects of fission product release from LMFBRs, particularly in 
comparison with the release from LWRs and HTGRs, and waste management 
practices of the different types of power reactors. In 1970, I joined 
a Task Force, in the U. S. AEC Division Of Reactor Development and Tech
nologyto assist in the preparation of--the environmental impact statement 
for the LIvBR demonstration plant. In January 1971, I was asked to assist 
the U. S. AEC regulatory staff in preparing environmental impact state
ments for nuclear power reactors, undergoing licensing. In June, 1971, 1 
joined the Division of Radiological and Enviroimental Protection to continue 
the evaluation of the impact of nuclear power plants on the environment.  

I am a member and officer of the American Nuclear Society, a Fellow and 
Professional Chemist-Accredited in the Institute of American Chemists, 
and a member of the American Chemical Society, American Society of Testing 
and Materials, Health Physics Society, and member of ther professional 
organizations and honorary societies. I have published about 40 papers 
and reports in the nuclear field.
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of waste kiat from stea-eL-ctric power plants. Pu)ibications 

cha ' I nave authored as a result of tilvse stuuies in .;Luue.  

1"Indu~strial Complexes 3aseu on vuc±ear Desa±tiny Waste ,rin..-s" 

in tAie proceeuings of tau IitLernionai Atomi. Energy Aein.y 

Symposium, Octoi)r 20-24, 1969, Istau.L., Turi-ey; ±'%ULritioil 

Econoiai;s in Aesalination AgrilarL," OR--iiJ; anA 

"Potential of Aquacu±cure at iuc.Lear i.L.nrgy Ce.Lers -- A 

Systems Stuuy," O.-i-88. I nave also pre}jareu a fe.ture 

article on "Thermal Aqiaultre; aiin ~iri a L.,.onoraics" 

Lilat will ije appearing in tle Marca, ,j72 issau of Invironaeliai 

Science and Te,.innolo(y° Patent appiications3 wkre fii=u iii 

Octojer, 196 for "Cnmical-E ectroneiaicai Cyo. of ijsaiina

tion of Water" and in Femiruary ,971 for "AquaLi Aniia.L 

Propagation System." I organizeLi tie procjram for tie i.ational 

Conference on Waste heat Utiiization iieau in Gatiiniurg, 

Tennessee, OctoDer 27-29, 19/i wanicn inciuueu iotI,, Litn

nical aspects of utilizing waste neat from power plaiits aiAC
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prouucts marketing.  

My fora.. euucatioA iicl~ues a Be.S. in cAemIis try 

from Tufts UniversiLy in 946 anu a M.S. in cnemia engineering 

from the University of Teaiiessu in L95 9 . 1.dy thesis, a 

metaliurgy-soliu state physics projiem, was puiisceu u.Luer tat 

title, "Fission Fragment Recoil Effects on Zirconium Oxidation" 

in the Jourala of the Electroce;.iial Society of Marcli, 19U2.  

I have completed a substantial portion of the requirements for 

the Ph.j. degree.  

I nave !)een witi Oak Riuge iNational Laooratory 

since 1952. Previously, I nad Oezli v.±rployeu uy Aili~u Li1r1iica± 

Corporation in Lop!well, Virginia since 394d.  

I am a meiik(er of tie Af.erican Cnemical Society and 

tae Research Society of AILerica. i4y ibiograpihy is iisceu in 

tie American Men of Science anu lI ar ijis' l\o's Wno inl tile South 

an" Soutnwest.  

PROFESSIONAL QuALIFICATIOAS OF C. Puiii...IP uOODYEAR, 

ECO..OGICAL SCILNCES DIVISIOE4, OAK RIJGL i*ATIOi4At 

LABORATORYo 

I am a research ecologist in tile Aquatic i'iermai.  

Effects Program in tne Ecological Sciences jivision, Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory. My responsibilities incluue researcn 

on the effects of abnormal texperatures oil aquatic orgaAisls, 

and the preparation of materiai for publication in scientific
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journals. I joineu Oak Riugj i4ationaL waioratory ii J.Ly, 

1971.  

I obtaineu a Bachieior of Scieact (1966) from 

Millsaps College in Jackson, iississippi, wnere I majoreu in 

Biology. I obtaineu a 14aster of Science (L!67) from iississippi 

State University, State College, Mississippi, with a zoology 

major and a botany minor. I received a ioctor of Pnilosophy 

(1969) from Mississippi State University withi a zooiogy major 

and physiology minor. My master's anu doctoral research uealt 

with the effects of predator-prey interactiolis on tie orienta

tion of mosquitofish.  

I roceive"' a iPational Science Foundation Sunner 

Researcn Fellowship at tie Gulf Coast Researca Laboratory, 

Ocean Springs, llississippi, in 1965. Wiiie supporte( oy tnis 

fellowship, I studie.. tile foou ihabits an Listrioution of 

these species of gar (Lepisosteus) in estuarine eilviroilneiits 

on the Mississippi Guif Coast.  

I receiveU a i41Ti post-doctoral traineesixip from 

the Institute of Ecology of tae University of Georgia (1969) 

for education and research at thie University of Georgia's 

Savannah River Ecology Laboratory on taie PLC Savannah River 

Plant in South Carolina. Following expiration of the fellow

ship, I remained at the laboratory as a research associate 

until joining the Oak Riuge ivational Laboratory. My research 

at the Savannahl River Plaiit dealt with many aspects of tie
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You may proceed, Staff counsel.  

2 MR. KARMAN Mr. Chairman, on December 30 the Staff 

3 forwarded to the Board and the parties in this proceeding a 

4 document entitled "Discussion and Conclusions by the Division 

5 of Reactor Licensing, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission," 

6 pursuant to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50, supporting the 

7 issuance of a license to Consolidated Edison Company of New 

8 York, Inc., authorizing limited operation of Indian Point 

9 Unit Number 2, Docket Number 9D-247.  

10 BY MR. KARMAN: 

11 Dr. Oestman, Mr. Yee and Dr. Goodyear, did you 

12 participate in the preparation of the document just cited? 

is A (Chorus of "yes.") 

14 Are there any corrections or additions to this 

15 discussion paper which you would care to make at this time? 

16 (Pause.) 

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: While there's a pause, I wonder 

if we may have the statement of professional qualifications 

19. of these individuals? 

20 MR. KARMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you identify those sections 

22 of the discussions and conclusions to which you referred 

23 which were prepared by these individuals, so we may keep 

24 their qualifications in mind? 

25 By way of just general discussion, is there an
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aquatic biologist among this group? 

DR. GOODYEAR: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You are? Thank you.end #1 0
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MR. KARMAN: Are we ready, Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes. Proceed, please.  

I think the pending question was, does any of 

these witnesses desire to make any correction to their dis

cussion and conclusions.  

Are you able to answer, Witnesses? 

DR. GOODYEAR: On page 28, there is a column under 

"Entrainment" in Title A on page 28. There should be only 

one asterisk in that column, and that's the striped bass.  

The one for white perch, tofiicod and Bay anchovy 

should be eliminated.  

DR. OSTrMANN: On page 21, under the Section l(b), 

"Residual Chlorine," that 'condenser systemswill be 

chlorinated at a minimum,l change that to a maximum of three 

times a week for one hour at each exposure, and change the 

next sentence, "The combined output will be 12 hours per 

week," mlake it'!ix hours per week." 

MR. KAIIMAN: These are the corrections, 

Mr. Chairman.  

BY MR. KARMAN: 

Q I ask each of you, are the contents of the dis

cussion and findings -

MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me, Mr. Karman.  

There are several statements in here concerning 

the time that the Indian Point 2 plant will be ready to go
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critical. Are thcse accurate? 
I 

MR. KARMAN: It would appear that the discussion 

toward the end-- On page 49 there is a conclusion which 

would indicate that it can operate at 50 percent of full 

power throughout this winter. It appears that the plant will 

not be able to go critical, according to the testimony pre

viously adduced, prior to April 1st of 1972o 

I appreciate your suggestion that this might be 

subject to a correction and I will so amend page 49 to 

eliminate the word "winter." 

MR. BRIGGS: On page 44, also, there is a state

ment that "The reactor will be ready to go critical after the 

completion of certain tests expected by February 27th, 1972." 

That's in the second paragraph on page 44.  

And I don't believe I have it marked but I believe 

there is another place in the text in there somewhere where -

MR. KARMAN: We will make those' changes, Mr. Briggs 

and wherever it indicates that it will be prepared to go 

critical prior to April 1st, 1972 -- which by the way re

flects the conditions of the fire, not necessarily the en

vironmental aspect of this -- but I believe it would be 

proper to change those dates so that they would coincide 

with the presently expected date of criticality or preparation 

for criticality.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Karman, you had begun a sentence
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with regard to page%49 but you didn't conclude it.  

MR. KARMAN: The word "winter" on page 49 should 

be eliminated and substitute therefore-

One moment, Mr. Chairman.  

(Pause.) 

.(Continuing) -- and substitute therefore the 

'"spring and summer of 1972." 

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, excuse me. I am 

troubled by this. This portion of the testimony which is now 

being changed relates to the cost-benefit analysis that the' 

Staff conducted. As these dates are changed, it seems to me 

that it is extremely difficult to keep all the other things 

equal.  

Certain assumptions were made about when power 

peak will occur and when the plant will be available to meet 

the power peaking, and that is used as a basis for the 

approval of the 50 percent testing.  

As I understand it, what Mr. Briggs has brought 

out and Mr. Karman has confirmed is that the starting date of 

all of this is now pushed back somewhat, maybe several months, 

and I'm just wondering from the standpoint of the adequacy 

of this aspect of the statement, do we still have a reason

able cost-benefit analysis? 

And perhaps from my standpoint or the standpoint 

of the Citizens' Committee for Protection of the Environment,



eb4 1 we would like one of the Staff witnesses rather than Staff 

2 Counsel to consider the impact of these changes, and then be 

3 prepared to come back and say they believe that the same end 

4 result, that is, power for the City of New York by a certain 

5 date, is still feasible, and that they still come to the same 

6 conclusions on the cost-benefit analysis.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think all these changes which 

have been suggested are still subject to cross-examination, 

9 to test the Validity of them and may be subject to a motion 

10 to strike if they cannot be so supported.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I also ask the Board 

12 to disregard Counsel for the Citizens' Committee's remarks 

13 on the grounds that they have to do with the environmental 

14 aspects of this proceeding which the Citizens' Committee is 

not contesting in any respect.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSC!: Well, who is contesting or not 

contesting-- We kind of lose track whether it is under the 

20 percent test or the 20 percent full-power, 50 percent test 
18 

or 50 percent full power. We would like to have a suggestion 19 

about these matters from whatever source.  20 

The Board may be very curious to have some of these 
21 

22 analyses undertaken and the suggestion that there 
might be 

some inquiry in that regard I think would be helpful to the 23 

24 Board.  

25 MR. ROISMAN: Well, excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
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eb5 1 Let me clarify, because k1r. Trosten is in gross 

2 error. He does not seem to understand what the law now 

3: requires. We haven't said anything about environmental 

4 matters and the Citizens' Committee for Protection of the 

5 Environment is not raising that issue.  

6 But when the Board decides whether or not to issue 

a license for the testing or the operation of this plant, 

8 they will make a cost benefit analysis in which they will 

9 bring in radiological safety considerations, and a number of 

10 other considerations, and when the costs and the benefits 

are weighed, the Board will decide whether or not to issue 

12 the license.  

13 We obviously are going to be participants in a 

14 cost-benefit analysis since that is the way in which the 

15 Board makes its ultimate decision on whether or, not to issue 

16 a license. That doesn't have anything to do with environment.  

17 That has just got to do with the ultimate decision of the 

Board.  

19 If there is a factor of that cost-benefit analysis 

which is inaccurate or which now, from the standpoint of 20 

21 changes that Staff Counsel has suggested, may not be valid, 

22 obviously the Citizens' Committee is entitled to raise that 

23 issue. We are not talking about anything to do with environ

ment and we are accepting the costs in terms of environmental 

25 1damage as what they are given, but we are hardly going to
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eb6 permit the benefits to go by without a question, and I remind 

2 the Board that many months ago we raised, and this Board 

3 ruled, on the question that the need for power from this 

4 plant was, to some extent, a relevant issue in here, even 

5 before the Calvert Cliffs decision had come down, because of 

6 actions that had been taken by the Applicant and the inter

7 action between the need for power and certain safety considera, 

8 tions.  

9 So just so the record isstraight on this, it is 

10 not our position that somehow or other we are excluded from' 

11 commenting on the ultimate decision that the Board reaches 

12 and can only talk about the subsidiary decisions that it 

13 reaches on various safety matters. So this is quite pertinent 

14 to what the Citizens' Committee intends to raise.  

15 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think it is helpful to the 

16 Board to have expressions from all of the parties. We of 

17 course like also to see if the parties can conform to the 

18 spirit of the regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission and 

19 develop stipulations of one kind or another during the course 

20 of the proceeding.  

21 But it is somewhat difficult to have modifications 

22 or changes to stipulations and proposals and expect some 

23 exclusionary activity to follow on the basis of some arrange

24 ments that may be made between the parties.  

25 II I'm a little concerned whether these discussions
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eb7 I and conclusions by the Staff are related to the testing 

2 operation only, or for the full power operation. I under

3 stood the Applicant's Counsel this morning to say for the 

4 operating license, for 50 percent, it would be handled in 

5 February according to some arrangement between the parties 

6 or among the parties here.  

7 The Board cannot carve up as easily perhaps as the 

8 parties would like to have them, some of the different 

9 phases of this matter. We will therefore welcome suggestions 

10 from any of the parties at all times and then if it is possi

ble to cut it up into pieces for testing it at 1 percent or 

.12 2 percent or 20 percent, why we'll be happy to have sugges

13 tions in that regard.  

14 But we'll take all the evidence that comes in and 

15. all of the comments that we can get as we go along.  

16 MR. TROSTEN: Lest there be any doubt, Mr. Chairman 

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We want the arrangements by the 

18 parties to be considered as an exclusionary direction to the 

19 Board.  

20 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman,-the Applicant does 

21 not so consider. I don't want the impression to be left, 

22 however, by my remaining silent that I agree in every respect 

23 with what Mr. Roisman said, 

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We'll take that as a premise for 

25 most of the statements throughout the proceeding.
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Will you proceed, Staff Counsel? 

MR. MAC BETH: Could I ask for some clarification 

on the last interchange, Mr. Chairman? 

It is my understanding that the only motion that 

the Applicant presently has before the Board is a motion for 

50 percent testing only, and I assume that the evidence taken 

this morning is relevant to that motion. If it isn't, I would 

like to have it made clear because the Fishermen will contest 

any further motion for license, and it is my understanding 

that the Staff is going to proceed on the basis of the 50 

percenttest as well.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We started with an application 

asking for full power; that's before the Board. Then in the 

course of the proceedings we got some motions to carve it 

out a little.  

Now this statement by the Staff on page 49 contains 

a conclusion that this facility can be operated at 50 percent 

of full power, and that will give adequate testing, but 

apparently it is directed at the full power operation to the 

extent of 50 percent.  

So if you can carve out what you folks have all 

agreed and would like to discuss it, we'll be glad to have 

your statements, but we have to take the matters presented 
J 

to the Board on the basis of the situation as presented to us.  

MR. TROSTEN: U4r. Chairman, it seems to me that
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eb9 what the Staff's statement has done here is to address itself 

2to not only testing but to operation. Now the Applicant is 

3 presently asking the Board to consider the issuance of a 

4 license only for testing purposes and technically we have a 

5 motion pending for more than just testing.  

But we are only asking the Board to consider at 

7 this January session, Mr. Chairman, an authority for Indian 

8 Point 2 to operate for testing purposes.  

9 Now the fact that the Staff has chosen in its 

10 Environmental Impact Memorandum to deal with not only 

t sting but operation I don't think is of any concern to the 

12 Board's consideration of the testing aspect of this.  

13 MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to add my 

14 'word, that the Discussion and Conclusions statement that has 

been distributed to the Board and the parties and is now the 

subject of this discussion was prepared, of necessity, and 

17 includes 50 percent of power in addition to the testing.  

Of course whatever motion is before the Board can be carved 

out of it, as the Chairman has indicated.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed.  

21 BY MR. KARMAN: 

22 Q Iask each of you-

23 MR. ROISMAN: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I hate to 

interrupt but before we proceed, I am bothered by Mr. Karman's 

S25 last statement. He said that you could carve out of this the
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eblO 1 50 percent testing, but I don't know how you can carve out.  

2 the benefit side of the cost-benefit analysis out of it, 

3 since the benefits from having the plant tested are obviously 

4. substantially different than the benefits associated with 

5 giving it a license to operate at 50 percent power.  

6 * Now that's where I have the difficulty. Befcre 

7 the change, it had been my intent simply to argue, based on 

s other evidence in the record, that all the portions of this ccsi.

benefit analysis that relate to 50 percent. steady state opera

tlion were invalid since there isn't a license pending nor is 

there any indication on the record that the plant could 

12 operate at 50 percent steady state during the peak times 

13 suggested in the cost-benefit analysis.  

14 "1 did not want Mr. Karman s statement to mislead 

15 the Board into thinking that the Citizens' Committee believes 

16 that this cost-benefit analysis that is in this document 

17 is a valid cost-benefit analysis for evaluation of the one 

motion now pending before the Board, namely, 50 percent 

19 testing.  

20 The benefits from that 50 percent testing will be 

21 substantially different than presumably considerably less 

22 than what the benefits would have been from 50 percent steady 

23 state.  

4 There wasn't anything further that we wanted to 

put on the record. We were simply going to argue in the
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course of briefing on findings of fact and conclusions of law 

but Mr. Karman's statement' forced me to speak up and say 

that I don't agree that you can carve out 50 percent testing 

from the cost-benefit analysis. I don't see how that can be 

done.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, the Board is certainly 

not going to start a dissection of these parts of the docu

ments and the parties will be expected to present the evidence 

that is particularly related to the matters that they seek 

to place on particular issues.  

There is an application pending for full power 

operation and that came in when the PSAR was filed. That 

presumably is still pending. I am being requested to pick 

and choose out of several motions about how far we are 

allowed to go in the consideration of the evidence. If that 

be the intention of the parties, then we will expect the 

evidence to be related particularly and solely to those 

dissected portions that you are presenting and urging for 

consideration and determination.  

And if the matter is not separated and distinguishE 

from other aspects it may be we will be unable to give con

sideration to something that requires a dissection and pass 

on to see whether the full power operation matter can be 

granted. For that we will await the full presentation in 

that regard.

I I
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ebl2 I Do you have carefully-selected documentary 

2 material that will be related to this testing operation only, 

3 Applicant? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, we do, Mr. Chairman-, but I must 

5 .emark on several points.  

6 First of all, Mr. Roisman is completely in error 

7 in discussing a cost-benefit analysis in connection with the 

8 issuance of a testing license. There is no requirement in 

the Commission's regulations or in any other place that a 

go cost-benefit analysis be contained in order that the license 

be issued by the Board.  

22 1 have no idea what Mr. Roisman is thinking about 

when he suggests that somehow there must be such an analysis 

14 presented to the Board in connection with consideration of 

15 this.  

16 Secondly, the Applicant has carefully prepared 

S17 evidence that deals with the issuance of a license for test

18 ing purposes at 50 percent of full power and we are prepared 

19 present additional evidence on that matter today. However, 

20 the fact that the Staff has, in addition to presenting evi

21 dence on the 50 percent testing license, chosen to present 

22 additional evidence has no bearing, Mr. Chairman, on whether 

23 the Board should consider the 50 percent testing license.  

24 I don't really understand the Chairman's statement 

25 in that respect, that somehow the evidence must be
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particularized so that if it. deals with more than what the 

Board is being asked to consider at this time, that somehow 

the Board will not consider the Staff's testimony.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't know that necessarily 

they won't consider, but there have been so many suggested 

separate considerations proposed by the Applicant that maybe 

it would be well to support your motion with evidence re

Lafed to the motion.  

Now your motion is for some testing license. Now 

where does the composite and only composite kelated to this 

testing operation separate out your full power operation 

either at 20 percent or 50 percent, and then we will have a 

separate set of documents, and we will just close our eyes 

to tfhatever else may be flooded into the proceeding at this 

stage for convenience? 

But in order to have it very cle'arly presented, 

can you enumerate precisely where you have the evidence to 

support only the testing license? 

MR. TROSTEN: I will be glad to do that, 

Mr. Chairman, and for the purposes of -the record, let me 

trace the history of it. 1 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I'm not interested so much in 

the history, if you will just enumerate the documents.  

MR. TROSTEN: I will enumerate the documents and 

it will make the point clear, I aum sure, Mr. Chairman.
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The Applicant filed a motion on September 24th 

for authority to test and operate up to 90 percent of full 

power.  

On October 19th, as a result of agreements reached 

with the Intervenors in this proceeding, the Applicant asked 

the Board to consider separately and in advance, authorization 

for the Applicant to test the Indian Point 2 facility at up 

to 50 percent of full power.  

On October 19th, the Applicant submitted testi

mony that was specifically directed to the matter of testin9 

at up to 50 percent of full power. The Applicant has also 

in this connection, Mr. Chairman, submitted proposed findings 

and conclusions on December 23rd, which also relate to the 

Board's consideration of testing at up to 50 percent of full 

power.  

We now have a document presented by the Staff 

that deals with testing at up to 50 percent of full power 

but it also goes beyond that and deals with operation at up 

to 50 percent of full power.  

So those are the documents, Mr. Chairman, that 

deal with this matter.  

Now just to complete the presentation in order 

that the record for the Board's consideration of the 50 

percent license be as complete as possible, and because of 

questions raised by the Board, the Applicant offered in
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evidence the Environmental Report which was filed on Septembex 

9th, 1971, and a supplement to that report which was filed 

on October 15th.  

These documents are also being offered in evidence 

for the purpose of the Board's consideration of the 50 perceni 

testing license.  

And as I indicated in my telegram of January 6th, 

what we would like to have the Board consider at this time 

.is the issuance of a license for testing purposes for Indian 

Point 2 at up to 50 percent of full power.  

* CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is your environmental repori 

separated out as to the 20 percent and 50 percent power? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir. It is not. The environ

mental report deals with the entire environmental impact of 

the facility. However, there is a considerable amount of 

information in that report.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That we can select out for this 

situation? 

MR. TROSTEN. If the Board wishes to select infor

mation from that, it would certainly be at liberty to conside 

that.  

Let me make this point clear, Mr. Chairman. When 

we originally offered our testimony on October 19th in sup

port of our 50 percent testing license -- and this was first 

considered by the Board in November -- the Board made clear
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that it was quite interested in data that were contained in 

the environmental report. And in an effort to satisfy the 

Board's interest in this matter and to have the record com

plete for the Board's consideration, we offered those docu

ments in evidence.  

Wie had not originally intended. to do that but it 

seemed to us that the Board was interested in having those 

data in evidence.
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0 
proceedin

CHAIRMAN GOODRICH: Will the Staff proceed? 

BY MR. KARMAN: 

Dr. Oestmann, Dr. Goodyear and Mr. Yes, are the 

of the discussion and findings true and correct to 

of your knowledge? 

(Chorus of "yes.") 

Do you adopt them as your testimony in this 

Lg?

A (Chorus of "yes.") 

MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, I now request that the 

document cited above, the discussion and conclusions, be 

considered as the testimony in this proceeding of these 

three witnesses, and that it be physically incorporated in 

the transcript, as corrected.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any objection, Applicant? 

MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCII: Citizens' Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: No objection at this time, subject 

to the usual reservation, Mr. Chairman, 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishernen's 

Association? 

MR. MACBETH: No objection at this time, subject 

to the same reservation.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What are the reservations? 

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, with regard to the
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CitizensQ Committee, at least one of the reservations is 

2; that the balancing of benefits and costs, which is included 

3 at the end, and out of which the Staff reaches the conclusion 

4 that a testing license should be issued, is incorrect, because 

5 data that is in there is incorrect; it is factually inaccurate.  

6 based upon other data that is in the record.  

7 We understood from Staff counsel that that aspect 

of this is to be altered. We don't want to interfere with 

9 getting this into the record at this-time, but we would expect 

-T-ultimately that if it were not altered we would move to strike 

that portion of the statement because it relates to facts 

which are admitted by all the parties to be incorrect, and 

S the balance, therefore, could not have been made that way.  

14 That's the e~sence of the reservation.  

We have no comment to make, nor are we, based on 

16 a stipulation, nor would we make any comment with regard to 

17 the portiom of this document that relates to environmental 

matters.  

Insofar as the Environmental Defense Fund is 

20' concerned our reservation merely relates to that portion-of 

21 Appendix D which provides that any license short of full term 

22 license shall not in any way prejudice the subsequent raising 

23 of any points we have agreed that at this time we will not 

contest; that is, the Environmental Defense Fund will not 

25 contest the issuance of a lice nse for 50 percent testing, but

4380
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1 issues which are raised in thid document may subsequently be 

2 contested by us in the context of an application for steady 

3 state operation at 50, 90 or 100 percent. And the reservation 

4 which related to that particular point, that we are not in.  

3 any way foreclosed by this document coming into evidence.  

6 MR. nICBETH: The Hudson River Fishermen' s 

7 Association makes the same reservations as the Environmental 

8 Defense Fund.  

8 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does the Staff accept the state

0ment that the cost-benefit analysis is not correct" 

in these discussions and conclusions as relatinq to the 

testing operation? 

MR. KARMAN: No, we do not accept that contention, 

Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you believe that the cost

benefit analysis in these discussions and conclusions are 

17 valid for both testing and steady-state operations? 

MR. KARMAN: Bear with me for just a moment, Mr.  

Chairman.  19 

20 (Pause.) 

MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, after discussion with 21 

22 my staff, it is our position that this would be applicable 

for testing as well as 50 percent power.  23 

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And upon what do they base that 

conclusion? 25
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MR. KARMAN: They base that on the analysis of the 

Rules and Regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Specifically where? 

MR. KARMAN: This would be an implementation of 

Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50, and would be based on following 

the-- I'm trying to get the section ...  

(Pause.) 

This is sub-section (d)2 of Appendix D. This was 

followed in the preparation of this.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you read the particular 

language you have in mind? 

MR. KARMAN: Under the section titled "Factors," 

it states: 

"Whether it is likely that limited operation 

during the prospective review period will give rise 

to a significant adverse impact on the environment, 

the nature and extent of such impact, if any, and 

whether redress of any such adverse environmental 

impact can reasonably be effected should modification 

or termination of the limited license result from the 

ongoing NEPA environmental review. Whether limited 

operation during the prospective review period is 

foreclosed subsequent to adoption of alternatives 

in facility design or operation of the type that could 

result from the ongoing NEPA environmental review."
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you rely on any of that for 

2 the cost-benefit analysis? 

3 MR. KARMAN: Pardo me? 

4 CIIAIRMLAN JENSCH: Do you rely on any of that which 

5 you have just read for the cost-benefit analysis considerations.  

MR. KARMAN: No, we did not rely on these two, no.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you read that pertinent 7 

part of the regulation which you believe supports the 

9 cost-benefit analysis which you have set forth in the 

discussions and conclusions that you have just identified in 

relation to the testing operation only? 

MR. KARMIAN: Mro Chairman, I have been advised 

th&t the cost-benefit analysis which was made for this 

particular document is not in reality the cost-benefit 

analysis which will be made for a full-power NEPA review, 

which is now, as you well understand, under review and will 

be brought before this Board at a subsequent time when the 
17 

Staff's draft environmental statement which must be 18 

distributed in accordance with Appendix D and the National 
19 

Environmental Policy Act -

MR. TROSTEN: Mir. Chai:-an-
21 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me just a minute. I think 
22 

that has been a premise for all our considerations on 23 

environmental matters. So lets go back to this discussion 
24 

25 and conclusions, and consider it solely in reference to the
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I motion which Applicant has identified for testing operations 

2 up to fifty percent of power.  

3 Now, where is the cost-benefit analysis for testing 

operations up to fifty percent of power? 

MR. KARMAN: it is not specifically in here for the 

6 fifty percent testing.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And what is the effect of that 

absence as far as this motion is concerned in your view? 

-9 MR. KAP14AN: My position at this time, Mr. Chairman, 

i would be that the validity of the analysis for the fifty-percen 

power, which is in this report would be applicable to the 

12 testing as well.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How? 

MR. KARMAN: That the same needs are there, that 

* the same analysis would be valid for the testing as for the 

16 operation.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does the Citizens* Committee 

desire to speak to this matter? 

orntteMR. ROISMAN: Yes, sir. The issue is not whether 

or not the proposed need is there; it's whether or not the 20 

proposed issuance of the license can do anything to meet the 21 

need. There is also a crying need for more welfare aid in 22.  

the City of New York.  

No suggestion has been made that this plant is 

25 going to do anything to help that need.
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IIWe don't understand how testing the plant at 

2 50 percent is a way of meeting the alleged need for the power 

9 that is suggested here, and the discussion does not say 

4 testing will solve the problem. It says operation at 50 

5 percent steady state will solve at least a portion of the 

6 problem -- help alleviate the problem. And then. it discusses 

7 how many megawatts of electricity.  

8 For instance, on the bottom of page 45, how many

9 megawatts of electricity will be available if the plant is 

0 oPerated at 5Q percent power? There isn't any proposal now 

1 pending before this Board to operate at 50 percent of power, 

and, when the costs -- radiological, particularly -- are 

weighed against the benefits here, we don't see how it's 

j4 possible to come to a conclusion that this plant is going to 

do something to solve the peak power needs of the smmer of 

1972 in the conclusion about this license, this 50 percent 

17 testing license.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I- the Citizens' Committee raisoi: 

a contention that the cost-benefit analysis from the point of 
19 

testing operation is not valid, does that bring into concern 

the necessity for making findings on all of the safety matters 21 

i nvolved as well? Would you speak to that? 

MR. ROISMAN: Well, of course all of the safety 

matters findings have to be made anayway, since that aspect of 

the testing license is contested by the Citizens' Committee.  

iI
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In other words, we are contesting on radiological safety 

2 matters, but as we understand it under Appendix D and under 

the Calvert Cliffs decision and the recent Quad Cities 

4 decision, this Board in deciding whether or not to issue a 

license to test at 50 percent will make two determinations.  

It'will make a determination as to whether or not there is 

a sufficient amount of evidence to prove that this plant 

wiloperate to assure the health and safety of the public; 

and over and above that, given that there are some unavoidable 

10 risks associated with the testing of the plant, will the 

risks be outweighed by some other benefits? 

It's in that second aspect that we are concerned.  

13 As you know, we have argued -- and it will be our contention 

I.4 in our findings of fact and conclusions of law that even the 

* first determination was made by the Staff and the Applicant 

16 using a cost-benefit analysis. The Staff and the Applicant 

17 take the view that the two are separated, but under either 

conclusion wve still come up with the fact that a balance 

must be reached at the end, and we are concerned that one 
19 

side of that balance -- the benefits from the operation of 
20 

the plant -- are simply inaccurately stated in this balancing 
21 

of factors that is done in the conclusion of the Staff's 
22 

23 statement, that the conclusions that are reached cannot be 

24 valid because two assumptions are wrong: One is when the 

25 plant can go critical, and two is whether or not the license

4386
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I being requested is a testing or an operating license. If 

2 you change those two, you have to change what the ultimate 

s conclusion is in terms of how much benefit you're going to 

Sget.  

5 It may be that the Staff would still say the 

6 benefit is smaller, but it is still enough to outweigh the 

7 disadvantages. we don't quarrel with that in terms of their 

@ Ability to put in such data, but we might quarrel with it 

9ultimately.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCII: Have you concluded? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you desire to speak to this 

matter, Applicant's counsel? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes I do, Mr. Chairman.  

First I would like to point out that in Applicant's 

view there is no need under Section D-2 of the Commission's 

17 Regulations ihat there be any cost-benefit analysis 1erformedo.  

And I believe that the use of that phrase in the preceding 

discussion was erroneous.  

The particular requirements of the regulations are 

as follows: 21 

22 .1"he presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Board may upon satisfaction of requirements of 50.57(c) 

24 grant a motion pursuant to that section after 

consideration and balancing on the record of the 

II
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factors described." And then it describes these 

2 factors.  

3There is nothing said in the pertinent regulations 

4 about a cost-benefit analysis being performed. The reference 

5 is to balancing on the record of the factors described 

6 below, and the distinction between two is not unintentional.  

7 In Applicant's view there is no reference here 

8 to a cost-benefit analysis similar to the reference that's 

contained in section. A of the Regulations.  

With regard to the matter of findings having to 

be made, as Mr. Roisman -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt the last stat

ment, please? I didn't quite understand that A and D were 

14 related, as I inferred from your statement. Now section D, 

as I understand the Regulations, are procedures applicable 

to pending hearings which v"ould include this proceeding, 

1 7. because it was pending at the time of the adoption on 

* September 9, 1971.  

19 Now, if you take D.2 and C, which was not read, 

20 or has not yet been read under. the factors, the effect of 

21 delay in a facility operation upon the public interests,"of 

22 primary importance under this criterion are the power needs 

23 to be served by the facility, the availability of alternative 

sources, if any, to meet those needs on a timely basis, and 

25 1 delay costs to the licensee and to the consumers."
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INow, what is the scope of that sub-section as you 

2 interpret it? 

MR. TROSTEN: What is the scope of that sub-section 

4 well, in order to deternine -- in order to present evidence 

5 on factor (c), it's necessary for the Staff to consider when 

the facility will be able to be tested and how long it wll 

7. take to test it in order that it will be able to meet the 

8 power needs of the community' 

9 What the Staff has done with 

to CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is that all you read into sub

section (c)? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, that's not all I read into it.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you tell. us what that 

section -

MR. TROSTEN: Well, it obviously includes, in 

addition to a determination of the need to test the facility, 

of course the needs for operating the facility as well. So 17 

that certainly is included, and if we were considering a 

motion here for operation of the facility then the Staff 

would certainly have to consider in that context the need for 

20 operating the facility as well as testing the facility.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What are the delay costs 

23 mentioned in sub-section (c)? 

24 MR. TROSTEM-: I would certainly say that delay 

25 costs would include, Mr. Chairman, the cost to the licensee
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of the loss of investment, the cost of replacement power, and 

the interest on investment.  

In addition to that, there would be the additional 

costs to the consumers of higher electric power rates that 

would have to be paid if the facility could not operate, and 

replacement power or other means of generation have to be 

utilized.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is that all? Is that the extent 

of your interpretation of sub-section (c)? 

MR. TROSTEN: When you say "is that the extent," 

is that the only thing that could possibly be included? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: For this testing motion that 

you have presented.  

MR. TROSTEN: I would say that those would be the 

principal elements of delay costs to a licensee and the 

consumers, Mr. Chairman. I don't know that there could not 

possibly be other costs that would be properly included 

within that. I certainly think that the principal elements 

of that phrase "'delay costs to the licensee and the consumers" 

would be the ones that I mentioned.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt? Does the 

Citizens' Committee agree to that?
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i MR. ROIS.AAN: Lie Aiplicant seems to ie confusing 
inl 

2 what the benefits of the tests are with the benefit of the 

3 operation. For instance, they. assume that the tests wili be 

4 successful and that the plant will be permitted to operate.  

~'. That assumption is not valid at this point.  

. There is a benefit presumably zo testing tais 

7 plant, but the Applicant is not focusing on the benefit to the 

8 testing. He's telling us that the benefits are operation of 

: the plant.  

" Now, the operation of the plant is not now being 

proposeu before the Board, at least not on the most current 

Smotion'. Obviously there- is a motion way back that relati ..  

13 that. It seems to me that subsection (c) discussion includes 

Sa consideration of -- Applicant says it's not cost-benefit, 

it's balance, and I'm sorry, I think that is a semantics 

~: problem.  

17- "The fact is that what we are trying to find out 

is if you weigh the risks against the benefits anU not to taose 

-factors you're talking about, that you have to come to certain 

20 conclusions as to whether or not to issue the pending license.  

21 All I'nm saying is that tae evid ence has to be tied to testing.  

22 If there's a connection between testing and 

23 operation, it requires that and it is not available yet in 

g4 any of this information. It requires a schedule of testing 

25 based upon how quickly testin9 - can be completed, some prognosis 

ii
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in2 I as to when the plant could be in operation under the zost 

2 favorable, the least favorable, and the average favoraole 

3 conditions for testing, some prognosis about whether or not 

4 the license can be issued in time, the exact day of tne summer 

5 in which the peak load is expected, how long it will take to 

6 take the plant to 50 percent steady state following the testing, 

7 a whole variety of factors, none of which are includeu in nere.  

8 The benefits of testing, it seems to me, are 

9 relatively limited. Those are not what the Staff has uiscussed 

to here and I don't see how the factors that are required .to be 

q1 balanced under (d) (2) can be balanced when what is the primary 

u2 concern in the discussioA of the Staff is the operation of tae 

is plant rather than the testing of the plant.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think some of this discussion 

5 illustrates the problem that may arise because of tne fact 

that the Applicant has sought to present here a motion for a 

7 testing license as if it were a separate ana aistinct matter 

that can be wholly separated from operational aspects, ana I 

think that the alleged confusion of the Citizens' Committee 19 

asserted may be due to the fact that the Applicant has sought 

to seek a kind of authority that is so interrelated to operation! 

22 that it cannot be conveniently separated out for a consideration 

23 and I wondered if Applicant would speak to that matter, bearing 

24 in mind that maybe the approach that the Staff has presented 

25 here related to steady state operation at 50 percent of power
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ln3 I isn't the feasible procedure that can be presented in view of 

.2 the contest that will be presented with respect to your 

3 motions.  

4 MR. TROSTEN: One reason why the Applicant is 

5 presenting a motion of 50 percent testing as opposed to 

6 operation, in fact, I would say, the reason, is because 

Mr. Roisman representing the Environmental Defense Fun& as 

8 opposed to the Citizens' Committee for Protection of the 

9 Environment, as well as Mr. MacBeth, representing tAe Hudson 

10 River Fishermen's Association, indicated that they wou~d 
oppose the issuance of an operating license, and would not 

oppose the issuance of a testing license.  

CHAIRMAN4 JENSCH: Now, that's a very good endeavor 

14 to have among you gentlemen, but I don't know that that helps 

the Board in realizing what its problem is under the regulations 

and while you folks would like to see it carved out that way, 

I'm trying to find the authority for such separated arrangements 

and I wonder if the feasible approach is indicated in the 

Staff's submittal here but it's related to full testing 19 

20. operation and I can see no reason why it would not apply 
to 

21 testing, but apparently they have been unable to clearly 

22 separate it out themselves.  

23 MR. TROSTEN: I think notwithstanding what 

2 ,Mr. Roisman wearing his other.hat has injected into this 

25 proceeding by way of showing that there is some problem here,
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that the issue, that the evidence that has been presented by 

the Staff with regard to testing is also quite clear, 

Mr. Chairman. The Staff has indicated in the section on need 

for power that we are dealing with notonly the summer of 1972 

but also throughout the year 1972, and that Staff has indicated 

that it is necessary and we have indicated that it is necessary 

for' the plant to commence testing in order to commence 

operation.  

I think that Mr. Roisman s suggestion that somehow 

there has to be a super-refined analysis of the difference 

between the balancing of a testing license versus testing and 

operating is sort of an angel's dancing on the head of a pin 

analysis of this problem, Mr. Chairman.  

We have a situation here where the Staff has 

clearly presented an analysis showing that this plant is needed 

throughout this year and that analysis is applicable to starting 

the testing of this plant commencing April 1, 1972.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think we are agreed on that as 

to what the Staff presentation is. Testing has always seemed 

to me to have some objective in mind and that's operation.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, testing licenses are 

quite common as the Chairman knows in these preliminary steps.  

It's quite common to get a license for a certain type of testing 

as well as for testing and operating the plant.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand
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in5 i We have in contest here, however, some aspects 

2 that may not have been presented in those cases where tile 

3 testing licenses have been issued and I think that brings into 

4 focus the scope of the authority of the Board under the 

5 regulations and the scope of the review that has to be under

w6 taken before it is submitted to the Commission. And while you 

7 folks, in your discussions, have worked out what you think would 

.8 be a way to start taking this piecemeal and taking a look at 

9 testing as if it were in a vacuum, I don't know that that 

10 necessarily eliminates the necessity of thinking of operation 

which is the objective of the testing.  

1 2 And, while you would like to carve it out 

13 separately in a vacuum, it seems to me that it raises a question 

of how well does your evidence particularly relate to the 

I,5 testing.  

MR. TROSTEN: We certainly are anxious to have the 

17.. Board consider the relationship of our evidence to testing.  

we think that it fully supports the issuance of a testing 

19 license. If Mr. Roisman and Mr. MacBeth are willing to withdraw 

20' their opposition to the issuance of an operating license as 

,well as a testing license, perhaps we should proceed iimmediately 

*Mr. Chairman, into the consideration of both.  

23 We would have no objection.  

94 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't think we need to take 

25 any time in that endeavor now.
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in6 Proceed.  

2 MR. ROISMAN: I think a resolution of the pending 

S question might, if we could get the fish kills down to some 

sort of an acceptable level by altering, Mr. MacBeth, then I 

5 would be pleased to consider, and Mro Trosten knows, we've 

6 already told him about it, but, Mr. Chairman, I would like to 

address the point that the Chair raised a moment ago because 

6 I think it's very relevant here. That is that testing does 

tend to lead to operation.  

10 There is an alternative way in which the Applicant 

could have chosen to deal with his problem. I think Mr. Trosten 
11 

explained to you what his difficulties were. There is not 

any secret about it. It is that steady state operation of the 

plant raises serious problems and steady state operation is 

, simply that the Environmental Defense Fund and Hudson River 

16. Fishermen's Association are concerned with. But the Applicant 

in its testimony in support of 50 percent testing was careful 

only to discuss the costs associated with 50 percent testing.  

It did not mention what the costs might be at 50 

percent steady state opqration for an indefinite period of time.  
20 

If the benefits are to be considered on the assxunption that 
21 

testing leads to operation, then the costs have to be considered 

on the basis that testing leads to operation. And then we have 
23 

to have a statement that discusses all of the costs based 

25 upon the assumption that the plant is going to operate at
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ln7 whatever level benefits are being claimed. That would raise 

2 a new series of proposed findings of fact and conclusions of 

3 law on radiological safety.  

4 It would raise different conclusions about the 

5 environmental matters because now we would be talking about 

6 operation of this plant maybe for several years at 50 percent 

* steady state and that kind of a presentation would cure the 

8 defect.  

9 iWhat we object to is using costs assuming that we 

to are only going to test and using benefits assuming that we are 

going to operate. That seems to be what is improper.  

Now, the Staff has gone on the assumption that in a 

,3: steady state operation and their statement would define if 

14 there were an application for steady state operation of 50 

percent, at least defined as to the correction of some factual 

errors which Mr. Karman indicated were in there about when 

steady state operation could begin. But that's not the motion 

8 before the Board and until that motion is change, it seems to 

me that a new benefit analysis has to be made to relate only 

20 to the benefits that are co-equal to the costs that are being 

discussed, the costs for testing, the benefits have to be 

22 tested.  

3S If the benefits are going to go to operation, then 

24 the costs have to go to operation. Otherwise we can't have a 
25 valid balance and that's our problem, that the balance is
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imbalanced at this point.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, if you consider testing as 

having the objective of operation, then that necessarily 

means that the benefits for testing will be the operation.  

So that maybe we necessarily get into the whole factor of a 50 

percent steady state license right now because we can 't dis

regard that the objective of testing is operation and since it 

is so inherently a part of it, aren't we really talking about 

the benefits of a steady state operation that will come from a 

testing that is proposed to be undertaken? 

MR. ROISMAN: Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that 

conceptually it does not have to be. It may be then at this 

particular plant when the balance is reached one would have to 

come to that conclusion. For instance, you could frame -

you certainly could frame an analysis of what the environmental 

and radiological safety costs and risks are of testing the 

plant up to 50 percent and you could direct your data to that 

and you could just assume that when the tests were over, the 

plant is going to be turned off and you get a pretty finite 

understanding. The benefits associated with that testing 

could be small, they might be sufficient to outweigh the 

costs because the costs would be nearly as great as talking 

about operating the plant for 40 years.  

I'm not prepared to sky partly because it isn't 

really my determination that the Applicant and the Staff can
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1n9 I Jpresent a reasonable analysis that goes just to the benefit of 

2 testing. What is the benefit of testingo without talking about 

3 where testing leads. Does testing have benefits in and of 

4 itself? This Applicant has a plant already at the site which 

5 is virtually identical to this one. Obviously testing this 

6 one would give it some knowledge as to what to do with that one.  

7 You know, there are similar kinds of benefits. If 

8 they feel that the costs of testing are so great that they 

s can,'t be outweighed by the limited benefits there are and that 

10 they have to draw upon the benefits of operation, then it would 

seem that we do have to have a consideration of 50 percent steady 

ia state .operation in which case on behalf of the Environmental 

13 Defense Fund I would have to ask for at least some adjournment 

14 of this hearing in order for us to get our witnesses prepared 

15 and our cross-examination prepared on the question of steady 

. state.  

7 -We were not anticipating the commenment of that 

IS aspect of the proceeding until some time in February at the 

.9 earliest and would not be ready to proceed today or even this 

20 week and -- well, Mr. MacBeth can probably speak better as to 

whether we can be ready next week. We still have a substantial 

22 amount of discovery outstanding which the Applicant is respondin 

23 to in a fairly rapid manner, but it has not yet been completed.  

24 But I would like Mr. MacBeth to comment also on the 

25 Chair's suggestion of considering 50 percent steady state at
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inlO I this time, 

2 MR. MAC BETH: We siiiply would :not be prepared. to 

3 move on to consideration of 50 percent steady state. It's my 

4 understanding that the Applicant would have more evidence 

15 it wanted to produce on such an application and our witnesses 

are scattered across the country. One is in Seattle; others 

7 are in New York and on Long Island; and we would need further 

S preparation.  

And it was our understanding with the Applicant and 

10 we thought it was also the understanding with the Staff that 

anything beyond a 50 percent testing license would not be 

12 taken up until the middle of February. We've been working 

1 toward that kind of date.  

I frankly think if we moved on to the steady state 

5 50 percent license now we would have the kind of problem that 

16 we had at the hearings in December, that the cross-examination 

17 and the direct examination simply would not be properly focused 

- and that the Board and all the parties would be spending a 

9. great deal more time here than would be necessary if we had 

20 that time of preparation, which all the parties, I think, have 

21 considered would be theirs.  

2 Certainly it was our understanding that the Applicant 

23 is only making a notion for 50 percent testing, and we've come 

g4 prepared for that motion this morning. We simply aren't 

2 prepared for anything beyond that.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, of course, testing is not a 2 sterile activity. It isn't going to do the Applicant any good 
3 for the moment to say well: there's a fine plant; it~s closed 
4 down; it will work all right. But the testing has got to be 
.5 related to ultimately soze operation° 

6 Now, if it can be so sterile as to be completely 7 separated, then it seems to me we don't get into a lot of 
8 extensive benefit considerations, that we just say this is a 
9 test, this testing operation is not going to hurt anybody or 

90 harrm anybody, or everybody is agreed that the testing ciperation 
i can be undertaken.  

The parties here, the Citizens' Committee and tne i3 Hudson Piver, are agreed that you could go and test it, well, 
14 let's just close it off at that. There's no objection. The 
15 Staff will. put in some evidence here which they say will apply 
16 to steadyst.te as well as testing and waybe the Board can 
17 proceed to a consideration of the matter and forget the whole 
I8 benefit situation because we are thinkzing of operation in !9 steady state a.yway, and we will get to that later

MR. PROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, the approach of suggestjnil 
21 a testing licen3e was presented for the purpose of enabling the 
22 Board to concentrate on that issue on that matter which had 
23 tobe taken up first; that is, the testing of the plant, and 
24 to enable more time to be allowed for the Board's consideration 
25 of those issues which are in contention.
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CHAIRNWN JENSCH: We understand your objective.  

MR. TROSTEN: It's a very sound one, Mr. Chairzian, 

and consistent with the Commission's regulations because it 

enables the plant to be tested during the period of time which 

will enable it to be ready for critical operation. There is 

a need for additional time for the contested issues in this 

proceeding to be tried, Mr. Chairman.  

If we were to go immediately into this now, unless 

the two Intervenors were to take the position that they were 

not opposing the issuance of a 50 percent operating license, 

it. simply would not be practical for the Board to turn its 

attention now to the matter of testing which must precede 

operation.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We understand that and I think we 

are all agreed and we think it's a fine objective and we want 

to compliment the parties for working together and we think, it 

is An endeavor we hope will continue to try to work out agree

ments and expedite this case. But the way you parties want 

to carve it up may not consistently fit with the regulations 

and that places this issue that has not been raised by the 

Citizens' Committee, is there and should there be a cost-benefit 

analysis for a testing operation and if that is correct, where 

is it separately stated? 

MR. -TROSTEN* I don't see how the Citizens' 

Committee could raise that issue, Mr. Chairman, because it
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pertains to an interpretation of Appendix D and the Citizens' 

Committee has consistently taken the position that they are 

not raising environmental issues.  

Now, Mr. Roisman his months back in this proceedinq 

in the spzing of 1971, he raised issues concerning cost-benefit 

analysis relating to the Atomic Energy Act that had absolultely 

nothing to do with this regulation and I don't know what --- I 

don't agree with the point that Mr. Roisman is raising, but 

there's absolutely no basis for him to raise it now, in any 

event, in light of the stipulation that has been sIgned by the 

Citizens' Committee.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, that simnply is not 

correct.  

Mr. Trosten either does not read the law or he 

doesn't understand it. The law said the Commission has out a 

guideline which says that when this Board balances factors and 

does a cost-benefit analysis -

CHAIP4AN JENSCH: This is something that occurred 

after the stipulation was signed. As I understand it, the 

Applicant wants your stipulation to overcome what Appendix D 

requires. Is that right? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir, that's not so.  

The stipulation was signed long after the regulation 

was changed.  

MR. ROISMvAN; The stipulation said we weren't going
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to raise environmental matters. The radiological safety of 

the plant is part of what goes into the final detailed environ

mental statement. It's part of the cost-benefit analysis. i 

don't think that Applicant would be arguing that we could not 

raise that and we're not going to permit the Board and we don't 

know how Applicant got the confusion that this Board in reach.ing 

its ultimate decision somehow or other the Citizens' Conmittee 

was going to stand on the sidelines .and say, we'll tell you 

Whether we think the rods will swell and burst, but we ,qon't 

tell you whether or not we think your judgment at the end 

should be to issue the license or not.  

That's what we're talking about; we're talking about 

the aspect of the Board's decision at the very end --- should it 

or should it not issue the testing license. And when it 

decides whether it should or should not issue the testing 

license, it's going to measure some costs against some bene

fits, and we are simply not prepared to consider in the benefiti 

considerations that go broader than the costs that it's X:aising 

and that it is considering. That's all..  

As a matter of fact, our stipulation says we're 

not going to raise environmental matters and the matter that 

we're talking about now is power needs. That's not an environ-0 

mental matter in the narrow sense, even if you wanteu to IDe 

technical that way. But our point is we want to have a say 

and we intend to have a say and we never waived any say in
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in15 I whether or not the Board's ultimate conclusion would be 

2 correct.  

S CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is your view of a testing 

4 license in reference to the Emergency Core Cooling System? 

5 MR. ROISMAN: In regard to the Emergency Core Cooling 

6 System, it is that there are weaknesses in the Emergency Core 

7 Cooling System, which, during testing, could result in an 

a accident which would be harmful to the public health and safety.  

9 The Emergency Core Cooling System could be called 

10 upon to work during that period, that if it failed to function 

because of the problems that we think exist, then there would be 

12 a radiation danger to the public.  

13 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: In other words, you believe that 

14 the Board has to make a finding that the ECCS among other 

15 processes and components must operate with reasonable assurance 

16 even during the testing operation or testing performance that 

17 is sought by this motion, is that correct? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, that's the way 

19 1 interpret 50.57(a), the language in 50.57 (a) sound just like 

20 the language that you would use' if you were issuing a full-term 

21 license for the plant.  

22 Now, the Board would take into account if--- for 

23 instance, if testing is more risky than steady state operation, 

24 that would go on the side of saying we ought to have a better 

25 system during the: testing period than we night need during the
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operation period if the length of time in testing reduces the 

nature of the risk that might cut in the other direction, but 

the :Board would still have to consider those risks and the 

assurances that it had with regard to the ability of the plant 

to function in reaching a conclusion about the reasonable 

assurance of the testing license.  

And we are opposing, that is, the Citizens' Committee 

is opposing 50 percent testing. It's opposing it because it 

believes that the risks associated with 50 percent testing are 

too great and those are radiological safety risks. Obviously 

we cannot influence the Board that that is correct if we don't 

explain how our risks enter into the Board's ultimate balance 

when the whole thing is over. That's what my quarrel is with 

the Staff.  

If the Staff would simply at this time enter into 

evidence all of this document up to page 44 and withdraw pages 

44 through whatever the end page is here, which relate to the 

balance and then submit at a later time the Staff's balance 

based upon testing without trying to look into the crystal 

ball and see where testing is going to lead or necessarily has 

to lead and it still comes to the conclusion that a 50-percent 

testing license should be issued because the costs and benefits 

come out all right, then we won't have any quarrel with the 

formal aspects here. And we are not proposing that we intend 

to challenge the allegations about whether or not the FPC has.
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made up proper statements regarding the needs for power.  

All we're saying is what would go in the record now 

would be material which would relate to benefits which 

would not flow from the license that is now pending before the 

Board if it were issued.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Board plans to take a recess.  

Does any party desire to speak further to this

matter?

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
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5 
ebl In consideringthe benefits of testing, Mr.-.  

2 Chairman, I submit that it would be an entirely sterile 

operation, as Mr. Roisman appears to be suggesting, for the 

4 -board to limit itself solely to the question of what were the 

benefits of testing during the limited period. of testing.  

6 The purpose of testing is to operate the plant.  

7 And in order to consider what the benefits of 

8 testing are, one has to also factor into that, in order to 

consider whether this factor has been properly balanced, 

10 Factor C. One must consider not only the matter of testing, 

11 but the matter of operation as well; othexvire it would be 

12 -a totally meaningless exercise for the Board to go through.  

13 The second point I would like to make is that 

14 under the terms of the stipulation, the Citizens' Committee 

15 has limited itself to raising issues encompasses by 10 CFR 

16 50.57(a), which are issues relating to the radiological 

17 health and safety and the comon defense and security. To 

18 the extent that Mr. Roisman chooses to raise issues Under 

19 that section similar to the ones that he raised in the spring 

20 of 1971 about risk--benefit, I suppose that he is going to 

21 proceed to do that.  

22 But there is absolutely no basis under the stipu

23 lation for the Citizens' Committee for the Protection of the 

24 Environment to raise environmental issues which are within 

25 the scope of 10 CFR 50, Appendix D or the NEPA Environmental
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eb2 , Review. That is prohibited under the terms of the stipula

.0 tion, Mr. Chairman.  

3 MR. KARMAN: Mr.Chairman, as is quite evideint, 

4 the Staff in preparing its discussion and conclusions on the 

5 50 percent power operation did so in the midst of its 

6 environmental review for full power, 100 percent power.  

7 We did not surgically delete the question of cost-benefit so 

6 as to tailor it to the needs of a testing operation alone.  

9 As you have indicated, testing leads to operation 

10 and in our on-going review, our analysis was based on testing 

11 which would lead to the 50 percent operation.  

V2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there is nothing further, at 

13 this time let us recess to reconvene in this room at 10:40, 

14 (Recess.) 

i5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

16 MR. ROISMAN.: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I wonder 

17 if I could clarify something, and this goes back to the earlie 

18 part of the transcript.  

19 The Board had asked when we made the reservation 

20 of the introduction in evidence of the Staffos document what 

21 the reservation was. It has been my intent and still is 

22 that there isn't any evidence which the Citizens' Committee 

23 is planning to adduce or cross-exaimnation which we are 

24 planning to undertake with regard to the cost-benefit analysis 

25 It had been our intent, and we still intend to do
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eb3 I this, in filing our proposed findings of fact and conclusions 

0 2 of law, to simply brief the question of whether or not what 

3 txe STaff has introduced in here is relevant and accurate 

4 data, based upon other data that is already in the record, 

5 and whether or not as a legal matter, a proper balancing of 

6 factors has taken place.  

7 We are perfectly willing for the Board to go ahead 

8 and proceed to accept into evidence.' subjectto our right to 

9 persuade the Board in our brief of lack of relevance or lack 

to, of accuracy, this particular document and to proceed to a 

consideration of a 50 percent testing. We arb not arguing 

12 that the Board should not do that. We feel there are defects 

.3 involved, and I would like an opportunity, in the proposed 

14.1 ,ndings of fact and conclusions of law, to brief in somewhat 

15 more detail the nature of the issue which is really that you 

16 cannot consider any more benefits than you are considering 

i7 costs when you do the balancing under D(2).  

18 But I do not want the Board to feel that I am 

19 trying to say that the Board should not go ahead and conside31 

20 50 percent testing. As you know, the Citizens' Committee 

21 contends that the testing license should not be issued, and 

22 I believe we are correct. And when I brief it, I hope I 

23 will persuade the Board that I'm correct on that point.  

24 CHA P34AN JENSCH: The Board has 'been giving con

sideration in the recess to the several statements and t.e
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eb4 contentions that have been made earlier, and the Board is 

2 endeavoring to limit its consideration to the testing license 

3 that is sought here.  

4 Testing involves many matters and while we are 

5 inclined to accept the statement by the Regulatory Staff 

6 that this discussion and these conclusions be incorporated 

in the transcript as if read, to constitute the evidence 

from the Staff. The Board does believe that and we so 

g onclude -- that there should be a separate statement of the 

10 benefits to be. derived from this testing license that is 

sought here, and that that evidence should be adduced by both 

12 the Applicant and the Staff.  

13 Now just in passing, to be sure that we are 'en

fining ourselves to the endeavor set forth in the motion to 

limit our discussions to the testing license that is inv!!ved 

16 here, Ad in view of the statement that has been made by the 

Citizens' Committee earlier this morning, for instance il 

18 reference to the ECCS, the Board will expect the Citizens' 

Committee to point out in the record where the evidence ehows 

20 that even a testing license involves tM .same safety con

II siderations as we understand -the Citlzens' Codmmittee is 

22 asserting with reference to the ECCS, or whether some evidence 

23 is intended to be adduced by the Citizens' Committee in that 

24 regard.  

25 Because if this is a separate consideratb-n and
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can be so separated,. the Board wants a clear delineation of 

the matter presented consistently by all parties to this 

proceeding.  

Therefore, the request of Staff Counsel is granted.  

The Statement of Discussion and Conclusions identified by 

Staff Counsel may be incorporated within the transcript as if 

read and shall constitute the direct evidence of the Staff 

and the Reporter is directed to physically incorporate into t1 

tianscript the Discussion and Conclusions by the Division 

of Reactor Licensing which has been identified on the record 

this morning.  

(The document referred to follows:)
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Q .INTRODUCTION 

The application of Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.  
("applicant"), for a license to operate the Indian Point Unit No. 2 nuclear 
facility is presently pending before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
(Board) established by the Atomic Energy Commission ("Commission") pursuant 
to a Notice of Hearing in this matter dated November 15, 1970. Appendix D 
of 10 CFR 50 of the Commission's regulations, which implements the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), establishes procedures for environ
mental review of such applications. Appendix D also provides a procedure 
.(Section D.2) for the issuance.of a license-authorizing the loading of 
fuel in the reactor core and limited operation within the scope of 
10 CFR 50.57(c) in a proceeding, such as this one, where the requirements 
of paragraphs 1-9 of section A of Appendix D have not as yet been met and 
the matter is pending before a Board. In such a proceeding, the applicant 
may make, pursuant to 50.57(c), a motion in writing for the issuance of a 
license authorizing the loading of fuel in the reactor core and limited 
operation within the scope of 50.57(c). The NEPA environmental review of 
the operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 has not yet been completed 
in accordance with the requirements of Appendix D of 10 CFR 50 as revised 
and published on September 9, 1971 (36 F.R. 18071). Pending completion 
of that review, in view of the Commission's regulations, the Commission 
does not contemplate issuance of the full power license.  

On June 21, 1971, a motion was made to the presiding Board by the applicant 
for an order to permit fuel loading and-subcritical testing of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2. In this proceeding, on July 20, 1971, the Board issued an order 
to authorize the Director of Regulation or his designee to issue the requested 
license pending the completion of an ongoing NEPA environmental review, on 
specified conditions, namely to condition the appropriate findings regarding 
the application for fuel loading and subcritical testing to the effect that 
at no time shall the reactor be made critical following fuel loading and 
upon a showing on the record that the proposed licensing action will not 
have a significant, adverse impact on the quality eof the environment. In 
this proceeding the requirements of 50.57(c) have been considered in the 
Board's order of July 20, 1971. On October 5, 1971, the Hearing was recon
vened before the Board to consider the applicant's motion to issue a 
license authorizing loading of fuel and subcriticalL testing, in accordance 
with the provisions of section D.2 of 10 CFR 50, Apendix D. In accordance 
with section D.2 of Appendix D of 10 CFR 50, the Omnmission's regulatory 
staff in the document "Discussion and Conclusions t7 the Division of 
Reactor Licensing, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Pursuant to Appendix D 
of 10 CFR 50 Supporting the Issuance of a License to Consolidated Edison 
Company of New York, Inc., Authorizing the Loading of Fuel and Subcritical Testing of' Indian Point Unit No. 2, Docket No. 50-247 ,dated October 6, 
1971, recommended that the Board authorize issuance by the Director of
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C Regulation of the license requested by the applicant upon a finding that 
such a licensing'action will not have a significant adverse impact on the 
quality of the environment and upon noting satisfaction of the requirements 
of 10 CFR 50.57(c) per its previous order. On Ocotber 19, 1971, the 
Facility Operating License No. DPR-26 was granted to the applicant in which 
the applicant was authorized to load fuel and perform subcritical tests, 
but at no time shall the reactor be made critical following fuel loading.  
Technical Specifications contained in Appendix A attached to the license 
were incorporated in this license.  

On September 24, 1971, the applicant filed with the Commission and sub
mitted another motion before the presiding Board to authorize the 
Director of Regulation to issue a license to the applicant, pursuant to 
10 CFR 50.57(c), to operate the Indian Point Unit No. 2 facility at a 
steady-state power level of 2482 megawatts thermal (14t)(90% of the 
facility's rated power level of 2758 M-1t) or such other power levelshort 
of full power operation as the Board determines to be justified on the 
basis of the record of the proceeding; and to refer the Board's order 
to the Atomic Energy Commission for its specific approval insofar as the 
order authorizes operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 facility at a 

O steady-state power level in excess of 551 I4Wt (at 20% of the facility's 
rated power level), pending completion of the NEPA environmental review.  

Since that time the applicant has engaged in discussions with the 
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc., and the Hudson Ri-er Fishermen's 
Association, intervenors in this proceeding, and thay have agreed not to 
contest the issuance of a license for Indian Point Unit No. 2 for testing 
purposes up to 50% of full power (1379 Mlt). Another intervenor in this 
proceeding, the Citizens Committee for the Protection of the Environment, 
will oppose such a license on radiological safety gxounds. In this 
regard the Citizens Committee will, however, rely zntirely on the record 
in the principal proceeding, as will the applicant, so that no additional 
hearing time is involved. All these understandings are reflected in the 
transcript of the hearings held in this proceeding on October 5, 1971.  
The Commission's regulatory staff has withheld jud.&Uent on the merits of 
the motion pending submission of supporting evidence on the part of the 
applicant.  

On October 19, 1971, the applicant filed with the Commission a supplement 
to the September 24, 1971 motion for issuance of a license authorizing 
limited operation. Accordingly, the applicant in accordance with Section Q D.2 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix D; requested that the Board:
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(a) Consider first and on an expedited basis the evidence as ED * it relates to the issuance of a license for limited' 
operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 for testing purposes 
at a power level up to.1379 M~t (50% of full power); 

(b) Order that any hearing with respect to the issuance of such' 
a license shall commence immediately following the con
clusion of the hearings on radiological safety issues 

*commencing on November 1, 1971, and that the hearing on 
the limited operation license shall not exceed three days 
in length; 

(c) Issueain Initial Decision and Order authorizing the 
Director of Regulation immediately to issue a license to 

* the applicant to operate Unit No. 2 for testing purposes 
at a power level up to 551 M4t (20%.of full power), and 

*1 further authorizing the Director of Regulation to issue 
a license to the applicant-to operate Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 for testing purposes at a power level-up to 1379 * j l4Wt (50%.of full power); 

(d) Refer the Board's order to the Atomic Energy Commission for I its specific approval insofar as it authorizes operation of 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 at a power level in excess of 
551 I4W11t; 

(e) Consider the evidence adduced and to be adduced insofar as 
it relates to further authorization up to 2482 Mqt (90% 
of full power) at hearings tentatively scheduled to commence 

* *on December 14, 1971; authorize the Director of Regulation to 
issue such a license, and refer the Board's order to the 
Atomic Energy Commission as in item (d) above..  

*Simultaneously with the filing of this supplement to the applicant's 
motion, the applicant has distributed proposed testimony in support of 
its motion on the environmental effects of the limited operation re
quested, and other subjects which the Board and the Commission must 

* consider under 10 CFR 50, Appendix D, Section D.2. Where appropriate, 
this proposed testimony discusses those considerations as they relate 
specifically to the various levels of limi-ted operation.  

The scope of activities to be carried out by the applicant authorized by 0) this limited operating license is described in the applicant's testimony 
.4dated October 19, 1971. These include:
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(a) Testing and calibrating of plant 'equipment starting with 
initial criticality in the reactor.  

(b) Upon establishment of criticality, conducting a prescribed 
program of reactor physics measurements to verify the basic 
static and kinetic characteristics of the core as expected 
and to check the values of kinetics coefficients assumed 
in the safeguards analyses as being conservative.  

...(c) Establishing a power escalation test program to carry the 
plant from completion of zero power physics testing 
through 20% (551 NIWt) to 50% of full power, or 1379 MWt 
of full power operation, as-a step-toward full power 

operation. A schedule is estimated to include 7 days 
of testing at up to 20% of power and 42 additional 
days at up to 50% of power.  

All of the activities as specified in the applicant's testimony of 
October 19, 1971, are to be conducted within the parameters set forth 
in the Technical Specifications which will be issued with the license 
requested. Further details concerning the tests can be found in the 
applicant's Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR).  

On November 16, 1970, the AEC regulatory staff (staff) had completed its 
review of the application for license and issued its Safety Evaluation 
in which it concluded that there was reasonable assurance that Unit 2 of.  
the Station could be operated at full power of 2758 MI4t without endanger
ing the health and safety of the public. The regulatory staff also 
submitted Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation dated November 30, 
1970 (the testimony of the Division of Compliance), and Supplement No. 2 
thereto (updating Supplement No. 1) dated July 1971, Supplement No. 3 to 
the Safety Evaluation dated September 3, 1971 (concerning emergency core 
cooling system effectiveness), and other 'testimony and exhibits as 
reflected in the record. The NEPA environmental 'review of the operation 
of Unit 2 has not yet been completed in accordance with the requirements 
of Appendix D of 10 CFR 50 as revised September 9, 1971. Pending 
completion of that review, the Commission's regulations do not contem
plate the issuance of the full power license.
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STATEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The following documents contain information to form the bases for the 

evaluation of environmental factors pertinent to the requested license 

for limited operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% (1379 MWt) of 

full power.

Safety Evaluation 

Supplement No. 1 and Appendix A 

Supplement No. 2 

Supplement No. 3 

Final Detailed Statement of 
Environmental Considerations 

The Applicant's Environmental 

Report - Operating License 

Stage 
Supplement to Environmental 
Report and Appendices, 

Volume Nos. I and II 
Supplement No. 2 to 

Environmental Report 

Responses to Environmental 
Questions Raised on 

October 12, 1971, by 

Division of Reactor Licensing 

Final Facility Description and 
Safety Analysis Report (FFDSAR) 

Technical Specifications 
Amendment No. 25 and Supplement 
No. 15 

Discussion and Conclusion by the 

Division of Reactor Licensing...  

Authorizing the Loading of Fuel and 
Subcritical Testing...  

Letter from Mr. W. J. Cahill, Jr.  

to Dr. Peter Morris,- Director 

USAEC Division of Reactor 

Licensing and presented in 
Testimony submitted by 

W. J. Cahill on October 5, 
1971, at the Hearings 

Testimony of Applicant in Support 

of its Motion for Issuance of a 
License Authorizing Limited 
Operation

0 

0

(November 16, 1970) 
(November 20, 1970) 

(July 1971) 
(September 3, 1971) 

(November 20, 1970) 

(August 6, 1970) 

(September 9, 1971.) 

(October 15, 1971) 

(October 28, 1971) 

(November 12, 1970) 

(October 6, 1971) 

(September 30, 1971) 

(October 19, 1971)

0
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W Other references on specific topics, as listed at the end of the 
statement, were also utilized.  

A wide range of factors was considered in the environmental review.  
Because the Indian Point Unit No. 2 is essentially completed, and has 
been operating under Facility Operating License No. DPR-26 for autho
rizing loading of fuel and subcritical testing, as granted on October.19, 
1971, the impacts of major concern on the environment are those due to 
the operation of the once-through condenser cooling system and the 
radioactive effluents. Thus the mechanical or entrainment and impingement effects, and the thermal, chemical, and radioactive discharges are 
the major points of this consideration for limited operation at 50% 
of :rated power or 1379 11Wt, pending completion of the full NEPA review.  
The discussion that follows includes (a) description of the facility and the impact of its effluents, (b) alternatives to the proposed action, 
and (c) the effect of delay in facility operation upon the public interest, in accordance with the Commission's regulations in section D.2 
of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50. According to this regulation, operation 
beyond 20% of full power may not be authorized except upon specific 
prior approval of the Commission. This approval of the Commission is 
presently being sought.  

A. Description of the Site and Environs 

The Indian Point Unit No. 2, owned by the applicant, is located on. the east bank of the Hudson River about 24 miles north of the New York City 
boundary line, at Indian Point, Village of Buchanan in the upper 
Westchester County, New York State. The station is about 2.5 miles 
southwest of the city of Peekskill; 8.3 miles south of West Point; 1.5 miles northeast of the Lovett generating station (503 MWe*) site; 4.6 
miles north of the Bowline Point generating station (530 MlWe) site; 
and 2.3 miles north of Montrose Point. The site is approximately 239 
acres in size and contains Indian Point Unit No. 1 (265 Mle), which has been operating as a combined nuclear-and oil-fired fossil plant since 
1962, and is adjacent to and is. south of Indian Point Unit No. 2 (873 
MWe). Indian Point Unit No. 3 (965-MHe - initial power) is under construction and is adjacent to and south of the Indian Point Unit No. 1.  
The Hudson River water is the supply of cooling water for the once
through cooling systems for the three units of the station.  

The applicant in its Supplement to the Environmental Report of September 9, 
1971, outlines the environment in the area, including the history, 
geography and geology, hydrology, climatology, plant and animal life, 
land use, and physical and chemical characteristics of the water.

*MWe = megawatts of electrical output
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Westchester County, in which the Indian Point site lies, 
has long had 

industry along the Hudson River banks but otherwise 
serves as suburbia 

and exurbia for New York City. The growth of corporate parks and 

the distribution and service industries make the county 
as a whole a 

net importer of commuting workers. The population within 55 miles of 

Indian Point was 16.1 !llion in 1960 and has been estimated to be about 

17.5 million in 1970.' Demographically the station is well placed with 

respect to nearby populations. The northern part of Westchester County 

is moderately populated.  

The dominant environmental feature of this region is 
the surface water of 

the-Hudson River The hilly land along the river banks and the lakes 

nearby are used for water reservoirs and for recreation. 
This river at 

Indian Point cuts through the Hudson Highlands at sea 
level with a 

channel nearly a mile wide and an average depth of more 
than 30 feet.  

West of the river from Indian Point is the Palisades Interstate Park 

with its wooded mountains, which is used for recreational 
purposes.  

East of the river, the mountains are lower and there are 
several 

communities, of which Peekskill is the largest, about 2 miles from 

the station. The Penn-Central Railroad serves both banks of the river; 

U. S. Highway 9W serves the west bank, and U. S. 9 serves 
the east 

bank. Several municipalities utilize the Hudson River for their 

principal water supply. Poughkeepsie, 30 miles upstream of the Indian 

Point site, has a population of about 63,600 and is the greatest user 

of the Hudson River for drinking water purposes at the rate of 
7.36 

million gallons per day.  

Of importance is the estuarine nature of the Hudson River 
at the Indian 

Point site. Fresh water runoff to the sea varies by a factor of 10 from 

the maximum flow rates, which occur during thaws of late winter, 
to the 

minimum flow rates, which occur-in late summer. Countering this downflow 

is a tidal upflow of ocean water, occuring twice a day, which 
carries 

the salt water front up beyond the Indian Point site during 
periods of 

the year except when the fresh water flow exceeds 20,000 cubic 
feet per 

second.*( 2) This tidal flow is often more( an 30 times the fresh 

water flow. There is also a nontidal flow which results from the 

vertical mixing of the denser saline water that tends to move 
upstream 

along the bottom of the river bed, and the fresh, less dense 
water that 

tends to move downstream on the surface. In sum, although both nontidal 

flow and fresh water flow contribute toward the seaward movement 
of a 

given body of water, once this water reaches the vicinity of 
the Indian 

Point site, tidal action can carry it back and forth in front 
of the 

Q O Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 over many tidal cycles lasting a 
number 

of days before it finally progresses far enough downstream 
to be carried 

" *1 cubic foot per second (cfs) is equivalent to about 450 gallons per 

minute (gpm) flow.
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out of the influence of the two generating stations. The influence of 
this tidal action and estuarine characteristics of the flow in the 
Hudson River are described below in regard to the effects of the thermal 
discharge from Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2.  

In comparison with the runoff of fresh water, the tidal flux has a great 
effect on the volume and chemistry of the water flowing past the Indian 
Point site. At this site-, the river is from 4,500 to 5,000 feet across 
and has a maximum depth in excess of 85 feet. The cross sectional area 
in the region is about 160,000 square feet,( 4) but the average area 
is 140,000 square feet over the 22-mile stretch from Indian Point to 
Chelsea.( The to tai.volume of the estuary between Troy, 150 miles 

1 above the mouth of the river, and Clinton Point, at the mouth, is 
approximately 29 billion cubic feet.(6) Because of the variability 
of the input of fresh water, the salinity of the water at the Indian 
Point site is not constant. During the spring runoff period, the 
water is essentially fresh; however, during periods of low flow 'n (2) 
late surmmer and fall, saline water often reaches Poughkeepsie.  
There is often a small increase in salinity from top to bottom; 
however, in studies conducted for the applicant during the period April 
1968 to April 1969, the maximum variation in salinity measured across the 
river (0.6 part per thousand t)) was approximately.the same as the maximum 
vertical variation (0.7 ppt). Data from the same study show annual 
salinity variations of 0.1 to 5.5 ppt,( 7) although values up to 7.3 ppt 
were observed in 1964 during a severe drought. (5.  

Temperature variations in the estuary at Indian Point occur on a seasonal 
basis. During 1969-1969 the river temperature ranged from 34°F. (1.1°C.), 
which was maintained from January through early March, to 81'F. (27.4°C.) 
in August. There was little temperature variation across the stream, 

* .with a maximum variation of 2.7'F. (1.50 C.). The vertical temperature 
profile also showed little variation, with a maximum of 3.20 F. (1.8°C.) 
..from top to bottom, the cooler water being on the bottom. (7) 

Turbidity as measured with a Secchi disk ranged between 1 and 4 feet 

visibility, with higher turbidities nearer both shores.( 7) Dissolved oxygen 
at the Indian Point area is generally about 6-7 parts per million but 
varies seasonally from 4 to 11 parts per'million.(8) 

Intrusion of salt water obviously has a great influence on the ionic 
constituents of the water at Indian Point. Consideration of the average 
values as presented in Table 2.1-3 of the Supplement to the Environmental 
Report for Indian Point Unit 2(8) must be considered in this light.  

Water movements in saline reaches of estuaries such as the Hudson are also 
influenced by vertical variations in salinity. The movement is called the 

. • • . ..
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net nontial movement mentioned above 
and is caused by density-induced 

currents. 
3 ) Typically, the slightly more saline water 

moves upstream 

along the bottom while less saline 
water moves in a seaward direction 

on 

the surface. This movement is caused by the dilution 
of the more saline 

water with the fresh water. The diluted saline water is less dense 
than the 

water around it and is pushed toward the surface 
by the more saline water 

along the bottom. The net result is a vertical movement of water at 
mid 

depth, an upstream flow along the bottom, 
and a downstream flow on the 

surface. All this movement is superimposed 
upon the tidal cycle, and only 

occurs under saline conditions. This discussion is a gross oversimplifi

cation of the flow characteristics, 
which are considered further in the 

full NEPA review.  

The importance of this nontidal (density) flow is related to its ability 

to increase the dilution of effluents into the 
Hudson during periods when 

the flow of fresh water is low. Thus it compensates to some degree 
for 

the reduced input of fresh water that 
occurs at certain times of the year.  

When the discharge of fresh water drops below 
20,000 cubic feet per second, 

the salt front moves up past Indian 
Point and the net nontidal flow becomes 

a factor. Its importance for dispersion of thermal 
discharges is associ

ated with the increased seaward velocity 
of the water at the surface and 

the fact that the less dense warmer 
water is in this region. Thus the 

nontidal flow carries the thermal effluent 
out of the area at a higher 

rate than would be expected from the 
flow of fresh water alone.  

-The distribution of suspended particulate 
matter and dissolved substances 

will likewise be affected by the density 
flow. Hoever, if these mate

rials are randomly distributed, the 
principal effect of the density flow 

will be to disperse the chemicals more 
rapidly; it will only slightly 

augment their removal from the estuary. 
Further details of' flow 

characteristics and density effects are 
being considered in the full NEPA 

environmental review.  

B. The Beat Dissipation System and 1jechanical Effects 

Indian Point Unit No. 2 is a closed-cycle 
pressurized, light-water reactor 

designed to operate at power levels up 
to 2758 MWt* with an electrical 

output of 873 MWe. Indian Point Unit No. 2 is one of a three-unit 

complex of nuclear reactors, turbine-generators 
and auxiliary equipment 

and buildings which has been planned and 
is being completed at the 

Indian Point site. The pressurized water reactors and their 
steam

electric system use once-through cooling 
to dissipate waste heat. Indian 

Point Unit No. 1, with a capacity of 
615 1,Mt and an electrical output 

of 265 MWe, has been in commercial operation 
since 1962. It is pro

posed that Indian Point Unit No. 2 would 
be allowed to operate at a 

capacity of 1379 MWt, or at 50% of full 
power in which cooling water
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will be withdrawn from the Hudson River and warmed by the waste heat j before being returned to the river. Cooling water is withdrawn through 
an intake structure located at the river's edge immediately in front of 
each reactor unit. The intake structure is provided with trash bar 
racks, stop log gates, traveling screens and the chlorination system.  
The-Indian Point No. 2 structure is designed with 6 large pumps, each 
of 140,000 gallons per minute (gpm) capacity, and 2 small pumps for 
a total of 60,000 gpm of-service water needs. Each of the large pumps 
is located in the back of a cell which has an opening 13 ft. 4 in. high 
x 26 ft. wide,. the top of the opening being 1 ft. below the mean low.  

* water level of the Hudson River. A trash rack composed of vertical steel 
bars 1/2 in. x 3 in. on 3-1/2 in. centers is located inside the cell 
opening to protect the circulating pumps from l.ogs, ice chunks, and 
large debris. Behind the trash racks is the provision for a fixed 
fine mesh screen (used on occasion) and 3/8 in. mobile traveling 

of all the screens so that heated water from the discharge canal 

may be recirculated to the intake structure to melt ice that may form or 
tend to clog the screens. Appropriate mobile trash racks remove material 
that collects on the racks and fixed screens, and a high pressure back

* . spray from the service water supply serves to remove material. that may 
have impinged on the up-pass of the traveling screen. A sodium hypo
chlorite system described below is available to treat the incoming river 
water to control the fouling growth on the condenser tubes.

At full power operation, 840,000 gpin of cooling water will be withdrawn 
from the river through the 6 pumps, but it is possible to opcrate at 
reduced flows at reduced power. Flow through each of three condenser water.  
boxes is normally 280,000 gpm, but the water boxes are divided by a separation plate so that flow through each half is normally 140,000 gpm, 
such that operation at a reduced flow of 84,000 gpm is possible. At .1 minimum conditions three half sections must be operated at a total flow 
of 252,000 gprn. Velocities of the water in the intake structure will 
vary according to the area available for flow, and will be 0.9 feet per second (fps) through the main openings, 1.01 fps through the trash bars, 
and 1.44 fps through the fixed fine mesh screens. The minimum practicable 
flow of an intake pump is 140,000 gpm; therefore, any reduced power 
operation with reduced flow may resul.t in fewer pumps operating, but the 
water velocities will not change. Less waste heat will be dissipated 
at reduced operating power levels and this may be accomplished by full 
water flow at a l.ower temperature differential in the cooling water, or' j * a reduced water flow with a normal heating of the cooling water, or at any 
such combination of water flow and temperature increase. On Indian Point C Unit No. 2, protection screens~ are being installed at the outer face of 
the intake structure in guides already provided in the walls of the intake 

canal in order to reduce the impingement. of fish on the screens.
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C. Thermal Discharges 0 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 is rated at 2758 i4Wt and 873 MWe output. Therefore, 
107.4 million British Thermal Units (BTU) per hour must be dissipated to 
the cooling water at full power operation.  

Heat is transferred from the reactor core through a 4-loop primary sys
* tem using water for cooling and moderation, and produces steam in a 

vertical U-tube steam generator. Steam produced in a secondary system 
drives three turbine-generators to produce electricity, and the "spent" 
steam is cooled sufficiently in the condensers to be converted back to 
-water. The condensate is recirculated through the feed water heaters 
and is recycled to the steam generators.  

At 50% of full power 53.7 million BTU/hr must be dissipated from Indian 
0! Point Unit No. 2 to the Hudson River such that the temperature rise in 

the cooling water will depend on which operational mode of the circulat
ing pumps is used: (1) flow may be 840,000 gpm with all 6 pumps operating 
resulting in a low temperature differential (AT) of approximately 8°F; 
or (2) with 6 pumps operating in conjunction with the recirculating 
de-icing loop, with 680,000 gpm being withdrawn from the river, giving a O AT of about 100F, or (3) with 3 pumps operating at a withdrawal of 
420,000 gpm and a AT of approximately 16'F (equivalent to full power 
condition except for half the flow), or (4) with 3 pumps and the de-icing 
loop, at 260,000 gpm and a AT of about 25°F. Operation is possible at any 
of these conditions or at any modification of the above if conditions 
warrant, but it is presumed that any extended period of operation at 50% 
power would include 3 pump operation at the 420,000 gpm withdrawal of 
water from the Hudson River. In no event, the applicant states, will the 
pumps be operated in such a manner as to exceed the New York State Thermal 
Criteria.  

This thermal load from Indian Point Unit No. 2, regardless of the method of 
operation, will be added to that from Indian Point Unit No. 1 and the service 
water and auxiliary systems in a common discharge canal, which terminates 
in an outfall system located downstream from the Indian Point Unit No. 1 
intake pipe. Since the AT'for Indian Point Unit No. 2 during the planned 
activities will be less than 15.1°F, addition of the discharged water 
from both Units No. 1 and 2 will lower the overall AT of the discharge 

'0p
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According to model studies and calculations the heated water plume 
will surface approximately 125 feet out from the discharge ports, and 
sufficient mixing and diffusion with the saline and.fresh water in the 
Hudson River will occur so that the water quality standards of the State 
of New York Department of Environmental Conservativn are satisfied during 
full power operation. When Indian Point Unit No. 1 is at full power, 
560 MWt of heat are wasted, and this would be added to 1885 Nlt of heat 
from Indian Point Unit No. 2 at full power, but with Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 at 50% power only 943 MWt of heat are added resulting in a reduced 
temperature increase of the discharge.  

The temperature of the Hudson varies during the year from about 34'F 
to 81°F, and the flow conditions at the Indian Point site vary widely 
throughout the year, with a tidal flow of up to 135 million gpm 
(300,000 cfs) twice a day and with a fresh water run-off in late 
winter of more than 16.2 million gpm (36,000 cfs) to an average of 
about 3.3 million gpm (7300 cfs) in late summer. Superimposed on 
these flows is a circulatory mixing flow resulting from an upstream 
flow of sea water along the bottom of the estuary due to its density 
and a downstream surface flow of a less dense mixture of fresh water 

* and sea water. These complex flow characteristics in the estuary 
make any quantitative evaluation of the cooling capacity a difficult task 
except for a set of specific conditions. Factors which affect the 

* distribution and dispersion of the thermal plume discharged from the out
fall structure when either unit or both units are in operation will 
include the tidal amplitude and current, river geonetry, salinity distri
bution, and fresh water discharge. The 'applicant, in its testimony of 
October 19, describes the work and studies being drne by the applicant's 01 consulting groups to develop mathematical models tn estimate the expected 

il 
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water below predicted two unit operation. The extent of this reduction 
will depend primarily on the percent of full power level at which Indian 
Point Unit No. 2 is operating. This outfall system is 270 feet long and 
includes 12 discharge ports with rectangular openings 4 feet high by 
15 feet long, spaced 20 feet apart (center to center), and located 18 
feet (at centerline of port) below the mean low water level.  

Ten of these submerged ports are equipped with fully adjustable gates so 
that a discharge jet velocity of at least 10 fps can be maintained 
through each port for any combination of units in operation and river 
conditions. The face of the discharge structure containing the ports is 
parallel to the river bank so that the water is jetted horizontally and 
normal to the-river flow. A total discharge flow of about 1,157,000 gpm 
of water with full flow operation of circulating pumps for both Indian 
Point Units No. 1 and 2 will occur utilizing this outfall structure.

0
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cross sectional area 
- average temperature 

along the longitudinal 

(3 axis of the river and 
the departure from this 

average of any point 
within 

O the cross section.  

New York State has adopted detailed criteria covering 
thermal discharges 

into the Hudson River at Indian POint, which has been classified as 

"an estuary." The criteria are as follows 
[6 NYCRR 704.1(b) (4)): 

,The water temperature at the surface 
of an estuary 

shall not be raised to more 
than 90

°F at any point 

provided further, at 
least 50 percent of the cross 

-sectional area and/or 
volume of the flow of the 

estuary including a 
minimum of one third 

of the 

surface as measured from water edge to water edge 

at any stage of tide, shall not be raised to more 

than 4
0F over the temperature 

that existed before 

the addition of heat of artificial origin or a maximum 

of 83
0F, whichever is less. 

However, during July 

through September if the water temperature 
at the 

surface of an estuary 
before the addition of 

heat 

of artificial origin 
is more than 83

0F, an increase 

in temperature not to exceed 1.5*F, at 
any point of 

0 the estuarine passageway as delineated above, may be 

Q ~ ~peritted." 

." The-complex flow characteristics of this estuary nake it difficult to 

ascertain the cooling capacity of the Hudson River at the Indian Point 

site. Consultants have furnished the applicant with both a mathematical 

model and a physical 
hydraulic model of 

the estuary in the area around 

the plant site. A nunber of modifications 
have been made to the 

design 

of the common outfall for 
Indian Point Unit Nos. 

1, 2, and 3 in an 

* attempt to comply with state 
regulations regarding the 

discharge of thermal 

effluen-s into the Hudson 
River. However, a judgment on 

the predictive 

capability of these models cannot be made as yet because few sets of sub

stantive flow data in 
the vicinity of the plant 

site have actually been 

gathered and these measurements are incomplete. Thus it remains to be 

demonstrated that the 
heat will be dissipated 

in accordance with state 

regulations under' the great seasonal variations of estuarine flow 

conditions.  

.I .  

I 

..1.  

11
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" I D. Chemical Discharges 

Several routine operations of the plant will contribute to the discharge of 
chemical wastes into the environment as a result of 50% of full power 
operation of the plant: leakage from the primary coolant system,. steam 
generator blowdown, regeneration of demineralizers, and cleaning of the 
condenser tubes. The different water treatment procedures carried out 
are governed by the use of several systems (primary, secondary, condenser 
and service water) rather than by operating at different power levels.  
Thus the chemical additions and discharges are initially the same as for 
full power operation with minor exceptions. Liquid radioactive wastes 
are discussed below in Section E. Some of these operations were initiated 

*at the onset of operation during subcritical testing, and will continue 
during zero power testing, and power escalation up to 50% of rated power.  
In practice, the cooling water circulating through the once-through 
condenser system and service water system serves to dilute any discharged 
chemicals. These dissolved discharges will be monitored in the discharge 
canal to assure that the chemical wastes discharged into the Hudson River .1 will meet the limits of effluents established by the New York State Department 
of Conservation. In the testimony presented by the applicant on October 19, 
1971, a list of chemicals utilized in the various plant systems and the 

C\ - concentration limits at the confluence of the discharge canal water with the 
K)J Hudson River are given,respectively, in Tables 3 and 4 of this testimony.  

In addition to thermal discharge standards established by New York State, 
the State Department of Conservation has established water quality standards 
depending on water use. A set of applicable criteria for the Hudson River 

* at Indian Point is classified "Class SB" as shown in Table 2.3-2 of the 
applicant's Supplement. Since the regulation is phrased in terms of 
general criteria rather than specific numbers, the applicant is proposing 
to meet certain discharge limits with respect to concentrations of various 

* chemicals at the confluence with the Hudson River which it believes satisfy 
the criteria. The basis for these limits was obtained in part from bioassay 
work performed by the Raytheon Company and New York University as consultants 
for the applicant. These concentrations are shown in Table 2.3.3 in the 
applicant's Supplement.  

During operation a flexibility exists in the number of circulating pumps in 
operation and the number of condensers in use. The flow rate of the condenser 

* cooling water system of Indian Point Unit No. 2 can vary from 140,000 gpm 
to 840,000 gpm depending on the power level of the reactor. Indian Point 
Unit No. 1 will add another 280,000 gpm of flow water to that already used 
in the Indian Point Unit No 2. As a result, about 1.1 million gpm of water 
will be available to dilute liquid chemical wastes prior to discharge into 

the river. Chemical discharges are not power dependent but the concentration 
levels are flow dependent. However, for the purposes of this discussion, the 

. -* 
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concentration of each chemical discharged to the Hudson River 
will be based.  

on a flow rate of 100,000 gpm in order to cover the more adverse conditions 

when dilution of the wastes would be at a minimum. The lower flow rates 

will provide discharge concentrations closer to the proposed limits than 

higher power estimates at full flow rates. Thus the dilution volume 

utilized in arriving in the limits (100,000 gpm as against 840,000 
gpm) 

will result in extremely conservative limits and these variations 
in 

concentrations are not expected to be significant.  

The standard chemicals utilized in the primary and secondary 
coolant systems 

to control pH and oxygen levels include lithium hydroxide, 
tri-and di-sodium 

phosphate and hyd-razine. These chemicals will be added to the primary and 

secondary coolant to obtain the desired water chemistry. The Chemical and 

Volume Control System (CVCS) described in the FFDSAR is designed to maintain 

the chemistry and purity of the primary coolant, the desired 
boric acid 

concentration, and the volume of water and pressure in the primary system.  

The applicant plans to use lithium hydroxide in the primary system for pH 

control and any solution of this compound is processed by the waste disposal 

system prior to discharge. Based on the assumption of an evaporator breakdown 

in the waste disposal system, (an unlikely event), the applicant has estimated 

the maximum concentration that could be expected under the conditions 
of 

evaporator breakdown occurring simultaneously in each of the two units to 

be about 2.2 ppm with a maximum waste disposal flow rate of 25 gpm, 
yielding 

a possible sustained release of 5.0 pounds per day for the two units. The 

actual concentration entering the Hudson River at the confluence of the 

discharge water is expected to be about 0.01 ppm during normal. operation.  

Boric acid, used as a chemical shim for reactivity control. in the primary 

coolant, has a maximum concentration of 2000 ppm (as boron). This would be 

the maximum concentration level that could be released from the waste 

disposal system in the unlikely event of simultaneous breakdown of the waste 

evaporators from the two units. Under those circumstances the maximum 

waste disposal flow rate would be 25 gpm resulting in a maximum sustained 

release of 600 pounds per day from Indian Point Unit No. 2 and the same 

amount from Indian Point Unit No. 2 for a total of 1200 pounds per day to 

give a concentration of 50 ppm of boron in the form of boric acid at the 

confluence of the discharge water into the Hudson River.  

Releases from the secondary and auxiliary systems involve sodium phosphate, 

which is used to control the steam generator acidity, as well as in 

combination with sodium hydroxide which is used in the treatment 

of the house service boilers of Indian Point Unit No. 1 

The phosphate concentration level (expressed as phosphate) of no
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more than 250 ppm at any one time or 10 ppm on a sustained basis will be 
- ' obtained at a maximum discharge rate of 200 gpm such that the concentration 

at the point of discharge into the river is 1.5 ppm. Hydrazine, which is 
needed to control oxygen in the steam generators, will be kept at a 
concentration of 2.0 ppm during normal operation. The expected maximum 
flow rate is 200 gpm and the expected sustained release is 5 pounds per day 
during normal operation resulting in a concentration of 0.1 ppm at the point 
of discharge into the Hudson River. However, a discharge of 100 ppm 
hydrazine may occur once per year at the end of the refueling outage.  
Iydrazine is also discharged once a year from Indian Point Unit No. I during 
refueling and will be discharged at a flow rate of 40 gpm. The maximum 
possible release rate would be 24 pounds per day.  

Either cyclohexylamine or morpholine, used to adjust feedwater and steam 
pH, will not exceed a concentration in the steam generator blowdown of 5 ppm 
released on a sustained basis at a maximum flow rate of 200 gpm. The nuclear 
boilers in Indian Point Unit No. 1 are blown down continuously at a maximum 
rate of 40 gpm containing a maximum concentration of 5 ppm cyclohexylamine.  

The expected sustained release of either amine is 12 pounds per day from 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 and 14.5 pounds per day from both Units Nos. 1 

iand 2. The resultant concentration of either amine discharged from both 
units will be 0.1 ppm at the discharge point into the river.  

Potassium chromate is used as a corrosion inhibitor in the closed cooling 

water system of Indian Point Unit NO. 2. No discharge is planned but some 
leakage at a maximum concentration of 100 ppm with a maximum discharge 
flow rate of 25 gpm could result in a concentration of 0.05 ppm (as 
the-hexavalent chromium) at the discharge point to the river. Detergents used 
in the plant laundry might release up to 6 pounds per day at the resultant 

-A concentration of 1 ppm at the discharge point into the river.  

Sources of chemical wastes during operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 will 
include concentrates which are blown down to the discharge canal from the 
flash evaporator. This evaporator distills the river water, to which has 
been added sulfuric acid to control the pH, for use as makeup for various 

A plant systems. The concentrates from the flash evaporator blowdown have 

a pH between 7.0 and 8.5. No measurable release of sulfuric acid is 
anticipated from Indian Point Unit No. 2. Sodium hydroxide also is used 
during normal operation of the primary system demineralizers to regenerate the 

i spent resins as hydroxyl or anion forms once every 4 to 7 days for 2 hours.  
Excess sodium hydroxide is drained to the waste disposal system where it 
is processed by the waste evaporator. It is also used for pH control in 
the waste evaporator. The wasted distillate would be discharged at the 
rate of 25 gpm into the discharge canal for a total of 0.5 pounds per day
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of waste. Assuming evaporator breakdown, the maximum concentration of 
sodium hydroxide that could be discharged in this event would be about 
5000 ppm at a discharge flow rate of 25 gpm at the rate of 12 pounds per 
day. The expected concentration in the discharge canal water is 10 ppm 
during normal operation.  

Sodium hydroxide is also used at Indian Point Unit No. 1 for acidity control 
in the house service boilers and make-up water evaporator and for regeneration 
of the water treatment mixed bed ion exchangers. The combined sustained 
release is expected to-be 36 pounds per day from the boiler blowdown and 
evaporator blowdown. However, the regeneration of the mixed bed ion exchangers 
would yield a-total release of 120 pounds per day. Although no measurable 
releases of sulfuric acid are anticipated from Indian Point Unit No. 2, sulfuric 
acid is used in the water treatment cation and mixed bed ion exchanger 
regenerations for Indian Point Unit No. 1. These regenerations occur 
approximately every 4 days for a duration of 1 hour. The excess sulfuric 
acid is neutralized prior to discharge during the mixed bed regeneration 
process. However, release of sulfuric acid at a concentration level of 3% 
is discharged at the rate of 450 pounds per day during cation bed regeneration.  

The total concentration of the excess sulfuric acid amounts to 10 ppm at the 
point of discharge into the river, but will be neutralized by sodium 
hydroxide before release. Soda ash, used four times per year to wash flumeI C) gas passages in the superheater of Indian Point Unit No. 1, could release 
5 ppm at the discharge point.  

The subject of chlorination of the cooling water in the condenser tubes of 
Unit No. 2 is being considered in the full NEPA review. Two procedures are I indicated in the applicant's Environmental Report. An automatic programmed 
control system is arranged to initiate a cycle once a day or more often.  
Each cycle will consist of slug treating the six circulating water intake 
bays in two groups of three and then the service water intake bay. Another 

procedure is to chlorinate each condenser at a different time for approximately 
.1 hour, three times a week. These two procedures would result in different 
total amounts of sodium hypochlorite released on a weekly basis. However, in 
either case, the concentration of residual chlorine in the water discharged 
into the Hudson River will be below 0.5 ppm to meet state standards.  

.Table I below summarizes the maximum concentrations of treatment chemicals 
that would be expected to be in the discharge canal at the point of discharge 
to the Hudson River. These values are compared with the New York State 
regulations governing the concentration of chemicals in the effluents 
discharged to receiving waters.

N
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Table I Comparison of Chemicals Added to Coolant Water of Indian 

Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 and Maximum Concentrations Permitted under 

New York State Regulations(a)

0 

I

Max. Conc.(b) at Discharge 
Point to Hudson River

Chlorine (c) 
Lithium 
Boric Acid(d) 
Sulfate 

Phosphate 

Cyclohexylamine 

Morpholine 

Caustic Soda 

Soda Ash 

Chromate 

Detergent 
Hydrazine

0.5 
<0.1 
50 
10

<0.1 
<0.1 
10 

5 
<0.05 
0.1

(Cr+ ) 
(ABS) (f)

N. Y. S. Regulations 
on Allowable Conc. of 

Chemical Discharges 

to Receiving Waters 

0.5

(e) (e) +6 
0.05 (Cr 6 ) 
(ABS)

(a) Classification and Standard Chemicals 
Governing the Quality and Purity 

of Waters in New York State. Part 700-703. Title 6. Official Compilation 

of Codes, Rules and Regulations.  

(b) Unless otherwise indicated these concentrations are based on a volume of 

water with a discharge rate of 100,000 
gpm under normal operating conditio 

s.  

The coolant flow through the discharge 
canal will actually exceed 1.1 x 10 

gpm.  

(c) Concentration of residual chlorine 
based on maximum permissible release 

concentration.  

(d) Boric acid concentration would be 
this high only in the unlikely event 

of complete breakdown of evaporators of 
both units.  

(e) Sulfate, caustic soda, and soda ash together represent 5 to 10% of 

the permissible concentrations of the 
total dissolved solid (TDS) that 

can be discharged into receiving waters.  

(f) Alkyl benzene sulfonate.  

In cases where a concentration limit 
(a number) is specified for a particular 

chemical, the maximum concentration discharged 
into the Hudson River from 

Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2 is 
according to the New York State regulations.  

stated above, the applicant has proposed 
that the chemical discharges with 

respect to concentrations released 
to the confluence with the Hudson River 

will 

meet the discharge limits for the "Class 
SB" standards applicable to the 

Hudson River at Indian Point and established 
by the New York State

Department of Environmental Conservation.

Chemicals

0

0
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E. Radioactive Discharges 

In the operation of nuclear power reactors, radioactive material is produced 
by fission of uranium - 235 and by neutron-activation of metals and corrosion 
products in the reactor systems. Most of the fission products produced are 
contained within the fuel elements in the reactor core. Small amounts of 
gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes enter the waste streams where they are 
processed, sampled and monitored within the plant to minimize the amount of 
-radionuclides that will ultimately be released to the atmosphere and the 
Hudson River at low concentrations under carefully controlled conditions.  
These radioactive releases are appropriately monitored, sampled, and analyzed 
prior to release to unrestricted areas. The radioactivity that may be 
released must be as low as practicable in accordance with the Commission's 
regulations set forth in 10 CFR 50.36a and will be a few percent of the 
limits established in 10 CFR 20.  

On the basis of operating experience with power reactors of similar design 
as that of Indian Point Unit No. 2, the releases will be kept within small 
fractions of the limits specified in 10 CFR 20. Furthermore, the Technical 
Specifications will be established to require the applicant to keep radio
activity levels in effluents as low as practicable in accordance with 

O 10 CFR 50.36a.  

In general, the normal releases are dependent on the quantity of fission 
product inventory present in the core, whicb is proportional to the power 
level. However, during the short duration of the planned testing activities, 
no equilibrium level associated with 50% power level would be obtained.  
Therefore, the full power equilibrium values of the fission product 
inventories, as shown in the applicant's Supplement to the Environmental 
Report, will not be achieved until after at least thirty days of continuous 
full power operation for such isotopes as iodine-131 and xenon-133.  

The radwaste system for treating gaseous and liquid wastes is described in 
the FFDSAR and applicant's Environmental Report and its Supplement. It is 
designed to collect, process, control and dispose of liquid, gaseous, and 
solid radioactive wastes.  

In regard to normal releases of-radioactive gases, operation of 50% of full 
power will result in a small inventory of the noble gases in the core since 
equilibrium conditions have not been reached during the short period of 
operation anticipated. The radwaste system includes the capability of a 
minimum of 20 days holdup prior to release from the Indian Point Unit No. 2 0 vent. Advantage is taken of both decay in holdup tanks and in the controlled 
elevated release. The Technical Specifications will define the limitations 
for gaseous releases and sufficient facilities are available in the gaseous 
radwaste system to preclude most releases during operation at the 50% power 
level.
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A The liquid radioactivity releases will, correspondingly, be much less than 
Jexpected during full power operation. The liquid radwaste system includes 

holdup, filtration, demineralization, and evaporation for use in treating 

any liquid radioactive wastes. Small quantities are released routinely, 
after processing through the waste disposal system, to the circulating 
water system but are not expected to be more than a small fraction of 
10 CFR 20 limits. As such the gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes 
expected to be released to the environment during the relatively short 

duration period of operation at 50% power of Indian Point Unit No. 2 will 
be small compared to those levels already present in the environment from 

natural radiation.  

In regard to expected releases, the radioactive releases have been estimated 

conservatively to be a linear function of power. Furthermore, fission 
product releases occur by a direct result of fuel failure and it is 

anticipated that there would be less than half the potential fuel failures, 
if any, during operation at 50% of full power. The quantities of 
radioactivity that may be released annually under operation at 50% of 
full power include the following: 

I. About 5 curies (Ci) of fission products and activation products 
in water.  

2. About 500 Ci of tritium in water.  

3. About 2500 Ci of noble gases.  

4. About 0.05 Ci of iodine and particulates in gaseous form.  

These quantities have been developed on the basis of experience with other 

* pressurized water nuclear power plants prior to Indian Point Unit No. 2.  

Ii "/ 

*1
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F. Environmental Impact of Plant Operation and Effluents 

0A number of impacts on water quality and biota will result from the 
plant effluents and plant operation of Indian Point Unit 2 at 50% of 
power and Indian Point Unit No. 1 at 100% of power. The operation 
of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% of rated power should not appreciably 
alter public use of the general environs surrounding the reactor site.  

1. Effects on Water Qality and Water Use 

(a). Dissolved Oxygen 

In regards to water quality, operating experience with 
Indian Point Unit No. 1 showed that there is normally a drop 
of about 10% in dissolved oxygen in the cooling water between 
its intake and discharge into the Hudson. If similar 
reductions occur with Indian Point Unit No. 2 on line, 
dissolved oxygen in the river near the discharge area also 
could be reduced.  

Such a reduction in dissolved oxygen across the condenser 
., would not seem likely to affect the Hudson River as a whole, 

WA since the water which has passed through the condensers will 
be stratified on the surface, where it will be exposed -to 
maximum exchange with the atmosphere. However, in view of 
the low dissolved oxygen levels which vere reported by the 

* applicant's consultants during Septembzr of 1969 to be as low as 2.7 ppm, operation of Indian Point ITnit No. 1 may 
possibly reduce dissolved oxygen levels at times below 
tolerable limits. If Indian Point Unit No. 2 causes similar reductions in dissolved oxygen, then sieps should be taken to 
reduce the potential problem by installing an aeration system 
in the discharge canal to increase the oxygen content of the 
cooling water before discharge into the Hudson River during 
periods when the dissolved oxygen in the river is low.  

(b) Residual Chlorine 

The condenser systems will be chlorinated at a minimum of three 
times a week for 1 hour at each exposure. Since the Indian 
Point Unit No.- 2 contains three condensers and Unit No. 1 
one condenser, their combined output will be 12 hours per 
week. During chlorination, high mortalities of entrained 
organisms will occur and may approach 100%. The purpose of 

* chlorination will be to destroy growth of fouling organisms 
which tend to plug up the condenser tubes. The concentration 
of residual chlorine in the thermal plume will exceed levels 
known to be toxic to some organisms. Since complete mixing
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of the thermal plume will require a considerable length 
of time, it is evident that a large number of estuarine 
organisms may be exposed to toxic levels of residual chlorine.  

Steps should be undertaken to eliminate this source of 
S..pollution by implementing any of several alternate methods.  

Two procedures can be followed to reduce the impact of such 
releases.* Chlorination should be done so that the discharge 
of water containing residual chlorine would coincide with 
peak tidal flows; this procedure would enhance the dilution.  
A second factor would be to restrict all chlorination schedules 
to daytime releases. This would reduce the exposure of many 
planktonic crustaceans and larval fish because of their verti
cal diurnal migration patterns and the fact that most of the 

* toxic chlorine compounds will be in the thermal plume, which 
will. be strati'fied on the surface. Even with these steps a 
portion of the biota will still be exposed to toxic levels of 

residual chlorine.  

The New York State regulations restrict the discharge of 
residual chlorine to receiving bodies of water to a concentration 
level of 0.5 ppm. This is the maximum concentration level.  QThe applicant plans to discharge residual chlorine at this 

* "concentration in the discharged circulating water at the point 
of confluence with the Hudson River. The activities authorized 
by this license will be conditioned to limit the residual 
chlorine levels to no greater than 0.5 ppm for the 1 hour 
period of chlorination of each condenser three times a week.  

(c) Other Chemicals 

The other chemicals such as boric acid, phosphates, chromates 
sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid, etc., which are listed in 

. Table I above, will be discharged in most cases in a batch 
process and will be low enough in concentrations such as to 
result in no important increases in concentration of those 
chemicals already present in the Hudson River during the 
period, of operation at 50% of power. These discharges will 
be monitored to verify that they meet the New York State 

"i -water quality regulations. The toxic effects of these 

chemicals on aquatic life are described below.  

* Furthermore discharges of chemical and radioactive effluents 

into the Hudson River as planned and described above should 
not affect other present uses of the Hudson River by industry 
or communities during the period of operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 at 50% of rated power.  

These steps will be incorporated into the limited operating license.  

e •
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* (d) Thermal Discharges 

The thermal discharges with a AT of about 8°F with full 

flow (6 pumps operating) through the once through cooling 
system or about 160F with half flow (3 pumps operating) 
will be made in accordance with meeting the New York State 
thermal discharge standards which are described above.  

These standards are considered to be adequately conservative 

for the protection of nonbiological aspects of the Hudson 
estuary at Indian Point. Thus, the applicant's use of the 

Hudson River for once-through cooling should not interfere 
with other industrial or community utilization of this 

resource, except as related to the thermal load of the 
river. Furthermore, the applicant has modified its outfall 
design for effluent discharge facilities in order to assure 
compliance with the New York State Thermal Criteria. The 
State Department of Environmental Conservation issued a water 
quality certification to the applicant which is required 

by the Federal Water Pollution Control'Act, section 21(b), 
as amended in 1970. The effect of thermal discharges on 

S ,aquatic life is described below.  

The applicant in its supporting testfi-ony of October 19, 1971 

and the Supplement to the Environmenlal Report has reported 
the extensive effort it has taken threuch its consulting 
groups to develop mathematical and hya6raulic models in order 
to predict the behavior of the thermal discharge plume into 
the Hudson estuary. According to the thermal discharge 

models, the combined discharge from Idian Point Units Nos. 1 
and 2 will not extend more than 2500 feet across the river 
from Indian Point. Thus, it would be possible for fish in 
the vicinity of the Indian Point Station to migrate up and 
down the river and not to be affected by a thermal barrier as 

a result of the combined discharge fram the two units.  

2. Biological. Impact of Plant Operation and Effluents 

A large quantity of ecological information Thas been gathered on the 
Hudson River and will be presented in the full NEPA environmental 
review. A significant portion of this infrmation has been sponsored 
by the applicant through its consulting or ganizations involving their 

* sampling programs related to the operation of the Indian Point Units.  

Data gathered to date, however, are not adequate to answer most of the 

principal ecological questions associated xith the operation of 

Indian Point Units Nos. 1 and 2. The propsed studies as outlined 

in the applicant's Environmental Report will answer some of these 

* 
4\
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questions. However, other studies should be included in the 
biological monitoring program to assess the damage to aquatic 
life in the vicinity of the station.  

The major impact of operation of the plant will be associated with 

the aquatic environment. Large numbers of fish will likely be 
killed through impingement on screens which protect the condensers 
and pumps. Some liquid radioactive and chemical wastes will be 
discharged directly into the Hudson River. Large quantities of 
the planktonic biota will be subject to withdrawal with the cooling 
water and will pass through the plant, where they will be exposed 
to physical, chemical, and thermal shock. The release of heated 
effluent water will cause a change in the physical environment 
which can affect the biota. In addition, combinations of these 

factors can cause environmental reactions that might not otherwise 

be expected. Detrimental effects of plant operations may manifest 

themselves directly by killing organisms or making them less capable 
of reproduction, or indirectly by affecting interactions between 
species.  

Our evaluation of the probable biological effects' of the operation 

(9 of the Indian Point facility is based on an analysis of information 

from three sources: field studies at other steam generating power 
plants, laboratory and field investigations of the biological 
effects of plant effluents, and the information which has been 
gathered in conjunction with the operation of Indian Point Unit No.  
1.  

(a) Effects of Chemicals on Biota 

The chemical released during plant testing and operation 
which may result in a significant adverse effect on fish and 
biota is the residual chlorine used to kill the organisms 
collected in the condenser tubes. The expected concentration 

of the residual chlorine at the point of discharge-to the 
river is expected to be no more than 0.5 ppm. However, it 
has been found that fish exposed for various periods of time 
even at lower levels are affected by this compound or its 
reaction products (chloramine) which are dispersed with 
thermal plume during the intermittent atment step for 
each condenser. For example, Merkens( found that a pH of 

7.0, 0.08 ppm of residual c1lorine killed half of his test 0 fish in 7 days. Zillich( 1  found chlorinated sewage effluent 
to be toxic to fathead minnows at residuallorine 
concentrations of 0.04 to 0.05 ppm. Baschd •° ) found that 50% 

of a population of rainbow trout csyld tolerate 0.23 ppm for 

only 96 hours. Authur and Eaton(l ) found that half of a
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population of the invertebrate Gammarus pseudoliimnaeus survived Q 96 hours at a concentration of 0.22 ppm and that reproduction 
was reduced when chronic concentrations (for 15 weeks) were main
tained at 0.0034 ppm. They also found that the highest concentra
tion which produced no effect on the lif .cycle of the fathead 
minnow was 0.016 ppm. Sprague and Drury showed an avoidance 
response by rainbow trout to free chlorine levels of 0.001 ppm.  

The residual chlorine concentration which may be released from 
Indian Point Units No. 1 and 2 (0.5 ppm - equivalent to the limit 
set in the New York State regulations) is greater than any of the 
toxic concentrations noted above. Thus, it is expected that toxic 
concentrations at times* will be exceeded in the Hudson River near 
the plant. Flow in the Hudson River, particularly during the 
springtime, will serve to dilute the concentration of the residual 
chlorine. Furthermore, the river chlorine demand is approximately 

i .i. 0 ppm.  

Toxicity of sodium hydroxide, lithium hydroxide, sulfuric acid 
is related to their ability to alter pH. Because of the buffering 

capacity of the dilution water, discharges of these substances are 
not expected to alter the pH appreciably, as indicated by pH 

) measurements made during releases of these chemicals from Indian 
Point Unit No. 1. As a consequence, no effects on aquatic biota 
are expected to result from discharges of these chemicals.  

No effects on aquatic biota from boric acid are anticipated since 
releases up to 50 ppm to the discharge canal would occur only during 
an accidental situation, where the evaporator of the waste disposal 
system used to process bleed from the primary system broke down.  
Such events are not likely to occur on a regular basis.  

Other chemicals such as hydrazine, soda ash, and sodium phosphate, 
will be discharged and diluted by the Hudson River to concentration 
levels that are below those known to produce toxic effects on biota.  
:Most chemical discharges will be intermittent and of short duration 
so as not to create a significant adverse effect on fish and 
aquatic life in the Hudson River.  

• Each condenser for units Nos. 1 and 2 will be chlorinated on an 

intermittent basis at the rate of one hour, three times a week, 
for a total time of 12 hours per week (or about 7% of the time).
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(b) Mechanical Effects, Impingement, and Entrainment 0 
In the applicant's Environmental Report of August 6, 1970, its Supplement 
of September 9, 1971, letter to the Commission dated October 19, 1971, and 
the Commission's Final Detailed Statement of November 20, 1970, there is J a discussion of the problem of fish kills occurring on the Hudson River 
from operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1 and the action being taken to 
reduce the fish kills prior to full power operation of Unit No. 2. On 
Indian Point Unit No. 2 protection screens have been installed at the 
-outer face of the intake structure in guides already provided in the 
walls; however, preliminary calculations indicate that the water velocity 

* through the outer fixed screens (1.44 fps) with normal pump operation will 
exceed the level which may cause impingement. Since no procedure is yet 
available to reduce the intake velocity, operation at 50% power is ex
pected to cause an increase in fish kills over that of Indian Point No. 1.  

I Since there is a much greater flow through the once-through condenser 
system used in Indian Point Unit No. 2 compared with that in Indian Point 
Unit No. 1, this increased water requirement may cause a proportionate 
increase in fish mortality, particularly in-terms of mortality from 
impingement against the screens. Reduction of the intake velocity through 
the outer fixed screens would probably reduce the mortality of the number C. and size of fish, particularly the juveniles.  

The applicant has been conducting continuing ecological and engineering 
studies on the topic of fish protection. During pump operations of 
Indian Point Unit No. 2, any fish impingement problem must be evaluated 
and designs developed to minimize it. The applicant has been in contact 

- j with the Indian Point Fish Advisory Board and a number of other Federal, 
State and local organizations to discuss the overall program in order to 
provide for fish protection in connection with operation of the Indian 
Point plants. A complete assessment of the problem is being conducted 
during the NEPA review for full power operation. Information gained 
during this limited operation will aid the full NEPA review.  

In the testimony of October 19, 1971, the applicant has estimated the 
quantities of fish to be collected daily at the intake structure 
of Indian Point Unit No. 2. These predictions depend on the abundance of 
fish in the area of the intake, the volume of water being withdrawn and 
the intake velocities approaching the screens. The intake velocity would 

* depend on (1) whether the de-icing loops are operating and (2) the number 
of pumps operating. Based on these different conditions of operation of 
the pumps and the time of year, the applicant predicts that the higher 

0' •
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fish kills would occur during the winter months. Table 5 in this 
applicant.'s testimony indicates the different temperature increases 
for 50% and 100% power operation with the corresponding intake flow 
velocities for different volume flows through the once-through condenser.  
Based on these variables, during winter operation, a 6-pump full flow 
operation has been estimated to result in about 593 pounds per day of 
fish collected and 6-pump at reduced flow causes 437 pounds per day of 
fish collected at Indian.Point Unit No. 2. The fish kills would consist 
primarily of white perch (80%). During the winter the catch is more 
than 90% of white perch. Striped bass are collected throughout the 
whole'year but amount to about 4% of the total fish collected. Many 
-factors, including the daily movements of fish in the vicinity of the 
intake, influence the actual collection of fish each day.  

Large numbers of planktonic organisms will pass through the condensers 
during plant operation. These organisms will include bacteria, planktonic 
algae, many invertebrate species, and fish eggs and larvae. Fish species 
listed in Table 2 are known to be in the area of Indian Point and lay 
eggs or larvae which are known to be vulnerable to entrainment. During 
the passage of these nonscreenable species through the condenser, these 
organisms will be exposed to mechanical, thermal, and chemical shock.  
High mortality may result, especially for fragile species or during 
periods of chlorination.  

In regards to direct effects of plant operation on biota, no important 
changes are anticipated in bacterial populations as they pass through 
the once-through condenser or are exposed to the thermal plumes. How
ever, as stated above, various life stages of fish and phyto- and 
zooplankton are expected to be affected by passage through the condenser 
system. Changes may occur in the local phytoplankton community but at 
this time we are unable to quantitatively assess the magnitude of-possi
ble changes or the probability of their occurrence based on available 
information.  

The applicant has a consulting group which is investigating the effect 
of passage of aquatic organisms through the condensers during operation 
of Indian Point Unit No. 1. As soon as Indian Point Unit No. 2 is in 
operation, the studies will be extended to include the determination of 
effects of plant operation on non-screenable organisms. In the testimony 
of the applicant of October 19, 1971, the scope of these studies is 
presented and they will include the influence of recycling the tidal 
waters through the condenser system several times and will note the 
effect recycling has on aquatic organisms.  

I,. .
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TABLE 2 

LIST OF ESTUARINE FISHES WITH SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF VARIOUS LIFE 

STAGES WHICH ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO ENTRAINMENT AND INIINGEMENT AND 

WHICH HAVE BEEN COLLECTED DURING SAMPLING PROGRAM AT INDIAN POINT

Entrainment 
Ea Larvae Post-larvalSpecies 

Striped bass 

White perch 

Tomcod 

Bay anchovy 

American eel

Impingement

K)
Smelt 

Blueback herring 

Alewife 

Atlantic silverside

*

*Life stage present and susceptible to entrainment or impingement.  

" - . .. . : . ." 

. - / .

0
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(c) Thermal Effects 10 
Temperature is a particularly important factor governing the occurrence 
and behavior of organisms. It not only affects the distribution of a 
single species but may also modify the species composition of a community 
of an ecosystem.  

The duration of exposures to increased temperature levels is very im
portant in determining possible effects on the organisms so affected.  
Once the thermal plume reaches the surface, the rate of mixing will 

Arapidly decrease. The duration of exposure to the increased temperature 
-can be roughly estimated from the configuration of the thermal plume and 
the flow rates of the Hudson River. Preliminary calculations indicate that temperatures could last an hour or more. In view of the low tempera

ture tolerance of many of the species present and the high probability of 
exposure to elevated temperatures, some thermal effects on aquatic life 
are anticipated. Discussion of these effects is presented below.  

The expected temperature differentials have been discussed above in re
lationship to the different operational modes of the pumps and de-icing 
loops which are planned during the testing period of. the limited license.  
According to the applicant, the expected temperature increase will be 
less than 25.8°F and in most cases will probably be ranging between 8 to 
16'F depending on whether 6 or 3 pumps are in operation. The applicant 
anticipates no mortality to zooplankton due to condenser passage but 
mortality (not yet quantified) to some fish larvae. Phytoplankters 
are not expected to be affected by the predicted temperature differential 
at this time of the year.  

The operation of the Indian.Point complex will have a detrimental effect 
on the resident benthic organisms over a small portion of the estuary.  
The direct effects will be the result of the interaction of four factors: 
larval entrainment, thermal discharges, hypochlorite releases, and intake 
and outfall scouring. The velocity of the intake and ou'tfall water is 
expected to cause scouring over a small area of the bottom adjacent to these 
structures and may eliminate these areas as suitable habitats for benthic 
organisms. The thermal discharges and hypochlorite releases are also ex
pected to make the benthic habitat less suitable in the area near the out

3fall. Benthic organisms would be continually or intermittently exposed to 
increases in temperature depending on their location and tidal conditions.  
In addition, the periodic releases of hypochlorite could intensify the 
problem. Many of these organisms have planktonic larvae which would be Q: subjected to entrainment. Although sufficient data are not available to 
quantify the magnitude of this aspect of the problem, some mortality of 
entrained larvae can be expected.
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The sizes of the areas affected will vary seasonally, with greatest effects 
in late summer. The importance of any -reductions in attached benthic 
biota are uncertain but will likely be below detectable limits outside of 
the immediate areas affected.  

High mortality of entrained plankton could have two effects on the benthic 
biota. There would be an incremental reduction of larvae which could 
affect recruitment rates,. and, at the same time, there would be a local 
increase in food availability as damaged or killed plankton settle to the 
bottom. Consequently, a high mortality rate of entrained organisms could 
direct more :production through the benthic community and thereby slightly 
increase the density of benthic fauna. The combined effects of entrainment 
mortality of larvae and increased productivity in the benthic community, 
if of sufficient magnitude, would have the capability of causing changes in 
the species composition of the attached benthos. Available data are not 
sufficient to assess the probability of such changes or the extent to 
which they may take place.  

Any effect on zooplankton would result from additions of residual chlorine, 
entrainment, and exposure to a thermal plume. If high entrainment mortality 
is encountered, there will be a strong selectivity for heat-tolerant micro
crustaceans with short population turnover rates. The larger epibenthic 
crustacean components (amphipods and mysids) of the zooplankton may be 
similarly affected. The species most likely affectcd will be the opposum 
shrimp, Neoi:wsis americana. This species has a generation time of one year 
and is tenrrerature-sensitive. Destruction of large numbers of Neomvsis seems 
probable but might not affect. the yearly, recruitment rate. However, signifi
cant reductions in the standing crop of Neomysis would preclude their 
availability as food for other organisms at Indian Point. The Indian Point 
region may presently be serving as an important reproduction center for the 
entire Hudson population with high annual emigration to other areas where 
predation or pollution reduces the reproductive successes. Obviously, if 
net emigration is much greater than mortality in maintaining a stable popula
tion of Neomvsis at Indian Point, then additional reduction of the Indian Point 
population or its reproductive success would cause reductions in the popula
tions elsewhere as well. Similar arguments apply to Gammarus fasciatus and 
other species with long generation times, but data are not available to 
ascertain the importance of these considerations.  

in regard to fish, fish life of the Hudson at Indian Point may be affected 
by plant operations. Recruitment rates and standing crops of several 
species may be lowered. These include the tomcod, bay anchovy, blueback 
herring, alewife, eel, white perch, and striped bass. Direct effects on 
other important species such as American shad, the two sturgeons, and the 
freshwater forms are not expected to be important.
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The striped bass is the best-studied species in the area which appears to 
Q) be vulnerable to significant population changes and will be used to 

illustrate the problem. Adult striped bass m~igrate upstream in the spring 
and spawn upstream from Indian Point. The eggs and larvae drift with the 

currents in a net downstream direction, with large numbers passing the 

plant.  

Several studies have indicated that the principal nursery area for the 

species is below Indian Point in Haverstraw Bay, but with some less ex
tensive upstream nursery areas. High entrainment mortality of larvae 

and eggs as they drift past the Indian Point complex, Units Nos. 1 and 
.2, could result in a mortality of up to 25% of the: yearly average number 
of larvae and eggs which pass the plant enroute to their nursery area.  
Based on the sizes and numbers of the young of the year in the estuary 
by their first fall, it appears that at least 50 ta, 75% of the total 
yearly reproduction is below Indian Point. If we assume that all of 
those fish migrated past the plant during a life stage which was susceptible 
to entrainment, that density-independent factors are responsible for mor

tality in the populations, and that entrainment mnttality is 100%, then 
the operation of Indian Point Units Nos.,1 and 2 wll effectively reduce 
recruitment resulting from reproduction by about 2.5 to 19%. This is 

a maximum estimated loss of reproduction from larvazl entrainment and 
would not likely be reached. However, losses of the young of the year 
and I-year age classes from impingement: on the intake screens will add to 
the actual entrainment mortality and could offset 'ifte increases in survival 
during entrainment, so that the total yearly recrui-t-ment loss for each 
subsequent year class in the population might .be as high as 15 to 20% from 
direct effects of plant operation alone. Sustained reproductive losses 
of this magnitude over a long period of time would result in substantial 
reductions of the striped bass populations in the vicinity of Indian 
Point.  

The only assumption in these predictions which could effectively reduce 
the rate of recruitment loss is that the mortality rate of each life 
stage is independent of the density of the species. This assumption is 
probably valid or nearly so after the first year but is probably not valid 
for the first year of life. In simplified terms, the reproductive strategy 

of the species is to supersaturate the nursery ares with young striped 
* bass and let density-dependent mortality reduce the population to a 

level which is near the maximum production capability of the estuary.  
Thus, a relatively stable number of recruits leaves the estuary each year 
which is somewhat independent of the number of eggs spawned, provided 
sufficient spawn is produced to saturate the nurseiy areas. Thus, stable 
recruitment is maintained over a wide range in standiing crop of adults.  

' . . ' , .  

. ' ..' . ..
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Therefore, changes in the standing crop of adults caused by commercial 
or sport fisheries would not affect recruitment so long as sufficient 
breeding stock is maintained to saturate the nursery areas. However, 
the reduction of numbers of breeding individuals caused by exploitation 
of fisheries would reduce the margin of super saturation by which re
cruitment remains constant. The level of spawning activity needed to 
saturate the nursery would be regulated by two factors - the number of 
recruits the nursery could support and the rate of mortality caused by 
density-independent factors. Thus maintenance of recruitment requires 
sufficient spawn so that density-independent mortality does not reduce 
the juvenile population to levels below the carrying capacity of nursery 
areas. If density-independent mortality in the nursery areas is in
creased to the point that the density-dependent factors no longer play 
a significant role in regulating the survival rate of larvae and the 
mortality rate of the adult population remains unchanged, then the 
standing crop of the entire population will begin to decline and will 
continue to decline as long as the mortality rates remain constant.  
However, the actual observed reduction in recruitment should be less 
than 15% and would be related to the relative proportions of the zero
age class which are killed by density-independent factors, such as power 
plant operations.  

The population levels of adult striped bass will be able to maintain 
stable density until density-independent losses begin to exceed the 
buffering capacity of the population. Little effect on the standing crop 
of the stripad bass which use the estuary for reproeuction probably will 
result.from the Indian Point plant operations unless the increase in 
mortality decreases the recruitment rate. If recruitment rates are 
significantly reduced a positive feedback loop may be formed which 
would reduce the entire population level. However, the length of cycle 
of the feedback loop will be several years in duration. Consequently, 
it is unlikely that the operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% 
of full power for a limited duration of time will have a significant 
long term impact on the adult striped bass population.  

The results of increased mortality in the various species of fish may re
duce their ability to reproductively compensate for additional mortality 
from other causes. If their compensatory reserve is already low, the 

* operation of the Indian Point complex may result in distinct reductions 
in the populations of the species which depend on tha Hudson River for 
recruitment. Included within this group are the thr-ee striped bass popuC> lations which spawn in the Hudson, including populations within the Hudson 
River, Long Island Sound, and the New York Bight (the coastline where the 
Hudson River meets the Ocean).
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* In slMILI ,ry, no impoj)tant changes in the terrestrial biota are expected to 

result from plant operation. The pri-ncipal adverse effects, if any, may 

occur in the aquatic environment of the Hudson River in the vicinity of 

. . the plant. The operation of the Indian Point facility probably will affect 

some aquatic populaLions through toxic properties of sodium hypochlorite, 

thermal stresses associated with the discharges of waste heat to the river, 

.. ar rtality resulting from the impingement of fish and entrainment of 

phytoplankton, microcrustaceans, and larval stages of larger invertebrates 
..and many of the estuarine fishes which use the area for spawning.  

This plant has a potential for causing changes in the biological community 

within the Hudson River. Of real concern are the populations of the 

anadromous fishes and the food web that supports them. Changes in species 

composition and seasonal density will probably occur in the phytoplankton 

community. Local:i:;d -es in the benthic fauna will also occur but are 

not expected to be important over the entire community. Changes may also 

occur in populations of planktonic and epibenthic invertebrates, which 

are the principal food organisms for many fish populations.  

In order to assess the damage to aquatic life in the vicinity of the plant, 

the applicant, in conjunction with its consulting groups and with advice 
from local, State, and Federal agencies, has been conducting an environ

mental monitoring program. The ecological monitoring program as described 

in the applicant's Environmental Report and its Supplement is presently 

being revised, and the applicant has described some of the proposed changes.  

The data gathered by the planned monitoring program should be useful to 

measure some of the impact of the plant on the aquatic life. ilowever, the 

ecological monitoring program as proposed is considered to be inadequate 

.1 -for revealing some of the damage to aquatic life, and improvements should 

be made in collecting representative samples of biota exposed to thermal 
and chemical discharges. The ecological monitoring program is being re

viewed by the regulatory staff. The data collected from an improved and 

modified monitoring program could be used to implement an alternative 

facility design and operational procedures to minimize the environmental 
.ripact of the Indian Point station. With these provisions, the benefits 
from short-term operation of the Indian Point installation will certainly 

outweigh the environmental costs, and the long-term benefits can be.  

. realized by suitable environmental control measures which the applicant 

can exercise.  

. ...o
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* 3. Radiological Impact 

The regulatory staff estimates of the radiological impact from 

operation of Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% of full power, is based 

on the impact that is expected from operation at full power. By 

estimating the radioactive releases as a linear function of power, 

we have been conservative since this overestimates the amount of 

fission products released. Fission product releases are a direct 

result of .fuel failures, and less than half the potential fuel 

failures, if any, would be anticipated under operation at 50% of 

power.  

The levels of activities which are anticipated to be released during 

* operation at 50% of rated power were described in Section E o.f this 

report and the doses resulting from these releases are described 

below.  

(a) Doses from Radioactive Material Released to the Atmosphere 

The radioactive materials released to the atmosphere in gaseous 

effluents include isotopes of krypton and xenon, halogens (mostly 

(J iodines) and particulate material including both fission products 

and activitated corrosion products. The resulting concentration 

of radioactive materials in the environnent depends on the meteo

rological conditions during the period of release.  

Based on the anticipated release rate of about 80 uCi/sec to 

the atmosphere, the actual dose from Indian Point 2 to an 

individual living at the boundary would not exceed 2.0 millirem 

.. (mrem)/yr.  

(b) Dose from Radioactivity Released in Liquid Effluents 

*"S *.The-primary source of exposure from liquid wastes is the coolant 

water. With an assumed average flow of 1000 cfs (450,000 gpm) 

maintained for 50% of full power, the average radioisotopic 

concentrations exclus ve of tritium in the discharge channel 

will be about 6 x 10 iCi/cc. Upon dilution, the expected 

annual averag0concentration in the Hudson River is expected 

. to be 3 x 10 pCi/cc. The annual dose to individuals who 

,,.use the Hudson River as their sole source of drinking water 

would be about 0.015 mrem. The dose to an individual from the 

Y) consumption of 50 g of fish per day (40 lbs/yr) would amount 

to about 0.05 mrem/yr.  

O , . . • N
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(c) Dose to the Regional Population

If we assume that 10% of the 17 million people within 50 miles 
of the plant drink water from the Hudson River, the potential 
annual dose is about 25 man-rem.* The annual dose from gaseous 
effluents will be about 80 man-rem. Based on our conservative 
estimate, the total man-rein dose from all pathways to the 17 
million people who live within a 50-mile radius of the plant 
would be about 100 man-rem per year from Unit 2 of the Indian 
Point Station operating at 50% of full power. This corresponds 
'to an average dose of 0.006 mrem/yr. By comparison, the natural 
background dose of about 100 mrem per year per person results 
in an annual total of 1.7 million man-rem for this same population.  

Thus, operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50% of rated 
power will contribute only an extremely small increment to the 
dose that the area residents receive from natural background.  
Since fluctuations of the background dose may be expected to 
exceed this small increment, the dose will be unmeasureable in 
itself and will constitute no meaningful risk to be balanced 
against the benefits of the plant.

*The fludson River at Indian 

drinking purposes and this 
regional dose.

Point or south of the station is not used for 
assumption is used to obtain an estimate of

C)
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4. -Environmental Impact of Accidents 

. A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated 

accidents at Indian Point Unit No. 2 is provided through correct 
design, manufacture, and operation, and the quality assurance program 
used to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactor, system, 
as stated in the Commission's Safety Evaluation dated November 16, 

S..- 1970. Deviations that may occur are handled by protective systems to 
place and hold the plant in a safe condition. Notwithstanding this, 
the conservative postulate is made that serious accidents might occur, 
in spite of the fact that they are extremely unlikely, and engineered 
safety features are installed to mitigate the consequences of these 
postulated events. The probability of occurrence of accidents and the 
spectrum of their consequences to be considered from an environmental 
effects standpoint.have been analyzed using best estimates of probabilities 
and realistic fission product release and transport assumptions. For 
site evaluation in our safety review, extremely conservative assumptions 
were used for the purpose of comparing calculated doses resulting from a 
hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel against the 10 
CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. The caldulated doses that would be 
received by the population and environment from actual accidents would 
be significantly less than those presented in ourSafety Evaluation.  
The Commission issued guidance to applicants on September 1, 1971, re
quiring the consideration of a spectrum of accidents with assumptions 
as realistic as the state of knowledge permits. The applicant's response 
was contained in the "Supplement No. 2 to the Environmental Report", 
dated October 15, 1971.  

The applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident 
assumptions and guidance issued as a proposed Annex to Appendix D of 
10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1, 1971. Nine classes of 
postulated accidents and occurrences ranging in severity from trivial 
to very serious have been identified by the Commission. Each class 
can be characterized by an occurrence rate and set of consequences. In 
general, accidents in the high consequence end of the spectrum have a 
low occurrence rate. The examples selected by the applicant for these 
classes are shown in Table 3. The examples given are reasonably homo
ge neous in terms of probability with each class, although we consider 
steam generator tube rupture and the release of the waste gas decay 
tank contents as more appropriately in Classes 5 and 3, respectively.  

Certain assumptions made by the applicant do not exactly agree with 
those in the proposed Annex to Appendix D, but the use of alternative 

. assumptions does not significantly affect overall environmental risks.
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Table 4 reflects the types of accidents described in the proposed 
amendment to Appendix D, 10 CFR Part 50, published in the Federal 
Register on December 1, 1971, for comment and interim guidance.  

Our estimates of the dose which might be received by an assumed individual 
standing at the site boundary in the windward direction, using the 
assumptions in the proposed Annex to Appendix D, are presented in Table 4.  
Our .estimates of the integrated annual exposure that might be delivered to 
the population within 50 miles of the site are also presented in Table 4.  
The man-rem estimate was based on the projected population around the 

i"site for the year 2000.  

To establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated annual doses in 
JTable 4 must be multiplied by estimated probabilities. In general, we 

consider the events in Classes 2 through 5 as improbable, and not 
likely during the 40-year life of the plant. Accidents in Classes 6 

. through 7 are relatively less probable, but still are possible. The 
probability of occurrence of Class 8 accidents is very small. The 
occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of postulated successive 
failures more severe than those postulated for the design basis of 
protection systems and engineered safety features. Their consequences 
could be severe. However, the probability of their occurrence is so 

J ""small that their environmental risk, is extremely low. Defense in 
depth (multiple physical barriers), quality assurance for design, 
manufacture, and operation, continued surveillance and testing, and 
conservative design are all applied to provide and maintain the required 
high degree of assurance that potential accidents in this class are, and 

will remain, sufficiently small in probability that the environmental 
" .risk is extremely low.  

Table 4 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological consequences 
of the postulated accidents would result in exposures of an assumed 
individual at the site boundary to concentrations of radioactive materials 
within the Maximum Permissible Concentrations of Table II of 10 CFR Part 20.  
The table also shows that the estimated annual integrated exposure for each 
postulated accident would be orders of magnitude smaller than that from the 
naturally occurring radioactivity, which corresponds to approximately 

S. 2,100,000 man-rem/yr based on a natural background level of 100 mrem/yr.  
Mien multiplied by the probability of occurrence, the annual potential 
radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated accidents 
is an even smaller fraction of the exposure from natural background 
radiation and well within naturally occurring variations. It is concluded 

.. from the results of this analysis that the realistic environmental risks 
due to postulated accidents are exceedingly small.
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TABLE 3 

CLASSIFICATION OF POSTULATED ACCID)ENTS AND OCCURRENCES

Class 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0

AEC Descriti.1n 

Trivial incidents 

Small releases outside 
containment 

Radwaste system failures 

Fission products to primary 
system, (MMR) 

Fission products to primary 
ans secondary systems (PU1R) 

Refueling accidents 

Spent fuel handling 
accident 

Accident initiation events 
considered in design basis 
evaluation in the SAR 

Hypothetical sequence of 
failures more severe than 
Class 8

-Applicant's Example(s) 

Not considered 

Small valve or pipe leak 
in the auxiliary building 

Waste gas decay tank valve 
leak, inadvertent discharge 
of the contents of a waste 
liquid tank or waste gas 
decay tank 

Not applicable 

Normal operation with fuel 
failures and steam generator 
leaks 

Dropped fuel assembly inside 
containment 

Dropped fuel assembly outside 
containment 

Onsite transportation 
accident 

Loss of coolant, rupture of 
waste gas decay tank, control 
rod assembly ejection, steam 
line break, steam generator 
tube rupture 

Not considered

0 -5.0

6.0 

7.0 

8.0

(j

9.0

0

I,
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

Class 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

4.0 

4.1 

4.2 

5.0 

5.1

Estimated Annual 
Estimated Maximum Dose to Popula
Annual Dose atlite tion in 50 Mile 

Boundary, mrem-- Radius man-rem 

2/ 2/. .

2/

Event 

Trivial incidents 

'-Small releases outside 
containment 

Radwaste system failures 

Equipment leakage or 

malfunction 

Release of waste gas 
storage tank contents 

Release of liquid waste 
storage tank contents 

Fission products to primary 
system (BWR) 

Fuel cladding defects 

Off-design transients that 
induce fuel failures above 
those expected 

Fission products to primary 
and secondary systems (PR) 

Fuel cladding defects and 
steam generator leaks 

Off-design transients that 
induce fuel failure above 
those expected and steam 
generator leak

N. A.* 

N. A.*

0.920

N. A.* 

N. A.*

1.2

Steam generator tube rupture 56.

Neg.

C

<.. : 1

5.3
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K 'Estimated Annual 
N• 

Estimated Maximum Dose to Popula

Annual Dose at1.ite tion in 50 Mile 

Class Event Boundarya mrenr- Radius man-rem 

6.0 Refueling accidents 

6.1 Fuel bundle drop 2. 2.7 

6.2 Heavy object drop onto 
fuel in core 37.2 50.  

7.0 Spent fuel handling accident 

7.1 Fuel assembly drop in fuel 

rack 2. 2.7 

7.2 Heavy object drop onto fuel 
rack 0.92 1.2 

7.3 Fuel cask drop N. A.* N. A.* 

8.0 Accident initiation events 
considered in design basis 

evaluation in the safety 
analysis report 

8.1 Loss-of-coolant accidents 

Small Break 0.12 0.16 

Large Break 200. 270.  

8.1(a) Break in instrument line 
from primary system that 

penetrates the containment N. A.* N. A.* 

8.2(a) Rod ejection accident (PWR) 14.8 20 

8.2(b) Rod drop accident (BWR) N. A.* N. A.* 

8.3(a) Steamline breaks (PWR's 
K- outside containment) 

Small Break 0.08 0.11

Large Break 3.6 4.9
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Estimated Annual 

Estimated Maximum Dose to Popula

Annual Dose atlite tion in 50 Mild 

Class Event Boundary, mrem- Radius man-rem 

8.3(b) Steamline breaks (BWR) 

Small Break N. A.* N. A.* 

Large Break N. A.* N. A.* 

l/ Equivalent whole body doses to the average individual at the site boundary 

based on the sum of the calculated whole body dose and one-third the 
calculated thyroid dose.  

2/ These releases are expected to be in accord with proposed Appendix I for 

routine effluents (i.e., 5 mrem/yr to an individual from all sources).  

N. A. means not applicable.
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ALTERN4ATIVES 

The construction of Indian. Point Unit No. 2 is essentially complete and the 

. plant is ready to go critical. After the required physics testing is finished, 
it will be ready to operate at different power levels as authorized in the 
proposed license of limited operation. Consequently, there is no reasonable 
alternative as to the type of plant constructed nor as to its location.  

The major change in the conditionof the facility, which could result from 

. -- authorizing operation at subcritical condition with zero power up to 50% 

of full power., would be an increase in the operating power level from 0 to 
1379 MWt. This would result in consumption of enriched uranium-235 and 
an increase in the level of fission products as well as corrosion products 
generated. However, such consumption and increase would not foreclose the 
adoption of the types of alternatives to facility design nor .operation 
that may result from the ongoing NEPA review.  

J. Alternative methods to limit thermal and radioactive discharges (based on 
full power operation) have already been planned and adopted by the applicant.  

":1 - As compared to subcritical testing, the present radwaste system will be used 
'"1 (" to process all radioactive wastes generated before. small amounts are dis

'charged to the environment. The applicant, however, is modifying this rad-
waste system by (1) incorporating basic plant equipment to collect leakage 

of fluids from pumps and to treat the fluid in the Chemical and Volume 
Control System and (2) providing a modified bellows seal assembly on the 

pressurizer spray valves to eliminate leakage being experienced from these 

components. These two specific modifications are expected to reduce the 
amount of primary coolant leakage, the processing load on the evaporators, 
and, consequently, the amount of radioactivity being released. Furthermore, 
modifications will be made to the waste disposal. evaporator such as to 

!- increase the operability and reliability of this unit. Also included is a 

polishing demineralizer/filter installation for use as a waste evaporator 
. condensate cleanup. This feature will provide additional reduction in 

radioactivity released from the plant.  

However, any radioactivity produced during operation at 50% of full power 
might require additional work on radioactive systems which are undergoing 
modifications were it not for the radiation levels that would have to be 
considered. According to the applicant, such work on these systems is 

( -.'
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considered to be routine and in fact will be performed for currently planned 
modifications to the radwaste system. Thus, the difficulty of accomplishing 
any modifications which might be required will not be substantially increased 
as a result of limited operation under this license. These alternatives 
will not be affected by authorizing operation of the facility at 50% of full 
power.  

The applicant will be required to meet the standards on thermal and chemical 
discharges established by the New York State Department of Environmental 
Conservation. The applicant, through its ecological monitoring program and 
studies made of the fish kills, has adopted modifications in its intake and 
discharge structure to minimize the adverse impact on aquatic life in the 
Hudson River. However, during the period of operation at 50% of full power, 
extensive programs to collect data and analyze the data on the effects of 
entrainment of fish and larvae and eggs and other aquatic biota, and effects 
of chlorination on such life will be required in order to design equipment 
and develop operating procedures to reduce the anticipated damage to aquatic 
life that may occur as described under Section F of this document. These 
programs are necessary in order to identify the causes of the adverse 
effects on river biota. The applicant through its monitoring program will 
also provide information to verify whether the standards on thermal, chemi

S .~ cal, and radioactive discharges have been met. Thus, the limited operation 
<9 at 50% of the rated power during the prospective NEPA review would not 

foreclose subsequent adoption of alternatives to facility design or 
operational procedures of the type that could result from the ongoing 
NEPA environmental review.  

S,,.
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EFFECTS OF DELAY OF FACILITY OPERATION IT 50% POWER 
UPON THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

A. Need for Power 

The area serviced by the applicant includes New York City and most of 
'Westchester County, New York, and encompasses a po;aulation of almost 9 
million people. The power needs of this region hare been well known, 
particularly since 1969 when the applicant has actively recommended to 

. ithe public to reduce their usage of electricity through its campaign of 
"Save a Watt." Furthermore, during 1960-1970, it has been found that 

residential usage of electricity increased about 95%, commercial and 

industrial use increased by 70% and governmental u.e by 96%. In general, 

the load requirements of the applicant's system differ somewhat from the 
national average, in that most of the energy is distributed to residential 

and commercial customers and a relatively small amunt goes to large 

" :industrial use.  

* The applicant in its testimony of October 19, 1971, describes in detail 

the situation of Indian Point Unit No.. 2 in regards to its licensing 

status and points out the demand for electricity in its service area. Since 
S/" October 19, 1971, the applicant was authorized to -bad fuel and conduct 

subcritical .testing on Indian Point Unit No. 2 and Technical Specifications 
for this limited license accompanied the provision l license. Upon corn

pletion of these tests expected by February 27, 1972, the reactor will be 
ready to go critical.  

The Federal Power Commission (FPC), in a number of eommunications to the 
Atomic Energy Commission regarding the power shortage in the applicant's 
service area, has described the power needs, fuels situation, power 
imports, and hydro power alternatives. A letter dated September 24, 1970, 

was submitted by the FPC as Appendix E to the Detailed Statement on the 
Environmental Considerations for this plant issued @n November 20, 1970, 
in which the FPC outlined the base load requirement and reserve margin: 

.1 "needs of the applicant. Without Indian Point Unit No. 2 available, the 
applicant's net dependable capacity for the summer of 1971 peak was 
10,258 MWe, which is 2,133 i4We in excess of the expected 1971 peak load, 
equal to a reserve margin of 26.3%. The reserve margin appears to be 

* *adequate but when consideration is given to the age of many of the 

applicant's generating units and the disproportionate amount of gas turbine 
peaking capacity on its systems, the reserve margins do not appear to be 
excessive. Of the applicant's steam units, 30 were placed in service 

* during 1925 or earlier. Some of these coal-fired plants are located with
* in the city limits of New York City, and emit air pallutants, the levels 

lii of which are in variance with those set by the local air pollution control
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O rorganizations and should be retired ,not only for environmental reasons 
but also for high maintenance costs and poor reliability.  

As a member of New York State Interconnected Systems pool, the applicant 0 is required to maintain a reserve margin of 18%. Without the Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 the pool's reserves equal to 24% of peal-, load for summer 1971.  
In a letter from the FPC dated October 15, 1971,U the following infor
mation indicates the seriousness of the power shortage in this region: 

"Indian Point Unit No. 2 (873 MWe) represents about 20% 
of the necessary New York Power Pool reserve which was 
anticipated to be 4,207 MWe during the summer of 1.972.  
The reserve with Indian Point Unit. No. 2 in service 
would be 21% of the projected load but it should be 
remembered that in the past several summers the New 
York Power Pool, and Consolidated Edison in particular, 
have had difficulty supplying the load even with slightly 
more than 21% reserve. If Indian Point Unit No. 2 
is delayed beyond the summer of 1972, the expected 
reserve would be 16.6%. The prollem is further com

rt pounded because the New York Power Pool has a total of 
986 MWe of fossil generation scheduled for June of 
1972 and 348 MWe of gas turbine capability scheduled 
for July which has been counted as parL of the Pool 
reserve. If this generation is delayed or experi
ences difficulties during startup and is not available 
for the summer peak, the reserve falls to 2,000 INWe 
or about 10%. The result of this reduction in reserves 
would probably result in power supply problems con
siderably more severe than New York City has 
experienced in the past several years." 

The enclosed Table B in this letter points out the net capability peak 
load and reserve margins for the New York Power Pool. This table shows 
what these values are both with and without the availability of Indian 
Point Unit No. 2.  

With this unit on line (full power) the reserve margin for summer 1972 
will be 21% and without the unit on line (full power), it would be 16% 
such that a deficiency of 674 MWe would occur. Even at 50% of rated 
power, and assuming that approximately 440 MWe were not available out. of 
a total of 873 IMWe capability, the reserve margin to meet the peak load 
for summer 1972 would only be about 3767 Mle or about 18.8% and a 
deficiency of 241 M1e would still exist. Any forced outages with the 
older fossil-fueled plants further cripples the applicant in supply

.. ing needed power' to meet the electrical demands of the people of New York 
City and would possibly cause a hazard to the health and safety of the 
public.
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TABLE B 

EFFECT OF GENERATING PLANT DELAYS ON RESERVE NAIRGINS

NEW YORK POWER POOL*

Planned Capability (Including Net of Transactions)

Peak Load 
Reserve

" Necessary Reserve at 20% l/ 
Surplus (Deficiency)

Indian Point No. 2 (Nuclear, October 1971)

Winter 
1971-72 

23,534 

18,020 
5,514 

30.6 
3,604 
1,910 

-873

(Consolidated Edison Co. 
Buchanan, New York) 

Net Capability 
Peak Load 
Reserve 

Necessary Reserve at 20% 1/ 
Surplus (Deficiency)

l/ FPC Staff Estimate.

.*

23,374 
20,040 
3,334 

16.6 
4,008 
(674)

24,860 
19,050 
5,810 

30.  
3,810 
2,000

Letter to Hon. J. R. Schlesinger, Chairman of the U.S. AEC, from J. N. Nassikas, 
Chairman of the Federal Power Commission, October 15, 1971.

Summer 
1972 

24,247 

20,040 
4,207 

21.0 
4,008 

199 

-873

Winter 
1972-73 

25,733 

19,050 
6,683 

35.  
3,810 
2,873 

-873

(D

22,661 
18,020 

4,641 
25.8 

3,604 
1,037
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; B. Available Alternate Sources 

The possibility of purchase of power from outside the power pool to compensate
for this shortage is limited and does not appear to be feasible because of 
load requirements and shortages in other regions such as Canada, New England, 
the P. J. M. Interconnection. The applicant purchased 920 1.1We and added 
624 MWe gas-turbine capacity to its systems in 1971 to meet the shortages 
expected, particulaly during the summer of 1971. In 1972 the applicant has 
contracted for 325 NWe of purchased capacity, which includes 1.25 MWe from 
Orange and Rockland's share of the Bowline Point Unit No. 1, scheduled to 
go on line in July 1972 and an additional 70 We. However, this is not 
expected to be a long-term solution, but only a short-term solution to meet 

" I this critical shortage.  

Thus the applicant needs to have Indian Point Unit No. 2 as a base load 
facility on line as soon as possible in order to meet the base load re

* quirements for its own service area and to maintain needed reserve margins 
with respect to meeting the requirements of the New York Power Pool. The 
situation would be further complicated if the Bowline Point Unit No. 1 
(525 MWe, including the 125 MWe purchase) and the new gas turbines (345 
ble) were delayed in completion of construction by the summer of 1972.  
Thus without these new plants available, a serious power shortage to the 

2 New York Metropolitan area would occur. Furthermore, the environmental 

impact of the air pollutants from the older fossil fuel plants which would 
have to operate to make up for the lack of availability of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 should beo added into the picture with the unavailability of 
Indian Point Unit No. 2.  

The applicant in its testimony of October 19, 1971, details the problems 
'I of power purchases to meet these shortages, particularly during spring and 

summer 1972.  

.. C. Cost of Delay 

* The cost of delay to the applicant and its customers in placing this plant 
on line in time has been reported by the applicant to consist of about 

I $3,500,000 per month, the estimated cost of incremental operation and main
tenance and out-of-pocket cost of replacing energy which would otherwise 
have been produced by Indian Point Unit No. 2 plus about $1,000,000 per 
month, the amount of interest during construction which would occur during 

Ithe period of delay. Operation at 50% of power would essentially reduce 
- these costs by one half.  

The environmental costs as mentioned above involve operation of old fossil
fueled plants and the applicant points out in Table 6 of its testimony
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the amounts of sulfur dioxide, nitrous oxides, and particulate matter emitted by different fossil-fueled plants in operation in New York City which continue to be operated since Indian Point Unit No. 2 is unavailable.  

Adelay in the licensing action for limited operation at 50% ffl oe of the Indian Point Unit No. 2, pending completion of the full NEPA review, will result in unwarranted costs, amounting to about $2,300,000 per month, to the applicant and the consumer during the spring and summer 
of 1972.
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.I. !( CONCLUSIONS 

The regulatory staff has reviewed the applicant's requests and has concluded 
* that-the critical need for power with the applicant's intention of retiring 

old fossil-fired plants causing air pollution problems in New York City 
balances the significant but localized damage expected to occur to the 
aquatic biota in the Hudson River. Damage has been observed in the 
operation of Indian Point Unit No. 1. It is anticipated that, with 

the present intake structure for both systems, operation of Indian Point 
Unit No. 2 at 50% of full power will also result in significant damage to 
biota. However this damage is anticipated to be short-term and is expected 
not to result in a large reduction in the overall aquatic productivity and 
population level in the Hudson River during the interim period of the ongoing 

" NEPA review. Effects may also be subtle (i.e., changes in reproduction, 
migrating patterns, growth rates, species diversity, etc.) resulting from.  
the potential damage to screenable and nonscreenable biota as they approach 
and pass through the intake structure and are affected by the thermal and 
chemical discharges. However, these subtle effects will probably occur over 
longer periods than a few months of operation at 50% of full power. The 
applicant's ecological monitoring and environmental monitoring program is 
considered to be inadequate to discover some of these trends and recommended 
improvements are needed in (1) measuring flow rate and flow characteristics 
of t:he Hludson River at the plant site with appropriate physical-chemical 
measurements to deter-mine the cooling capacity of the river, (2) sampling 

1 .biota to determine to a greater degree the magnitude of the entrainment and 
impingement problem of the intake structure, (3) conducting appropriate 

• "sampling of the thermal plume and the chlorine discharges to determine that 
state standards on discharges can be verified, and (4) requiring the applicant 
to dispose of material collected on the traveling and fixed screens as solid 
waste. The capability of some of the aquatic biota of the river to recover, 
and the applicant's commitment to meet the required New York State water 
quality standards; to conduct extensive ecological studies; and to implement 
those changes in the operation and design of the plant that will minimize 
damage to the aquatic biota will assure that the overall ecosystem of the 
Hudson River is preserved.  

The regulatory staff's conclusion is that the Indian Point Unit No. 2 can 
operate at 50% of full power throughout this winter with the once-through 

* cooling system without an adverse impact on the overall aquatic conmunity 
of the Hudson River. This period of operation will permit testing and 

* i- . operation of each component system at this level and will produce needed 
K electrical output. In view of the emergency power situation anticipated this 

next spring and summer of 1972, these steps are necessary to make the power
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plant reliable and available for emergency use. Operation of the plant 

later on will be dependent on the conclusion reached during 
the full 

- NEPA review.  

Limited operation up to 50% of rated power will not foreclose 
subsequent 

adoption of alternatives in facility design and operating 
procedures of 

the present system that could result from the ongoing NEPA 
environmental 

review.  

In accordance with Section.D.2 of Appendix D of 10 CFR 50, 
we conclude 

that, considering that-an emergency situation exists, and 
balancing the 

need for power in the public interest against the probable 
environmental 

impact of the proposed operation, the authorization of interim 
operation 

-should be granted. This licensing action, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.57(a), 

would authorize operation at power levels not to exceed 1379 M.t for the 

* Indian Point Unit No. 2 pending completion of the on-going NEPA 
review.  

* The basis for the staff's conclusions with respect to the proposed 

operation is set forth above.  

9

(..
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ebl ! CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that conclude the presenta

2 tion of evidence by the Staff? 

3 MR. KARMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is the Staff available for cross

5 examination at this time? 

6 MR. KARMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: is there any cross-examination 

8 of the Staff by the Applicant? 

9 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we have no cross

10 examination, Mr. Chairman, of the Staff with regard to the 

',statement.  

12* However, it may be that in the review of the 

13 operating license or in the Board's review of the full-term, 

14 full-power license at the conclusion of the full NEPA review, 

that we may wish to cross-examine the Staff with regard to 

16 matters encompassed within this report.  

07 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You may do that.  

18 Is there any cross-examination by the Citizens' 

19 Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: No, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Hudson River Fishermen s 

22 Association? 

23 MR. MAC BETH: No, Mr. Chairman.  

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

25 The Applicant intends to adduce additional
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eb2 environmental evidepce? 

2 MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed, please? 

4 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, before I proceed to 

5 offer that additional direct evidence, I want to call the 

6 -Board's attention to Section 81 of the Testimony of Applicant i 

7 in Support of Its Motion for Issuance of a License Authorizin1 

B Limited Operation, dated October 19th, 1971.  

9 I am pu2zled, Mr. Chairman, in light of the Board' 

10 statement of a desire for additional evidence with regard to 

ii testing purposes in connection with the Board's considera

t2 ..tion of the testing license, wherein the evidence offered by 

13 Applicant -- where the, Board desires that that be supplementeC, 

14 Applicant considers that we have addressed ourselves to 

i5 the benefit of testing in that section. That was the intent.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. It will be con

17 sidered on that basis. If you do not desire to make any 

18 supplement to it, we will give analysis to it, and make our 

19 determination accordingly. If we find it insufficient, we 

20 will deny the request for a testing license.  

21 Will you proceed with your statements? 

22 MR. TROSTEN: All right, Mr. Chairman.  

23 I believe under the Commission's regulations, 

24 Mr. Chairman, if-the Board has a question concerning the 

25 Applicant's presentation, that the Board should advise the
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eb3 1 Applicant of the nature of that question so that the Applicant 

2 will be in a position to respond to the Board's concern.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We have endeavored to do that 

4 so far.  

5 Will you proceed? 

6 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, in order to put the 

7 Applicant's testimony, additional testimony with regard to 

8 the 50 percent testing license into perspective, I want to 

9 make this observation: 

10 Some of the statements that are contained in the, 

Environmental Statement submitted by the Staff represent 

112 information which has since been supplemented, by new data 

13 and new studies that the Applicant has performed, so it is 

14 Applicant's view that the record should be supplemented 

15 in light of certain observations that were made in the Staff's 

16 Environmental Statement to include these new data and studies.  

17 In certain respects -

lB CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Have these data been submitted 

19 to the Staff?' 

20 MR. TROSTEN: They have not been submitted to the 

Staff formally, Mr. Chairman. There have been some discussion 

22 that have taken place between the Applicant and the Staff.  

23 However, in the formal submission of the Staff upon which the 

24 Environmental Statement was prepared, I would say that the 

25 details which we intend to present today have not been
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I submitted to the Staff heretofore.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Nor to theother parties? 

3 MR. TROSTEN: No, sir, they have not. These are 

4 very recent developments to which we are addressing ourselves 

5 today, Mr. Chairman.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Will you proceed? 

7 MR. TROSTEN: Thank you.  

8 My first question is going to be addressed to 

9 Dr. Lawler, who has previously been sworn, Mr. Chairman.  

10 Whereupon, 

11 JOHN P. LAWLER, 

92 WALTER STEIN, 

13 HARRY G. WOODBURY, 

14 and 

15 GERALD J. LAUER 

16 resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having been 

17 previously duly sworn, were examined and testified further 

as follows: 

19 FURTHER DIRECT TESTIMONY 

20. BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Dr. Lawler, are you able to predict whether heat 

22 will be dissipated from Indian Point 2 operating at 50 percen 

23 of full power together with Indian Point 1 operating at full 

24 power in conformity with New York State Water Quality 

25 criteria?
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me just a moment.  

What are the data? You are asking for the con

clusion and his opinion. I wonder if you can lay the founda

tion and tell us what the data are so that we can determine 

just whether the requested conclusion is related to the data? 

MR. TROSTEN: Well, the data to which Dr. Lawler 

will be addressing himself, Mr. Chairman, are contained in 

the Environmental Report, and I want in this connection to 

supplement my remarks of a moment ago.  

In addition to the new study, the new information 

which we are presenting through our direct testimony today -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I wonder if we can get that 

first, before we get to the conclusions, is what I have in 

mind. I think we're starting in reverse, You're getting 

the conclusion and we don't know what the data are.  

MR. TROSTEN: I'm attempting to ansswer your 

question, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

MR. TROSTEN: The data upon which Dr. Lawler's 

remarks are premised are contained and reported in the 

Environmental Report that has previously been submitted in 

evidence in this proceeding, so those are the data upon 

which -

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What are the new studies and the 

data to which you referred in your statement?
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eb6 MR. TROSTEN: That's what I was getting to, 

2 Mr. Chairman. I 1et one aspect of this out in my prelimi

3 nary statement.  

4 In addition to reporting on new studies, I also 

5 wanted to have our witnesses comment on certain aspects of 

6 the Staff's presentation with which our witnesses may not be 

7 in complete agreement or with respect to which we feel. the 

8 matter could be placed in better perspective by a presenta

9 tion by one of our witnesses.  

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right. In that connections, 

11 can you identify the particular statement now in the Staff's 

12 submittal to which you are seeking to have a conclusion 

13 presented? 

14 MR. TROSTEN: Yes. The particular conclusion 

15 contained in the Staff's Environmental Statement to which 

16 Dr. Lawler's remarks will be directed is contained on page 

17 13, Mr. Chairman, the last two sentences on the bottom of 

18 page 1o3.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That is that Staff's statement 

20 that: 

21 "A judgment on the predictive capability 

22 of these models cannot be made as yet because few 

23 sets of substantial flow data in the vicinity of 

24 the plant site have actually- been gathered and these 

25 measurerients are incomplete."
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MR. TROSTEN: That's correct. Aid then the follow

ing sentence, too.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: "Thus it remains to be 

demonstrated that the heat will be dissiplated in 

accordance with state regulations under the great 

seasonal variations of estuarine flow conditions." 

Is that right.  

MR. TROSTEN: That's correct.  

CHAIPIAN JENSCH: You're going to enter an Opinion 

to the contrary, but Iwonder what the data are that you had 

in mind. I understood the gentleman had previously indicated 

somewhat a conclusion to this effect and I wondered where are 

the data in your Environmental Report, so we may have that.in 

mind before we hear from the gentleman giving his conclusions 

the other way.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we're going to give 

you a reference to the appendices in the Environmental Report.  

I will give you that in a moment, kr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

MR. TROSTEN: And also the exhibit number.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.
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6 wbl I MR. TROSTEN: The exhibit in question, sir, 

2 is Exhibit 3(b). And I will give the appendix numbers in a 

3 moment 

4 The Appendix numbers, Mr. Chairman, are 

5 Appendix A, Appendix J, Appendix K, Appendix L, Appendix M 

* Appendix N, and Appendix 0.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Exhibit 3 and all of those 

8 appendices? 

9 MR. TROSTEN: This is Exhibit 3(b) which contains 

10 all of these appendices.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Thank you.  

12 And just for the sake of, perhaps, summary of 

93 the record at this point, do those appendices contain data 

14 on, substantive flow data in the vicinity of the plant site? 

15 Does it show that the measurements are complete? And does 

it show that tests have been undertaken to reflect that 16 

the heat will be dissipated? 

18MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, this will be 

the substance of Dr. Lawler's testimony.  9 

20 * CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I was wondering, do the 

21 appendices show measurements and flow data that the Staff 

22 has identified as a basis of their conclusions on page 13 

23 of the Staff's discussion? 

94 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I am not able to 

25 identify exactlY what the Staff considered in connection with
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wb2 I stating that conclusion.  

2 CHAIR WN JENSCH: Would you just tell us where 

3 the data are for your conclusions which would be to the 

4 contrary? 

5 MR. TROSTEN: I think it would be best if 

6 Dr. Lawler answered your question.  

7 CHAIR4AN JENSCH: Very well. Will you proceed? 

8 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

9 0 Dr. Lawier, I think it would be best-

10 MR, TROSTEN: Would it be satisfactory to you, 

pr. Chairman0 if Dr. Lawler addressed the general question 

12 I asked and then proceeded to respond to your question? 

133 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Either way.  

14 WITNESS LAWLER: The general question, as I 

15 understood it, was: Do we have sufficient information to 

16 judge that the Indian Point Unit 2 operation at 50 percent 

17 power will meet the criteria, the thermal discharge criteria 

18 for the Stateof New York? 

1 9 My answer to that is, Yes.  

20. To expand on that point: We have attacked this 

21' problem in a varietyof different ways, all of which are 

2 discussed in one or more of the appendices just referenced.  

23 The approaches taken have included the construction of a 

24 ,mathematical model of the estuary including flow behavior 

:25 as well as mixinq behavior in the estuary, and have also made
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wb3 extensive use of hydraulic models.  

2 Now my statement here is that the New York State 

3 cr' iteria will be met with a rather large margin of safety 

4 at 50 percent for Unit 2. The three criteria evaluated 
5 include the determinaion ofthe percentage of the river 

6 surface width exposed to temperatures equal to or greater 

7 than 4 degrees, the river's cross-section exposed to, again, 

8 temperatures equal to or greater than 4 degrees,-- temperatare 

9 rises equal to or greater than 4 degrees. At the same time 

10 the.evaluation judges whether absolute temperatures of 830 F., 

11 will be exceeded by certain limitations on the surface width 

B2 and the river cross-section. And, finally, an evaluation 

13 is made as to whether the river surface temperature will 

14 exceed 90 degrees at any poiht, in the near vi.cinity of the 

15 plant.  

16 Now, using the mathematical models as well as 

17 the hydraulic models for reference, we find that the margin 

by which we meet the controlling criteria for the river 

19 is -- Well, let me put it this way: The controlling criterion 

2 for temperature discharge at any point is the criterion 20, 

21 which requires that no more than 67 percent, or two-thirds 

22 of the river surface width shall exceed temperatures equal 

23 to or greater than 40F.  

24 We find that at 50 percent for Unit 2 operation 

25 with Unit 1 as well as with the nearby Lovett Plant operating
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wb4 I that the percentage of the river's width that sees temperatures 

0 2 greater than 4 degrees will vary between 15 and 20 percent.  

3 And it is on that basis that I make the statement that the 

4 criteria of the State of New York will be more than met.  

5 Now as far as the predictive technique 

6 goes, these mathematical models that I refer to are simply 

7 a set of equations that recognize, first of all,' the princ.ples 

8 of mass and energy transport; secondly, they recognize the 

9 behavior of the ludson River in terms of flow, in terms of 

10 tidal dynamics, in terms of its geometry; thirdly, those.  

11 Tnodls are not simply constructed without testing, they are 

12 tested against known behavior in the river. Andincluded in 

13 those tests are tests, at existing power plants on the river 

14 as wll. as tests on other water quality parameters,-including 

15 river dissolved oxygen, river BOD -- which stands for bio

16 chemical oxygen demand. And we can say then that these models 

07 have been successful not only in predicting the observed' 

18 temperatures at other power plants in the river but also have 

19 been.successful in predicting the observed concentrations of 

20 river dissolved oxygen and river bio-chemical oxygen demand 

21 as well as river salt.  

22 Now in addition to this we have used the hydraulic 

23 model which exists at the Alden Research Laboratories in 

24 Alden, Massachusetts. Aid, a'ain, that model has beencon-.  

25 structed to duplicate behavior in the river, and has also
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wb5 been tested against observed river-behavior, and has been 

0 2 found to correctly simulate the observed behavior in the 

river.  

4 CIiAIR IAN JENSCH: How was that tested? 

5 WITNESS LAWLER: It is described in the appendices 

6 that refer to the Alden model that I just mentioned. But it's 

7 tested by-- First of all it is constructed by getting the 

a proper geometry, measuring the river geometry in quite some 

9 detail, and then building a model to duplicate that-to scale.  

10 And then the river currents are tested. The river temperatuie 

in the vicinity of. existing plants is tested. And, in general, 

that's the way that hydraulic model has been tested.  

13- In conclusion, then, we find that the mathematical 

14 models that have been used have also been successful in 

15 predicting the behavior of'temperature at other plants as 

16 well as other parameters in the river; that the behavior of 

17 the Alden hydraulic model gives us essentiallythe same 

Is behavior that we predict mathematically.  

19 And it is on these bases that in my judgment 

20 the-criteria of the State of New York will be adequately met.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What are the additional 

22 studies and data? You are referring tothings that have been 

23 done. I'm trying to get that aspect.  

.4 . . .MR. TROSTEN:- Mr. Chairman, 10m sorry; but when 

25 I made my, introductory remarks I was thinking of the majority
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wb6 I of the additional testimony that we were planning to offer 

2 today. And, as I tried to clarify a few moments ago, this 

3 particular testimony that we were offering through Dr. Lawler 

4 was intended more to characterize the existing information 

5 rather than to offer new information. The other test mony 

6 that-we are going to be offering through our other witnesses 

7 does represent new information.  

8 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I see.  

9 MR. TROSTEN: So that is the reason in one or two 

10 cases here we are characterizing the existing informationo 

11 the basic infomation, as new.  

12' MR. BRIGGS: Dr. Lawler, it says here "few 

13 sets of substantive flow data in the vicinity of the plant 

14. site have actually been gathered." 

15. Do you agree with that or disagree iith that? 

16 WITNESS LA11LER: -No, I disagree with that state

17 ment.  

18 MR. BRIGGS: So you consider, then, that a large 

19 number of sets of substantive.data in the vicinity of the 

20 plant site have been gathered; is thatright? 

21 WITNESS LAWLER: Well, I would answer the .question 

22 this way: I feel there is sufficient flow information in 

23 the vicinity of theriver -- or the plant, and elsewhere along 

24 the river to make the judgments that I alluded to a'moment 

25 ago9
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wb7 I MR. BRIGGS: You mentioned information being 

2. obtained from several plants, flow thorougly have the dis

3. charges from Indian Point-i been studied?

4 WITNESS LA!LER: The discharges from Indian Point-' 

5 were' studied in 1966 and in 1967 and are referred to in one 

6 of the appendices that are described.  

7 MR. BRIGGS. And the mathematical model and the 

8 hydraulic model, how well do they model the behavior of 

9 discharges from Indian point-i? 

10 WITNESS LAWLER: We found that the mathematical 

1i model predicted the temperature rises in the vicinity of 

92A Indian Point-I rather well. And, similarly, the hydraulic 

i3 model gives a reasonably good estimate of what you see there.  

14 MR. BRIGGS: That information is contained in 

15 the appendices; is that right? 

16 WITNESS LAWRLER: Thatis correct.  

17 The only one point I wanted to add was that these 

is statements were made in connection with the statement on 

19 page 13.  

20 Also on page 12 the Staff has referred to the 

21 range of temperature in-the Hudson as varying fromabout 

22 34 degrees to about 81 degrees. I would like to comment here 

23 that as far as the Hudson River in the near vicinity of 

Indian Point -- i.e., the water thatis taken by the plant 

25 intake -- we find through very extensive sets of measurements
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I over a period of years that that temperature does not exceed 

2 79 degrees. I bring this out because that's important in 

3 connection with determining thecontrolling criterion on the 

Hudson River.  

5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Staff says "about 81 degrees." 

6 You are precise for 79; is that correct? 

7 WITNESS LAWLER: Let me expand on that.  

8 :The temperature of the river can vary-really 

9 from 280 -- you can get below freezing in the more saline 

10 section; below what is normally considered freezing 

11 !temperature -- and you can go up to 83, 84, 85, 86 degrees 

12 in some very shallow tidal backwaters, particularly in the 

13 upper reaches of the Hudson. And also in the near vicinity 

14 of existing plants you will find temperatures between 85 and 

1.5 90 degrees.  

16 But the point I'm driving at is, that as far as 

07 the water thatis available to the plant in the vicinity of 

18 the plant intake, we find that that temperature does not 

19 exceed 79 degrees.  

20 I am not quarrelling with the Staff statement; I 

21 am just saying that the temperature in the vicinity of the 

22 plant, which the plant draws, does not exceed 79 dexrees.  

23 MR. BRIGGS: The point here is, you can add 

24 four degrees to that and not get above 83; is that right? 

End 25 WITNESS LAVTLER: That is correct.
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MR. TROSTEN: As I recall your earlier question, 

Mr. Chairman, I believe Dr. Lawler has responded to it. Is 

that correct? 

CHAIRMA N JENSCH: I will have to take a look at 

the appendices. So far, welve just had further conclusions 

about the way to present'it; isn't that correct? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Chairman; in this particulazr 

case that's correct.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Dr. Lawler, would you please comment on the st ate

ments concerning dissolved oxygen levels which I made in 

Section F.l(a) at page 21? 

A (Dr. Lawler) In Section F.1(a), there are two 

references made to levels of dissolved oxygen. One describes 

normally a drop of about 10 percent in dissolved oxygen, 

including water, between intake and the discharge. And the 

second refers to a low dissolved oxygen value of 2.7 parts 

per million observed in September of 1969.  

These data were data reported by Raytheon, the 

so-called Raytheon report. When we became aware of these 

data we became rather concerned for two reasons: One, we 

had never seen in previous chemical measuremeni of the 

dissolved oxygen ac ross Indian Point #1, a drop of 10 percent 

in the dissolved oxygen.
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8 Secondly, in our experience which has extended in 

2 the Hudson River over a period of years, we do not normally 

$ see temperatures of 2.7 parts per million in the Indian Point 

4 facility. I will re-phrase that. We normally see temperatures 

5 well above 5 parts per million in the vicinity of -- if I 

6 incorrectly used the word "temperature" -- I should be 

7 referring to dissolved oxygen -- in any event, the dissolved 

8 oxygen in the vicinity of the plant never drops below, or 

9 has never been observed to my knowledge, to drop below roughly 

to 5 parts per million. So therefore, these two numbers gave 

us quite a bit of concern also.  

We found after quite a bit of investigation that 

the measurement technique being used at the plant and which 

was used to report the data, is an automatic monitor that is 

15 calibrated once every two weeks, and then not checked during 

16 that two-week period. And we were able to correlate or 

17 determine that as time went on the meter essentially drifted 

and was not directed.  

19 To satisfy ourselves on this we ran an extensive 

series of dissolved oxygen measurements using what is known 20 

as the Winkler dissolved oxygen test, which is the primary 

22 chemical means of measuring dissolved oxygen. In fact, to 

23 use the most automatic monitoring systems, including 
the one 

used at the plant, this has to be used to calibrate the 

dissolved oxygen probe.
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I The net result of these studies show that the 

2 dissolved oxygen at the plant for Unit #1 varies from no drop 

3 across the condensors to a maximum of about .3 parts per 

4 million, and the average of all these measurements was .18 

5 parts per million or just below .2 parts per million.  

6 This would correspond to dissolved oxygen losses 

7 well below 10 percent.  

a Secondly, the dissolved oxygen measurerient of 2.7 

9 parts per million again is ascribed to the error in the 

10 automatic monitoring instrument.  

M?. TWOSS'Li: ith respect to the statements on 

residual chlorine which appear in Sectionsr . (b) and F.2 (a), 

13 i will offer testimony, Mr. Chairman, by Mr. Stein, Dr. Lawler 

14 and Dr. Lauer.  

is 1BY MR. TROSTEN: 

16 Q Mr. Stein, would you please describe Con Edison's 

17 present practice in chlorination? 

18 A (Mr. Stein) As indicated by the Staff, there were 

19 some changes from the original report. Those changes involve 

20 jthe bottom of page 21; changes in the word 'minimuynn to the 

w ord "maximirn." That change was also the correct statement 

22 

23 The other change, which is from 12 hours to 6 hours 

its the period of chlorination, is also correct. This results 

2 from a procedure and a practice which chlorinates half of the



I Unit #1 cooling water flow for a period of 30 minutes, followed 

2 by tdze other half of the Indian Point cooling water flow for 

3 30.minutes, three times a week, resulting in three hours'of 

4 chlorination for Indian Point #1.  

5 The same practice -- half of the Unit #2 cooling 

6 water flow for 30 minutes, followed by the other half of the 

7 Unit #2 cooling water flow for 30 minutes, resulting in an 

8 additional three hours per week for a total of six hours per 

week, on six separate, days, for chlorination.  

10 The only other change is contained on page 22, and, 

11 iin some of the additional references on page 25 which refer 

92 to discharge concentrations to the river of a half a part per 

13 million, 0.5 parts per million. This is indeed the maximum 

14 allowable concentration discharge in accordance with the 

Is present State permit. The expected discharge concentrations 

16 are well below one-tenth of a part per million, however, and 

07 not at the 0.5 parts per million indicated.  

Q Dr. Lawler, would you please tell us what levels 

19 of residual chlorine will be present in the thermal plume from 

20 Indian Point #2, and how you compute those levels? 

21 A (Dr. Lawler) The point of departure for the compu

22 tation of the levels of residual chlorine we would expect to 

23 see out in the river in the foiri of discharge would be the 

24 .1 part per million or less just referred to by Mr. Stein as 

25 the maximum chlorine residual that has been observed would
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I occur in the discharge channel.  

2 Once the discharge water is ejected to the river 

3 or discharged to the river through the multiport submerged 

4 discharge, large volumes of river water which do not contain 

51 chlorine residual, but do contain chlorine demand, are mixed 

with the discharge, two things will happen.  6 

7 First of all, the concentration of .1 part per 

8 million or less will be reduced dow n to the order of .03 or 

so parts per million. This .03 parts per million then must 

to be compared to the river chlorine demand of the entrained 

river water, which is approximately 1 part per million. lie 

would expect the chlorine Xresidual to be extinguished-by 

the existing river chlorine demand, and we would expect 13 

essentially zero chlorine residual to exist in the water.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I understand the term -

what is the chlorine river demand? 

DR. LAWLER: The chlorine river demand is -

chlorine demand essentially indicates that there is 18 

normally oxidizable material, usually organic material. in 

the river which, when subjected to a dose of chlorine will 
20 

be oxidized and thus use up some of the chlorine. And the 21 

level of chlorine demand in the river water is of the order 
22 

of 1 part per million.  
23 

CHAIRMWI JENSCH: Do you mean that there are 

already in the Hudson River some particles or something that 

2i

wel 5
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I have chlorine in them already? Is that it? 

2 DR. LAWLER: No, it doesn't have chlorine. it's 

3 just organic material that might be organisms -- more probably 

4 it is dead, dying, or oxidizable waste organic matter which, 

5 when you expose it to a dose of chlorine will use some. of 

6 that chlorine up.  

7 I referred to the biochemical oxygen demand before.  

8 This is a measure of the potential of waste organic material 

9 in the river to be oxidized Or consumed by a variety of 

10 means, 

DR. GEYER: What you mean is the chlorine will 

react with substances in the water and produce compounds that 

13 are not measureable as chlorine anymore? 

14 DR. LAWLER: That's correct.  

DR. GPYER: So it's a reaction? 

SI DR. LAWIER: Yes.  

87 DR. GEYRR: Have you looked in the river for 

is chlorine residuals when they are chlorinated at Indian Point 

19 1? 

20 DR. LAWLER: I have not.  

21 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Stein will respond to your 

22 question.  

23 MR. STEIN: Since the level at the outfall is 

24 already under a~tenth of a part per million, it would 

;5 probably not be practical. The levels would be bec:w the
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normally detectable levels in the river itself, so it would 

2 not be practical to look for chlorine residuals.  

3 DR. GEYER: Well, it's practical to look for them, 

4 but you might not find them.  

5 1WITNESS STEIN: As we don't find them already in 

a the outfall -- we find no detectable chlorine in the outfall, 

7 generally, as well.  

8 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

9 0 Dr. Lauer, will you please tell us 

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH-I Just one minute, if you please., 

MR. BRIGGS: This may not be very productive, but 

92 there are mentions in here of chlorine concentrations down 

13 in the order of a thousandth of a part per million having 

34 effect on living species in the river. Do you have any 

25 basis for deciding whether the plume in which there will be -

16 in which one might expect chlorine concentrations above 

17 a thousand parts per million will be larger or smaller than 

18 the thermal plume? Do you have any information on, that? 

19 WITNESS LAUER: I think this would come, probably, 

20 in general under my response.  

21 I think the referefices.you refer to in the Staff 

22 document refer to concentrations of thousandths of parts per 

23 million.  

?4 MR. BRIGGS: I meant thousandths, yes.  

WITNESS LAUER: I think that would gene mlly be
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included under the remarks that I would plan to make now.  

2 During the last four years New York University has 

3 been studying bhe biota in the vicinity of the river at Indian 

4 Point, while Unit #1 has been operating. During one of those 

5 years it was not operating. During none of those years 

6 has there been any evidence that organisms are being killed 

7 either by chlorination ,r temperature, as a matter of fact.  

81 oDuring two periods, one in 1968-69, and the other 

9 this past year, 1971, in addition to those studies of biota 

10 in the river we have been sampling at the intake and at 

1 points in the discharge canal to try to deterrine if we can 

2 see any differences in the percent of living versus dead 

13 organisms in the intake versus the discharge wat the purpose 

14 being to determine if either the temperature or the chlorine 

15 or other mechanical -- potential mechanical str&~..ges --- are 

16 causing mortality of organisms going through the plant.  

17 The sampling function in the discharge canal are 

18 1endrally about as close to the building as we can get in the 

19 discharge canal, and the other one is at the end of the 

20 "d.charge canal, just before discharge into the river.  

21 The results of those studies that we have completed 

22 to date have not indicated any difference in the ratio of 

23 live to dead organisms when the discharge canal is compared 

24 to the intake canal. And I would say we have so far looked 

25 at most of the assemblages of organisms that exist in the river

dA119;
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1. during this period of time, with the exception of bacteria.  

2 We have done less with bacteria than other forms.  

3 These results were done during these two time 

4 periods, largely without knowledge of when the power plant 

5 was :chlorinating. And from these studies we were not able 

6 to tell when the plant was chlorinating and when it was not.  

7 The-results all look similar.  

.8 In 1971, because of this, we have gone about 

9 timing our sampling subsequent to chlorination and while 

10 chlorination was going on, with the same results. We have 

1! not 'seen any difference in the ratio of live to dead organisms 

12 :in the discharge canal compared to the intake, 

13 During this time I might point out that the 

14 chlorine residuals that were measured out of the outlet of 

15 the condensers ranged from about .7 parts per million to 

16 :about 1.3 parts per million.  

17 •Within a short distance down the discharge canal, 

18 approximately at a point where Unit #3 discharge structure 

19 entered the discharge canal the residual was reduced almost 

20 regularly to about a concentration of .3 parts per million, 

21 and we have observed*-- as was reported -- due to the regular 

22 monitoring program, that by the 'end of the discharge canal 

23* the sensitivity of the methodusd to measure chlorine 

z4 residual was not able to detect chlorine residual at the end 

2, of discharge canal just before entry of the water into the
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river during these tests.  

2 In addition to those intake-discharge canal 

3 studies we have conducted some static laboratory bio assays 

4 involving two species of fish -- the juveniles of two species 

5 of fish, white perch and striped bass.  

6 In those studies we dosed the aquarium at different 

7 dosage rates which I will give you shortly. These were not 

8 flow-through tests, because we were trying to mimic as much 

9 as possible the nature of the contact time that organisms will 

10 experience. If it were passing through the system and we did, 

! n ot continue to dose these, it was a one-shot dose. We kept 

12 aeration to a minimum to keep from driving off the chlorine.  

13 Chlorine is volatile, and this is another way that chlorine 

14 is iost from the water. So we kept the oxygenation of these 

15 tanks to a minimum to keep from driving off the chlorine.  

6 .The concentration that we employed in this, as-I 

17 said, was a range -- we started with the lowest concentration 

i8 being .3 of a part per million in these static tests. In 

19 those tests within half an hour we were not able to any longer 

20 measure a residual of chlorine, and there was 100 percent 

21 survival of the fish in that test.  

22 The next concentration that we tested was .6 of a 

23 part per million in the case of striped bass. It was .75 parts 

24 per million in the case of white perch. it's very difficult 

25 to get an exact effective residual dose in there because of
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I the chlorine demand of the water. It acts differently in one 

2 batch of water slightly than it does in another. Within those 

3 tests within an hour and a half after introduction of the 

4 chlorine there was no longer a measureable residual left in 

5 the tanks. The organisms in both of white perch and striped 

6 bass showed 100 percent survival at that exposure time and 

7 level of chlorine.  

8 The first dosage of chlorine in the static system 

9 that produced mortalities of the test organisms was in the 

10 order of 3 parts per million. The initial chlorine residual, 

11 was:3 parts per million. In these tests,by the end of two and 

52 one half hours the chlorine residual had been reduced to 

23 about .8 parts per million, starting from the 3.0 parts per 

14 million, and the percent survivals decreased with time over 

15 that two and one half hour time period, so that by the end of 

16 the two and a half hours roughly 25 percent of the test white 

17 perch were still alive, and of the order of 10 percent of the 

18 striped bass were still alive..  

19 Then similarly the highest concentration we tested 

20 was approximately 8 parts per million free chlorine residual 

21 initially, and in those tests the test organisms died very 

22 quickly.  

23 Now, up until the time that we had done these 

24 intake discharge canal studies and the laboratory bio assay 

25 studies we had been assuming a mortality to be on the
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I conservative side, or the safe side, for the organisms, of 

2 up to 100 percent as is indicated in the Staff document. This 

3 is based on the literature and there are reports in the 

4 literature where researchers have found up to 100 percent 

5 mortality of organisms during passage through the plant.  

6 Our discharge-intake canal observations did not 

7 indicate this, and we put quite a lot of thought into trying 

8 to !figure out why. A couple-of reasons that appeared to be 

9 good possibilities were these- One is that for'the waterborne 

10 or the planktonic type organisms coming through the plant, 

1 heir exposure time to the full effect of residual and 

V2 condenser tubes is about of the order of 11 seconds. As soon 

13 as it leaves the outlet from the battery of condenser tubes 

14 being chlorinated it's very quickly mixed with the unchlorinat

15 ed water from the other half of the condenser unit, and 

16 subsequently -- well, virtually at the same time the oxygen 

07 I'm sorry -- the chlorine demand in the unchlorinated water 

is begins to take effect, the overall effect being that, as I 

19 indicated, by the time we get a short distance down the 

20 discharge canal the chlorine residual is down to .3 of a part 

21. per million and down to undetectable limits by the end of 

22 the discharge canal.  

23 The intriguing question is why is the chlorine 

24 residual effective in removing the organisms from the condensex 

25 walls, and sill show no evidence so far of killing the
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organisms going through. And the difference does appear to be 

.the exposure time the organisms attached to the condenser walls 

are exposed to the full effect of chlorine residual for the 

full 30 minute time period of dosage, whereas an organism 

passing through the system is exposed to the decaying type of 

concentration which I have just described.  

It is in this light I think that the chlorination 

levels and the times of exposure answer the question as to 

whether or not we would expect the observed damages quoted in 

the Staff reports to take place in the river. We have not 

seen that they take place in the river. We have not seen that 

they take place in the discharge canal. And it would appear 

to me that the critical difference is the short amount of 

time to which the organisms are exposed to the chlorine 

residuals.  

In the references given in the Staff report, the 

exposure times were on the order of 96 hours and seven days 

to fifteen days, and thats quite a different order of magni

tude than an exposure time potentially of 9 to 40 minutes in 

the discharge canal for an organism that passes through the 

plant, and possible additional time of maybe up to an hour 

during this transit time during the plume until it gets back 

to water that has not been affected by the temperature 

increase.
nd 7
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8 ebl CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt? 

*Let me ask the gentleman-- What is your name? 

WITNESS LAUER: I am Dr. Lauer, L-a-u-e-ro 

.4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Dr. Lauer, in your tests that 

you ran in the aquarium, did you at any time make an analysis 

6 of the Hudson River water as it is, whatever be its compo

7 nents, whatever be its chemicals, whatever be in there, and 

8 then add to it the amount of chlorine that has been projected 

by Mr. Stein to see what the effect of that would be on the 

10 fish? 

WITNESS LAUER: Yes, sir, we did. We ran these 

t2 tests on the dock using Hudson River water.  

-3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You took the water that was 

14 going down the river at any particular season? Is any parti

2s cular season better than any other, or any tidal flow better 

16 than any other? 

17 WITNESS LAUER: Well, in general you expect the 

is worst effects, based on the literature, to take place during 

19 the late summer when the temperatures are maximal and the 

20 chlorine will be applied at that point.  

The observations in the discharge canal have 

22 continued throughout the seasons of the year. The tests that 

23 I referred to in these aquarium tests with the fish were not 

done at the maximu7- temperature in the summertime. It was 

25 purely a timing kind of thing. The scheduling for the
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eb2 I studies and the need for the data was not keyed to the mid

2 summertime. These were done in the fall, so that the response 

3 of the organisms in the test may be somewhat affected by the 

4 fact that it was not run at the maximum summertime tempera

5 tures.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Many places in your testimony 

7 you use language something like this, "We did not observe 

8 such-and-such," that there was any, for instance, "any sub

stantial damage to the organism," and that sort of thing.  

so Do you intend by that statement also to convey 

the thought that there was not any damage? 

1 2 Let me use an illustration. Of course it is not 

93 'apt, but if you close your eyes to everything you scooped out 

14 of the water, you wouldn't see anything either. I wonder if 

15 you can give a more positive statement that these things do 

16 not occur? 

17 WITNESS LAUER: Well, we kept our eyes open, sir, 

18 but those kinds of terms are used because, especially in sam

19 pling of populations of biota out of the intake and discharge 

20 canal, there's a considerable variability in the populations 

that you will see with these samples, so that you get a 2) 

22 range, and this is true in terms of what you see of live and 

23 'dead organisms within a sample, too, both at the intake and 

the discharge canal.  

25 RSo in that light you cannot be 100 percent precise
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eb3 I and say that there was absolutely no individual organism 

2 that was killed going through the plant. There is a confi

3 dence that you can attach to this ±atistically and statis

4 tically we have not been able to see any statistically 

5 significant difference in the ratio of live to dead in the 

6 intake samples versus the discharge samples.  

7 So I think what I'm really talking about is magni

8 tude. We have. not been able to discern or detect any with 

9 measurement techniques available to us. This does not mean 

10 that there could not be some individual organisms that axe 

11 killed in the process of going through.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Could you tell us-- I notice 

the Staff used in one place the familiar "and so forth," 

14 page 22, Subsection C, the second line: 

15 "The other chemicals such as boric acid, 

16 phosphates, chromates sodium hydroxide, sulfuric 

17 acid, -- " and so forth.  

. I Is there such a thing as potassium permanganate, 

19 do you know? 

20 WITNESS STEINz No, there is no potassium per

21 manganatein general.  

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well,. in particular? 

23 WITNESS'STEIN: From Indian Point or from any 

24 other source in the river? 

2 J CHAIRMAN JENSCH: From your source at Indian
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eb4 ! Point? 

2 WITNESS STEIN: There is no potassium permanganate 

3 anticipated to be discharged in the operation of Unit No. 2.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Or No. 1? 

5 WITNESS STEIN: There has been potassium per

6 manganate used in small quantities for decontamination work 

7 in the laboratory but since that is an oxidizing agent and 

there is a demand for oxidizing agents in the river, the 

9 outfall would result in no potasrium permanganate leaving the 
10 discharge canal into the river proper.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And you have ascertained that 

12 from chemical tests? 

13 WITNESS STEIN: You could nct ascertain that; it 

Ile would be undetectab3e.  

15 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The reason that I ask is that I 

16 understand potassium permanganate is so lethal that you can 

17 only purchasewit on prescription at the drug store, and I 

18 wondered, if you were putting it into the river, if it was 

1 9 diluted enough to be harmless when it got out into the stream.  

You say you cannot detect it? 

21 WITNESS, STEIN: Well, there is no question about 

22 the fact that it would be diluted so that it would be harm

23 less even before it got into the discharge canal proper, no 

24 less before it would reach the river proper. Potassium 

25 permanganate has a characteristic deep purple-wine red color
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eb5 I which could easily be discerned even at the levels that you 

2 would need to be toxic.  

3 When you put potassium permanganate, for example, 

4 into an aquarium that you want to clean out for some particu-

5 jar reason, the color disappears almost immediately because 

6 of the oxidizable material in that aquarium° 

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, I hate to use this illus

8 tration but in most of the locker rooms in the country they 

have pans of water filled with potassium permanganate to 

10 step into, and that color is there for weeks on end. They 

11 don't put much of a little capsule of potassium permanganate 

12 into those locker room basins.  

13 WITNESS STEIN: Exactly my point, the fact that we 

14 do not see the color indicates that the concentrations that 

15 we have are not measurable. They are very small, and cer

16 tainly below those quantities that would be destructive.  

17 When you use these deep-red-colored solutions, it is because 

you need that much and you achieve that color in order to get 

19 the chemical effect that permanganate is used for.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Did you undertake any tests in 

that regard, Dr. Lauer? 21 

22 WITNESS LAUER: Of permanganate, sir? 

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes. Did you find any permanga

g4 nate in your analyses of the Hudson River water or the dis

charges from the plant?
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eb6 I WITNESS LAUER: No, sir. We have not analyzed 

2 for permanganate in the river.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You haven't? 

4 WITNESS LAUER: No, sir.  

5 CHAIRIAN JENSCH: You are the principal witness 

6 for analysis of river water, are you not? 

7 WITNESS LAUER: Well, I can speak to the analysis 

8 that we have done through our studies at NYU, in which we 

9 do an array of physical analyses in conjunction with bio

to logical studies, but as far as what analyses are done within 

the plant in their monitoring program, I am not the person 

to talk to that.  

13 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, let me ask you-- Let me 

14 use a term that may not be entirely accurate that has been 

15 used for some occasions.  

16 Is there some synergistic effect by the amount of 

A7 addition of chemicals from the Indian Point plant into the 

18 Hudson River that may or may not have some chemicals already 

in it that will produce an effect that will be different 19 

20 than some laboratory test perhaps with pure water or some

thing else into which you would put a selected quantity or 

22 amount of chemicals? 

23 WITNESS LAUER: This is entirely possible, and 

24 this is the reason why really the water from the river should 

25 be used in conducting -those kinds of tests, and we have done
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eb7 toxicity bioassays of the majority of the chemicals used at 

2 the plant which may eventually find their way to the water

3 way, and we did use Hudson River water for these tests which 

4 would include any of that possible type of synergism right 

5 inherent within the test.  

6 We would not be able to isolate out what was a 

7 synergist-ic reaction from what was a direct response but it 

8 would be included in the sum total of the results.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, let me ask the question 

10 this way: 

911 What is the constituency of the Hudson River water 

12- prior to any intake at the Indian Point plant? Have you 

13: made an analysis of that? Can you enumerate the chemicals 

14 and debris and what-all that is in there? 

15 WITNESS LAUER: That's a very large order, sir, 

16 but I can sure take a shot at it.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Don't take a shot at it, if you 

have not run an analysis.  

19 WITNESS LAUER: We have done analyses but we've 

done analyses on everything within our laboratory on every

2: thing from an array of radionuclides to trace elements, heavy 

2 metals, pesticides, organic content and so forth.  

23 A rundown on this-- This has been entered into 

g4 testimony, has it not? 

25 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is this already in the report?
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eb8 ! WITNESS LAUER: Yes, there's a table.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Would you give us the identity 

.3 of that? 

4 MR. TROSTEN: Exhibit 3(a), Mr. Chairman, and it i 

5 Section 2.1.3, page 2.1.3-21.  

.6 WITNESS LAUER: 21-21.  

7 . CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And that was within some appen

dix? 

9 MR. TROSTEN: No, that's Exhibit 3(a). That is 

not an appendix.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Thank you.  
t 

12 And you did not make any analysis for the syner

13 ,gistic effects? 

14 WITNESS LAUER: Not to isolate what was synergis

15 tic versus direct response. Any synergistic effect that 

16 would have taken place would have been included in the res

17 ponse of the organism to. the dosage of the chemicals to which 

18 they were being exposed.  

19 In other words, if there was going to be a syner

gistic effect,, the organisms in the test containers would 

have been exposed to that synergism as well as to the 

chemicals added directly.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What other chemicals would be 

24 within the scope of this "and so forth" on page 22, if you 

25 can identify it? Of course, that's the Staff's document, but
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eb9 I do you know? We have boric acid, phosphates, chromates, 

a sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid. We have potassium permanga

3 nate which cannot be detected. What else we be added by -

4 I4I1. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, this refers to Table 

5 1 on page 18.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There is nothing additional to 

7' that that Dr. Lauer would add; is that correct? I did not 

see potassium permanganate in that list.  

9 WITNESS STEIN: Let me get back to the permanga

nate. If there is present a biochemical oxygen demand, 

there cannot be any potassium permanganate free left. The 

potassium permanganate would oxidize those materials that 

13 result in having a biochemical oxygen demand. So as long 

14 as there is a biochemical oxygen demand in the water, 
there 

I5 cannot be any free permanganate ion present.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand that. The ques

tion is your premise, if there is a demand there.  

WITNESS STEIN: We do have measurements of Uo

chemical oxygen demand in the river. Dr. Lawler quoted 
19 

20 using these measurements as an indicator 
of the patterns of 

flow and mixing in the river.  
21 

CHAIPOAN JENSCH: He used that for chlorine, as 22 

I understand it. Is that correct? Does it operate the 23 

same for potassium permanganate? 

25 WITNESS STEIN: Yes. It's an oxidizing agent.
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eblO I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Thank you.  

0 2 DR. GEYER: I would like to ask Dr. Lauer about 

3 the organisms used in tests. I believe you said they were 

4 juveniles.  

5 WITNESS LAUER: Yes, that's right.  

6 DR. GEYER: Of what species? 

7 WITNESS LAUER: White perch and striped bass, 

8 DR. GEYER: How large were they? 

WITNESS LAUER: They were in the order of the 

range between about two inches and three and a half inches 

with a mean in between.  

1 DR. GEYER: These would not pass through the system 

13 would they? 

14 WITNESS LAUER: No, these would not. That would 

is be more amenable to-- The comments I made about the ones 

16 passing through the system would be more amenable to the 

17 Studies of the organisms in the intake versus the discharge.  

These are non-screenable type organisms and planktonic forms 

that go through.  

20 The tests that were done on the fish species on 

that size of !;fish would not be the size of fish that would 21 

22 tend to go through the screen or through the condenser systems 

That is correct..  23 

24 DR. GEYER: What organisms of the size that would 

25 go through the condenser were tested?
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WITNESS LAUER: We have not-- Well, we have not 

done any tests, any laboratory tests with chlorine residuals 

for those organisms. The test* that we did for those 

organisms was the intake-discharge canal sampling, and that 

involved a whole array of organisms that exist out in the 

river, including nauplii of Copepods, Copepods, Cladocera, 

Gammarus, an amphipod, and Neomysis, mysids that exist in the 

river, rotifers, et cetera. But we did not conduct any 

in situ laboratory type tests with those types of organisms.  

Those had been evaluated by the intake-discharge canal 

studies.  

DR, GEYER: Yes.  

(Laughter.) 

In regard to the juveniles of the white perch 

and striped bass, what time of year are they most numerous 

in the river? 

WITNESS LAUER: They tend to-- At that size they 

tend to start coming in in August, September, and on into 

the fall. These would be the ones, the eggs of which were 

laid in the spring and hatched out into the larvae and by 

the fall they have grown to this inch and a half to two and 

a half, three inch size range.  

DR. GEYER: So they are numerous at critical times 

of the year with regard to temperatures? 

WITNESS LAUER: During the early part-- Yes. The
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early part of the generation of the new crop does take place 

during the maximal summertime temperature conditions. That's 

true.

DR. GEYER: Thank you.
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#9 2 CHAIRMAN4 JENSCH: Very well, will you proceed, inl 

2 please.  

3 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

4 Q Dr. Lauer, would you please describe the biological 

5 studies now in progress at Indian Point concerning aquatic 

Slife?, 

A (Dr. Lauer.) Yes, I guess a lot of this is implicit 

* in what I have been talking about here and forms the basis for 

9 the comments already made. But there were some comments, and 

10 all of these comments I've been making are said again in light 

11 of the fact that time has past. This information was not 

12 available -- it still is not available. This information we hav.  

is not in report form yet.  

But to describe the studies that we have going on 

15 presently, it's an array of studies and I can break it down 

16 roughly into three categories.  

17 First of all, we're carrying on an extensive 

18 sampling program in the river wherein we are sampling primarily 

19 plankton and benthic organisms. And within the plankton would 

20 be included fish eggs and larvae. We are sampling these at 

21 seven sites, two upstream of the plant,, two downstream of the 

22 plant in three locations in a transect directly acrossfrom 

23 the Indian Point site, where sampling at service mid-water and 
4 bottom depths for most of these organisms were appropriate. In 

25 conjunction with each of those biological samplings at each
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in2 I tation we are doing an array of physical and chemical analysis 

2 that/can be used later to correlate with results of the biolo3 gical sampling 
a 

4 Also, as an aside, we are also doing fairly 
5 extensive sampling for the radionuclides and the stable elements 

6 and trace elements in the river water at several sampling 
7 stations.  

8 Then to move into the second category, which I 
9 have already alluded to, during this 1971 period, we've done 

10 a considerable amount of sampling and we will continue to in both the intake and the discharge canal of the power plant to 
t2 evaluate what the effects of the operation of Unit I are on the 3 biota passing through the plant. These studies include a 

consideration of mechanical damage, if any, as well as tempera
5 ture effects as well as the chlorination effects that I have 

just indicated, recognizing really that site studies, before 
17 iand after site studies, and even intake-discharge canal studies 

:have really only limited predictive value, 

We have also been -- and this would be the third 
category of studies -- we have also been conducting a considerab-L 

21 amount of laboratory studies, wherein we take organisms from 
22 the river in river water and expose them to different amounts 
23 of temperature elevation for different exposure times, 
24 As is indicated in the documents already submitted 
25 for evidence, due to the operation of the plant, tie transit
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in3 time of organisms through the condensors and out to the end 

of the discharge canal can vary from roughly 9 to 40 minutes.  

So we have been conducting experiments wherein we raise the 3 

temperature of roughly invariable amounts all the way up to 

45 degrees above ambient for different time intervals starting.  

at 2-1/2 minutes, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 60 

minutes, and observe the responses of the organisms to those 7, 

kinds of exposures to temperatures and times.  8 

The initial observation, of course, is as to what 9 

sets of those conditions cause mortalities° We1ve also been 
to 

holding the organisms under exposure to see if there are 

subsequent effects, and we have done some limited amount of 

work to also try to see if the exposure or the experience that 
13 

4 we put the organisms through has affected their subsequent 

capacity for reproduction.  15 

I think that pretty well covers it and the array 

of things that I have just discussed are planned to be con
17 

tinued through the coming year.  
13 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I inquire, I think one of: 
19 

the problems that we have in some of these cases maybe starts 
20 

with the construction permit, but there's always a lot of 
21 

studies going on and at that particular time you never can have 
22 

the data.  
23 

Now, Indian Point 1 has been going for some time 

and this problem of Hudson River water injury and damage has 25
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been a concern for some time. Are these studies you are now 

describing something additional to those which have been set 

forth in the previous construction permit proceeding for both, 

Indian Point 1 and 2? 

MR. TROSTEN:- I believe I can answer this, 

Mr. Chairman. What Dr. Lauer has been describing here are the 

studies that are taking place currently and in 1971. In other 

words, there have been studies going on for years with regard 

to the plant and the data with respect to these studies are 

contained in the environmental report and the material that is 

filed. But there is a continuing program of studies and it's 

intended that these programs go on in the future.  

I'm going to ask Mr. Woodbury to conment on this 

matter in just a moment.  

So, yes, there are new studies and new data being 

developed continually with regard to this facility because the 

Applicant has a continuing environmental study program in effect 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, what I have in mind, for 

instance, there's a statement by the Staff on page 23, for 

example, "The data gathered to date, however, are not adequate 

to answer most of the principal ecological questions associated 

with the operation of Indian Point Units No. 1 and 2." 

When these questions have come up at the construction 

permit, we have heard of projected studies and there's ongoing 

data being developed and we are having further reviews, but it
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in5 I is always pushed a little way out of our range because the 

2 studies are in such an embryotic stage, as I understand it.  

3 And the Staff, as I understand their statement, 

4 is reporting what has been given to them.  
in the future 

5 Now, you may be doing something/and if we could 

6 just keep our eye on the horizon and never mind looking at 

7 what's in front of us, we probably will find that there aren't 

8 really any problems. But the Staff, as I take it, has come 

to the conclusion that the data you have presented to date 

10 after these years of construction of Indian Point 1 and its 

Ill operation and the construction of Indian Point 2, that still the 

12 Staff believes that the data gathered to date are not adequate.  

13 Now, what kind of confidence can we have in this future 

projection that you're telling us about.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, in the first instance, 

* of course, at the time of the construction permit, the 

17 jurisdiction of the Atomic Energy Commission was limited to 

9 radiological health and safety matters, and so the sort of 

information that was reported to the Atomic Energy Commission 

20 • and considered by the Board at that time was of a much narrower 

scope than the type of information that is being considered 

now.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't know what the difference 

between -- or what kind of analysis you would make for radio

25 logical effects and just the general environmental consideration
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but the Staff does not make that distinction. They say that 

the principal ecological questions in a sense have not been 

answered and I wonder if you can give us some confidence in 

what we can expect from these newer programs. You say they are 

developing more daily because you are now reaching farther 

for more information.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not certain 

as to exactly what the Staff had in mind when it made the 

statement that "Data gathered today, however, are not adequate 

to answer most of the principal ecological questions associated 

with the operation of Indian Point Units No. 1 and 2." 

We do have confidence as the Applicant's testimony 

has indicated that we have answered the principal ecological 

questions with respect to the Indian Point facility. However, 

this does not mean that we feel that there is no further 

information to be gathered.  

Indeed, we feel that we ought to have a continuing 

program of study to continue to gather information with regard 

to the facility.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, we will probably be asking 

the Staff to give us some specifics on those statements of 

theirs, but I thought maybe you could give us some further 

statement as to why there should be greater confidence in what 

you propose to do than what we have had done already.  

We all start with the premise that we all can learn-
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more. There's always more .iata than we have, but we're trying 

to find sufficiency in the present.  

MR. TROSTEN: As I say, but perhaps when you 

query, the Staff will be in a better position to respond to a 

particular point that is enlisted by your question.  

CHAIRMJAN JENSCH: Well, let me ask Dr. Lauer: 

What further are you seeking in your studies and projected 

programs that you believe will be helpful to answer ecological 

questions that you do not nave now.  

WITNESS LAUER: Well, I think we are just gathering 

it this year and will continue to. With the array of studies 

that I have indicated, I think we will have data which adds 

considerably more predictive value of the kind we need than 

data that has come from the characteristic types of studies 

that many, including myself, have m-iade in the past.  

land this should have important desiyn implications 

as well as environmental review value.  

CHAIRMA14 JENSCH: What is the data that you are 

seeking? I understand the objective in just outlining, but 

what do you want to know more about tie striped bass or tie 

white-perch or whichever way that goes? Striped perch or 

white bass? 

WITNESS LAUER: Well, the kind of thing that we 

would be looking for is that if through other studies aiu 

with, for example, observations of fish impingeient on thei
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in8 screen, we do know that the plant has a certain effect. It 

2 kills "X" numbers of organisms or it has some kina of sub-lethal 

3 physiological effect, that by itself is meaningless unless it 

is put into the total framework of population Uynamics anci 

resiliency and generation times and the whole business.  5 

We are all well aware just from the fact that 
6 

fishermen can continue to fish and we continue to have fish 

8 populations that there is a margin of harvest that is possible 

without ruining the ecology, and this is true in other 9 

organisms as well as fish.  

What we are trying to do now is to get the kind of 11 

data that would be amenable to determining what the significance 
12 

of observed specific effects would be on the total funictioning 
13 

of the ecosystem in terms of population dynamics, yields at 
14 

the end of th3 year of organisms that are available tnen to 

produce the crop for the coming year. This sort of tihiny.  
16 

And there are several orders of magaitude -more difficulty 
17 

involved in that type of assessment than we have attempteu in 
18 

the past.  
19 

B ut that's what we are attempting to get to througn 

20 
these kinds of studies that we are involved in now. And I 

21 
think in regard to your remarks, I would like to make a 

22 
comment. I understand the frustration that you expressed aoout 

23 
having all these studies in progress or in the futurLe out not 

.24 
having the data now, but wvie ao have an awful lot of data on 

25
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general effects of thermal discharges on aquatic life. Aid 

I personally have been involved in studies around ten large 

plants, some considerably larger than the proposed Inuian 

Point plant, on different bodies of water. Anu I Uraw a con

siderable amount of personal confidence from these kinds of 

studies.  

These are the older type site studies where you 

study before and after and during operation and try to see if 

you can sense any symptoms of overall effects on the system.  

So I have a considerable amount of. personal confidence from 

that experience without doing these studies that a plant of 

this size on the river as far as thermal effects are concerned 

will not have any significant effect on the ecology of the 

estuary.  

And to elaborate on the point a little bit, we 

biologists are learning just like everybody else is learning 

and admittedly we did not know what que sLions to ask when we 

first got to be concerned about therrmal effects and many of 

these other kinds of questions that are now being raised.  

I think we are rapidly gaining in sophistication ani 

in understanding just what those questions are that need to 

,be answered and how to go about trying to get the answers, but 

we are evolving just like everything else in the worl" in 

this kind of expertise and unfortunately have not nad tae 

perspective -- this is an extremely fast moving field to a
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inll I considerable degree because of public interest in environmental 

2 affairs, and we have -

3 CHAIRMVAN JENSCli: Public interest or pulic demana? 

4 WITNESS LAUER: Both. And it is a time-related 

5 problem in that we have been busy keeping up with doing the 

6 studies we are doing and we have not had tile foresight frankly 

7 to look ten years in advance and anticipate all the questions 

8 that would be asked ten years in advance and start working on 

9 them ten years earlier than perhaps we should have.  

10 So it is in that time frame that this result of 

11 not having the data all laiu out in final finisned review 

12 reports at a time when these environmental hearings come up, 

13 this is the cause of it. It all got jammed together really in 

14 the time frame that has not been able to be respondei to.  

15 CHAIRMAU JENSCHi: It's still pretty jammed up, 

16 I guess.  

17 WITNSS LAUER: It sure is.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed? 

BY MR. TROSTEN: 19 

20 Q iMr. Woodbury, continuing in the same vein, would 

21 you describe, please, what program of biological-studies 

22 Con Edison has planned with respect to the operation of the 

23 Indian Point facilities? 

A (-r. Woodbury.) Dr. Lauer has been describing the 

studies which he has been undertaking, is unidertaking or
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.intends to follow principally as they relate to small organisms 

that are entrained in the plant, the eggs and the larvae, the 

phytoplankton and the zooplankton.  

We are concerned also with the finfish in the river 

and the impact of the plant s' operation on those fish.  

We have developed in coordination with the Hudson 

River!Policy Committe a study which is designed to follow the 

ecology of the river before, during and after startup of the 

plant.  

This Hudson River Policy Committee, you will recall:' 

is a committee composed of representatives of the states of 

New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, the Fish and Wildlife Service 

and the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. They act as overseers 

of this study which I am about to address.  

Basically, the study is in four parts: First, we 

are attempting a population dynamics study that is more 

ambitious than any that has ever been undertaken anywhere by 

which we hope to achieve good estimates of population density 

,-in the river, estimates of age and growth and improved 

.,knowledge of the food habits of the finfish, a better under

,standing of their reproductive mechanism and the mortality 

rates associated with them. And with this inforiation, together 

with the information concerning the numbers of fish that may 

b~& impinged on the screens, develop a better understanding of 

the interel'ationship between the finfish impingement on the 

q..- 4 

* -x
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2 finfish.  
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10 ebl 0 A second part of this study is to continue the 

biological surveys which we started some timeback, in which 

we will be sampling the chemical and thermal changes in the 

river itself, keeping track of the entrainment losses, the 

impingement losses, and effects external to the plant, and 

by'keeping an inventory of fish at certain transcupts of the 

river, be able to draw conclusions on the population varia

tions with time and with these other variables.  

A third part of this effort is a thermal mapping 

effort to verify the conclusions that we have reached through 

mathematical models and hydraulic models with respect to the 

thermal plume of the river :from Indian Point 2, to give us 

better assurance that the projections which we are in the 

process of making for Indian Point 3 will be accurate.  

This will involve a series of overflights of the 

river at different periods of time within infrared photo

graphy and river temperature master control.  

Dr. Lauer has described for you also the tempera

ture effects studies which we are going to be doing. These 

will be laboratory studies in which we will try to ascertain 

what tolerances various foris of life have in the river for 

different temperatures under different river conditions.  

I believe these studies will answer the concerns 

that the AEC has expressed as we understand them. We are 

happy to have further discussion with the AEC to be sure that
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eb2 we do have an understanding on this point.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I wonder if I could ask DR. Lauer 

3 a question in reference to the statement'. of Mr. Woodbury.  

4 As I understand it, you want to learn the popula

5 tion of the river. How do you count what is in the river? 

6 How long is it good for when you make the count? 

7 WITNESS LAUER: That varies considerably with the 

8 organism in question. If you are referring to fin fish, 

9 there are several techniques for this but essentially it 

involves marking by some means or another a large number of 

fish with recognizable markers and putting them back out into 

12 the population as black beads in a pool of white beads, you 

13 might say, and then doing subsequent sampling to determine 

14 what the ratio of the marked to the unmarked are.  

And from that population, estimates can be 

16 gathered as to what the sizes, of the population are of fish 

in this instance in theestuary.  17 

8CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It's an estimate, not a count 

then; is that it? 

WITNESS LAUER: That's correct. You'cannot see 20 

the fish directly." It's impossible to count them one by one.  
21 

So this is going to be an effort to tag enough fish and have 22 

23 enough recovered so that statistical 'techniques can be 

24 employed, using the recovered tagged to untagged fish subse

25 quently caught with which to make the projections as to total
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eb3 I populations that exist.  

2 And then I think there are also plans to use 

3 sonic tagging techniques to trace the movement of fish 

4 relative to the plant and so forth. This is more to look at 

5 their behavior than their population estimates.  

6 , CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I was trying to find out how you 

7 get even a population estimate0  Where do the fish go if they 

get tagged? Do they go up to Albany, and maybe they like it 

9 better up there? Or do they come back? Where do you pick 

10 them up? 

11 WITNESS LAUER: There are some general ideas about 

12- movement of fish in the estuary, but this is one of the things 

13 the study will help to tell, is the plant having an effect 

14 on the localized population tlat. does not move very far 

.15 away from the plant, or is the population that we are talking 

16. about a population that does have that geographical range 

17 all the way from Albany down into the coastal waters? 

18 This is one of the things that this type of study 

19 will help to define.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Maybe this is a policy question, 

21 but as I understand several of these submittalso it is almost 

admitted that there will be a certain amount of fish impinged 22 

23 upon the screen, and there will be some fish killed. Now of 

?4 course that's a change in the ecology and it's a loss of fish.  

25 But as a matter of policy, is it better to set up
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eb4 I a fish farm and give fish to people to match out what might 

2 have been impinged on the screen if there is a fish loss 

3 of serious concern? Instead of the cooling pond, maybe get 

4 a fish pond and scoop them out as a-- If a fellow gets out 

5 in his boat and expects to get so many, why give him -

6 MR. TROSTEN: You--are asking a question as to the 

7 value of a hatchery, I believe. Mr. Woodbury will answer.  

8 WITNESS WOODBURY: Mr. Chairman, we've looked at 

9 many possibilities including the hatchery, and we have had 

10 discussions with the State and with the policy committee with 

it respect to the hatchery.  

12 There are views that the hatcheries in salt waters 

13 of the type that we would be considering here would not 

14 cause any identifiable improvement in the fish life of the 

1 5 river or, on the other hand, there are, as you know, very 

16 successful hatcheries that have been operated for salmon out 

17- on the West Coast. We have in work right now a letter to the 

18 State of New York, addressing this question and asking for 

19 their advice and counsel with respect to it.  

20 CHAIPAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

21 MR. BRIGGS: Dr. Lauer, I believe the Indian Point 

22 2 plant has been operating its pumps and pumping water 

23 through the condensers some number of days; I don't know what 

2. they are.. What kinds of tests have you run with the Indian 

25 Point 2 pumping system in operation?
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ebS I 'WITNESS LAUER: We have been able, both at 

2 Unit 1 and Unit 2, to look at the organisms in the discharge 

3 canal again with respect to the live. versus dead organisms 

4 to 'determine if there is an effect, a physical effect, due 

5 to whatever, pressures, turbulence, or whatever, on the 

6 organisms. And the results of those studies so far have 

7 been that there does not appear to be..  

8 If they are going to be affected, it appears that 

9 temperature will be the primary thing causing the effect, 

10 and these other possible types of stresses might only be 

secondarily additive to the effect of temperature, but we 

have not been able to see that the plant running without 

13 heat has caused any damage to the organisms.  

14 MR. BRIGGS: Has a series. of tests been specifical

1.5 ly: described for the period of 20 percent and the 50 percent 

16 test operation that is proposed? 

17 WITNESS LAUER: At least in our own research 

18 program at NYU, we are not making a distinction. We're try

19 ing to design a program which is going to get the information 

20 necessary for whatever level of power operation at the plant, 

21 and that is one of the reasons why we are running at different 

22 temperature increases and different exposure times, so that 

23 we can cover all possible operating regimes that might 

24 prevail at the site.  

25 And there is nothing that is designed specifically
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eb6 1 for the 20 percent or 50 percent.  

2 MR. BRIGGS: You don't have a series of tests 

3 specifically planned for this period of test operation of 

4 the reactor? 

5 WITNESS LAUER: There will be the studies going 

6 on which I have described as on-going studies. We have not 

7 isolated out and conceived of special tests that ought to be 

a run specifically to look at these tests license-time opera

9 tion.  

go MR. BRIGGS: But you do expect to make measurements 

during that period of time; is that correct? 

12 WITNESS LAUER: That's correct.  

3 CHAIPAN JENSCH: Very well.  

14 Do you have additional evidence, Applicant? 

15 MR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

16 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

87 Q Dr. Lawler, have you reviewed the discussion of 

18 entrainment mortality which appears in the first full para

19 graph on page 31? 

A (Dr. Lawler) Yes, we have.  

Q Would you please tell us what mortality of eggs 

22 and larvae you predict as a result of the operation of 

23 ~ndian Point Units 1 and 2, and the basis for your prediction? 

24 MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me just a minute. What page 

25 is this on? 

2H
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eb7 j MR. TROSTEN: I am referring to page 31, Mr. Brigg.  

the first full paragraph.  

3 MRo .BRIGGS: Thank you.  

4 iWITNESS LAWLER: We have made studies of this 

5 question. These studies have been made in the context of the 

6 kinds of models I described previously, and have been used 

7 in previous years to predict the behavior of various water 

8 quality parameters.  

9 The idea here is that the specific stage of the 

10 fish being referred to, the larval stage, the presumption i* 

11 made that these forms behave somewhat similarly to particles 

12 of solids in the fluid mixture so that the normal behavior 

13 of the river as far as its flow, as far as its transport 

14 mechanisms, the tidal mixing would apply.  

15 We have also taken into account the generation , 

16 of these organisms as well as the natural mortality of the 

17 organisms as they move down the river.  

18 The net result of this effort was to come up with 

19 an estimate of two and one. half percent of the river popula

20 tion of larvae wouid Je entrained by the plant operating 

21 at full flow.  

22 Now, this was done by taking the data on striped 

23 bass larvae that was reported in the so-called Carson-McCann

24 Cornawall reports, and first determining whether the model 

25 could be applied to these data. This was done, and the model
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wel 1 

was shown to reproduce the longitudinal distribution of 

2 larvae in the river.  

3 I We then imposed the Indian Point #2 plant, which 

4 of course was not running at the time these data were taken, 

5 imposed that on the model to incorporate those flows into.  

6 the model and computed a new distribution of larjal organisms 

7 along the length of the river. And the difference between 

8 the total population of larval organisms, as reported in 

9 the earlier years before the plant was running, and the 

10 population with the plant running, was the two and a half 

11 percent that I referred to a moment ago.  

92 A few comments on the first full paragraph on 

13 page 31: We would not agree that the occurrence of 50 to 

14 75 percent in the total yield reproduction below Indian 

15 Point would mean that that percentage of lrval forms would 

16 pass-the plant. There is evidence that shows relatively 

17 large abundances of young striped bass at .12 above-' 

18 the Indian Point plant, and these are observed to final1y 

19 leave areas well above the .plant and migrate downstream in 

20 the fall.  

21 

22 

23 

24
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MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we have no further 

2 evidence to offer at this time.  

3 I would like to make this general observation with 

4 regard to the -testimony that we have offered today: The 

5 Staff has recommended the issuance of a license for Indian 

6 Point #2, covering 50 percent testing. Our basis purpose in 

7 of fe Ing this testimony today, in addition to providing the 

8 Board with certain new information for the Board's considera

tion in this connection, is to make the Board aware of the 

101 Applicant's basic position with regard to certain matters 

which it appears very likely will become issues --- perhaps 

contested issues -- as far as HRFA and EDF are concerned in 

13 the further stages of this .hearing.  

14 Applicant would .intend, in connection with the 

further stages of this hearing, to present testimony concern

16 ing many of:.these matters in considerably more detail at that 

17 time.  

18 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does any other party have any 

additional evidence to present at this session of the hearing? 
19 

20 (No response.) 

I hear no such request.  21 

MR,. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I might add one point: 
22 

that after the recess -- we have the radiological portion of 23 

24 the hearing, of course, to consider at this time. Applicant 

wishes to consider in the course of the recess a comment

4473
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made by the Board calling for additional -- or suggesting the 

possibility of additional testimony with regard to the effects

I'm s6rrv -- the costs of the delay, and the effects on the 

public interests of a delay in testing.  

We desire to go over our testimony in Section 8 of 

our October 19 submission to determine whether it is desirable 

to supplement the record in that respect with regard to this 

matter, and we would hope to do that today and be available 

to do this tomorrow.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does this seem to be a convenient 

time to recess? 

(Indications of assent.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there's nothing further at 

this moment at least, at this time let us recess to reconvene 

in' this room this afternoon at two o'clock.  

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the hearing was 

recessed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., this same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

(2:00 p.m.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

Does the Applicant have additional evidence? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we have no additional 

evidence other than additional testimony that we intend to 

offer with regard to the effects under Factor 3 of Delayed 

Issuance of a Facility Testing License.  

We will offer that testimony, Mr. Chairman, at 

the opening of business tomorrow morning. We are in the 

process of preparing it this afternoon.  

In addition to that, we have certain evidentiary 

stipulations which we wanted to refer to, Mr. Chairman. I 

thought that we could wait until after Mr. Roisman's 

cross-examination, however, if that's all right with you.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

Do you have some cross-examination, Citizens' 

Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, you're talking 

now on radiological matters, is that correct? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, or any other subject you 

,have.  

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, we do on radiological matters.  

First, we would like to put into evidence as an 

exhibit the answers that Consolidated Edison provided to our
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In2 I interrogatories which were supplied on December 23, 1971.  

2 The answers, copies of which were served on all the parties 

3 and the Board, dated January 4, 1972. The document is 

4 entitled "Responses to Interrogatories of the Citizens' 

S Committee for the Protection of the Environment," directed to 

6 the Applicant with respect to the fire personnel selection 

7 procedures supplied to Applicant on December 23, 1971 for 

o identification, we would mark as Exhibit EE and note one 

* change in the exhibit from the form in which it was mailed to 

0 all the parties.  

The question and answer numbered 25 should be 

12 deleted for purposes of introducing it into evidence. We will 

) ask the question modified slightly orally and the Applicant's 

14 witnesses will provide us orally with an answer to it.  

15 

17 

18 MR. ROISMIAN: In addition, the Staff provided us 

19 last evening with the document, "Staff Testimony and Response 

20 to Intervenors' Interrogatories," dated December 22, 1971, 

21 Indian Point 2 hearing.  

22 This relates to the security plan of the Applicant.  

23 The Staff has indicated that they are willing to have it 

~~ incorporated in the transcript as read and extra copies have 

25 been made available for the Reporter.
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ln3 I do not know whether or not the Staff or the 

2 Applicant wishes to have the particular document itself includeL 

3 in an in camera transcript. I do understand that the 

4 questions I have to ask with respect to it they do want to 

have in an in camera transcript.  

8 MR. KARMAN: It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, 

7' that consistent with all of the other matters dealing with 

the security issue with respect to the plant should be handled 

in the security portion of the in camera session.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well, I will deal first with 

the matter proposed for identification as Exhibit No. E. I 

wonder if any of that should be incorporated in the transcript 12 

as if read. You have to have several copies and I don't know 

whether that's available.  

1MR. TROSTEN: We do not happen to have extra 

6 copies, Mr. Chairman. This is being introduced as Mr. Roisman's 

17 evidence. We have no objection to it being an exhibit. We 

waived service of the required-number of copies as an exhibit, 18 

but it's entirely up to Mr. Roisman himself.  9 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We would need -- I think the 
20 

rules provide for five, does it not, to be served or to be 21 

left with the Reporter? 
22 

MR. ROISMAN: I believe originally two.  23 

frht CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have sufficient copies 

25 for that?
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ln4 MR. ROISMAN: No, I do not have them, Mr. Chairman.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you be able to supply them? 

3 MR. ROISMAN: Yes, I will.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Has sufficient identification been 

5 made of the material? 

6 Is the first sheet of which entitled, "Consolidated 

7 Edison Company of New York, Inc. Responses to Interrogatories 

8 of the Citizens' Committee for the Protection of the Environ

9 ment Directed to the Applicant with Respect to the Fire and Per

10 sorinel Selection Procedures," supplied to Applicant on 

11 December 23, 1971? 

12 MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is dated 

13 at the bottom January 4, 1972.  

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, that document may be marked 

15 for identification as Exhibit EE.  

16 (The document referred to was 

17: marked Exhibit EE for identifi

is cation.) 

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Having thus been identified and 

20 having been previously offered is there any objection? 

22 Applicant? 

22 MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Staff? 

2MR. KARMAN: No.  

25
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Citizens' Committee for the 

Protection of the ENvironment? 

MR. ROISMAN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermen's 

Association? 

MR. MAC BETH: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State of New York? 

MR. MARTIN: No objection
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It should perhaps be noted in 

In5 the record that Mr. Martin is here for the State of New York.  

He entered his appearance this morning.  

Exhibit EE is received in evidence.  

(The document referred to, here

5" tofore marked Exhibit EE for 

6 identification, was received in 

7 evidence.) 

8 MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, at the last evidentiary 

session of this hearing on November 17th, or one of the last 

sessions, Mr. Briggs requested that the Staff furnish some 

addiitional information relevant to the Water Safety Program 

for the Reactor Safety Program.  

On the 27th of December, I sent to the Board and 
13 

all the parties under my forwarding letter the response of 
14 

the Regulatory Staff to the question of Mr. Briggs on pages 18 

4128 and 4129 of the transcript. I have given sufficient 16 

tcopies to the Reporter so that I may request at this time that 
17 

this response be physically incorporated in the transcript.  18 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection by the 
19 

Applicant? 
20 

MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermen's 
22 

Association? Citizens Committee for the Protection of the 
23 

Environment? 

MR. ROISMAN: No objection.  25



in6 I MR. MAC BETH: No objection.  
2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. The request of 
3 Staff counsel is granted and the response by the Staff to the 
4 inquiry by the Board, as identified by Staff counsel, may be 
5 incorporated in the transcript as if read and constitute 

6 evidence from the Staff.  

7 (The document follows.) 
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UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

December 27, 1971

....Mr~RB.Briggs 
Molten Salt Reactor Program 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P.O. Box Y 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dr. John C. Geyer 
Chairran, Department 'f Geography 

and Environmental Engineering 
The Johns Hopkins University 
513 Amies Hal l 
Balticnore, Maryland 21218

In .the Matter of Consolidated Edison Ccmpany of '-ew York, 
Indian Point Nuclear Generatfing Unit No. 2 

Docket No. 50-24-7

Inc.

Gentlemen: 

At the session of the evidentiary hearing ii subject proc eding on 
November 17, 1971 (Transcript pages 4128-412'J) the .Board requested 
that:.the regulatory staff furnish certain iiF.formation relative to 
the y4*ter reactor safety program..  

Transmitted here-ifth .are ' the staff's respons,es to said Board 
que~tions.

Encl osure 
As stated 

cc: See page 2

Si ncere6y, 

Myronirman.  
Counsel 'for AEC Regulatory Staff

.1

,1*

Samuel .W. Jensch, Esq., Chairman 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545
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cc w/encl : J. Bruce MacDonald, Esq.  
Angus Macbeth, Esq.  
Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.  
Honorable William J. Burke 
Paul S. Shemin, Esq.  
Leonard M. Trosten, Esq.  
Algie A. Wells, Esq.  
Mr. Stanley T. Robinson, Jr.



Question - (Transcript pp 4128 - 4129) - Mr. Briggs 
Would it be possible for the Staff to indicate to us what test are 

now in progress by the AEC Laboratories to resolve the questions of 
the emergency core cooling system and what kind of progress is 
being made, what kind of schedule is being used for these tests? 

I realize that you provided us with a document that tells what the 
water reactor safety program is, but we learned the other day that 
part of that safety program which had to do with flow redistribution 
was not funded and no indication that there was a plan to fund it.  
So the Board would .ike to have some information on the important 
tests that are in progress now and/or are planned and what the 
schedule is and what the status is on the important tests.  

/ 

I.• 

o, if . .
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Initial criticality 12/73 

Initiate LOCA nuclear testing 6/74 

POWER BURST FACILITY 

A facility for in-pile testing of reactor fuel behavior 

in either a steady state or transient mode. Tests are planned 

to investigate fuel failure modes, potential fuel failure propa

gation, and extent and effects of coolant flow blockage.  

Initial criticality 2/72 

Initiate testing 6/72 

0 
ADDITIONAL PITR FLECHT TESTS 

Additional FLECHT tests at low flooding rates and low pressure 

are now in progress at Westinghouse. Tests should be completed 

and reported in about six months.  

PWR BLOWDOWN HEAT TRANSFER / 

Detailed planning on these tests is currently being performed.  

The tests are being designed to experimentally assess transient 

heat transfer during blowdown. It is estimated that planning, design 

and construction of experimental facility, and performance of 

testing will require about two years.  

O.0 
, . • / -,
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BWR BLOWDOWN HEAT TRANSFER 

A 2-year program similar to that presented above jointly 

sponsored by General Electric and the AEC to be performed 

by General Electric.  

In addition, the following tests are currently being considered for 

performance. The dates shown are estimates.

MIXING EXPERIMENTS 

Accumulator By-Pass 

Pipe Plugging (Cold water and 

steam mixing) 

Two-Phase Pump Resistance

INITIATE 

4/72 

.7/72 

7/72

COMPLETE 

6/75 

12/73 

6/73

S 
-
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MIXING EXPERIMENTS 

Accumulator By-Pass 

Pipe Plugging (Cold water and 

steam mixing) 

wo-Phase Pump Resistance

INITIATE 

4/72 

7/72 

7/72

COMPLETE 

6/75 

12/73 

6/73
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BWR BLOWDOWN H1EAT TRANSFER 

A 2-year program similar to that presented above jointly 

sponsored by General Electric and the AEC to be performed 

by General Electric.  

In addition, the following tests are currently being considered for 

performance. The dates shown are estimates.

0 
0



Question - (Transcript p 4129) - Chairman Jensch 

If we could also get enumeration of those tests which were planned 
and may be started and have been stopped in the last year or two' 
related to the water reactor safety, particularly, the ECCS and 
any other problems related to reactor safety.



ANSWER: 

The following testing programs related to emergency core cooling 

have been terminated during the past year.  

FAILURE MODES OF ZIRCALOY-CLAD FUEL RODS 

Work performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This project was t( 

nated as of 6/71 except for final repmort preparations. The basis 

for termination of the program is that the significant informa

tion from these out-of-pile tests was: obtained and further work 

in this area will be performed in-pile at the Power Burst Facility.  

Project Code Numbers* terminated are:: 

102 07 00 

102 07 24 

102 07 28 

102 07 31 

102 0.7 36 

LOFT FISSION PRODUCT BEHAVIOR / 

Work performed at Idaho Nuclear Corpor-ation (INC) and Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory (ORNL), terminated ion the basis that sufficient 

information for our needs at this time 1has been obtained.  

-S . -__ _ _.  

Th e project code numbers are as listed in t!hch TProgram and Project Information 
File (PPIF) computer printout of the Water Rc,-nctor Safety Program status 
supplied by the Staff to the Board and parties; on 7/12/71 Jn response to a 
Board question.

N



ANSWER: 

The following testing programs related to emergency core cooling 

have been terminated during the past year.  

FAILURE MODES OF ZIRCALOY-CLAD FUEL RODS 

Work performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This project was tE 

-nated as of -"6/71 except for final report preparations. The basis 

for termination of the program is thalt the significant informa

tion from these out-of-pile tests was: obtained and further work 

in this area will be performed in-pile at the Power Burst Facility.  

Project Code*Numbers* terminated are: 

0 102 07 00 

102 07 24 

102 07 28 

102 07 31 

102 07 36 

/ 

LOFT FISSION PRODUCT BEHAVIOR 

Work performed at Idaho Nuclear Corporz-tion (INC) and Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory (ORNL), terminated' on the basis that sufficient 

.,information for our needs at this time ihas been obtained.  

The project code numbers are as listed in t he Tprogram and Project Information 
File (PPIF) computer printout of the Water Rcalctor Safety Program status 
supplied by the Staff to the Board and partics on 7/12/7i in response to a Board ques tion ." " , ",
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Project Code Numbers 

102 14 75 INC 

105 09 34 ORNL 

SPRAY AND POOL ABSORPTION TECIHNOLOGy 

Work performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This program 

terminated after having successfully fulfilled the significant 

needs in this area.  

Project Code NUmbers 

105 17 00 

105 17 04 

105 17 08 

105 17 41 

105 17 43 

The following projects in the Water Reactor Safety Program, as 

identified by Project Code Numbers, have been completed and, 

therefore, terminated: 

101 10 85 

101 13 68 

102 09 00 

* 102 10 24 - Completed but continuing on additional tests 

as noted above under PWR FLECHT tests 

102 11 24 

108 05 .00 
- ..".*
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The following projects in the Water Reactor Safety Program, as 

identified by Project Code Numbers* have been terminated. Those 

projects already discussed above are not included in the list 

below.

101 

101

101 

101

08 45 - feasibility demonstrated - to be continued by 

industry.  

09 48 - Closed out - to be picked up when needed by U1 

program.  

10 46 - will be part of HSST program when needed.

- same as 101

SST

08 45.

102 13 00 - closed out to 

contractors.  

102 13 03 - closed out to 

contractors.  

102 '13 24 - closed out to 

contractors.  

102 13 25 - closed out to 

contractors.

consolidate efforts under fewer

.consolidate efforts under fewer 

consolidate efforts under fewer 

consolidate efforts under fewer

102 17 56 - scoping tests completed - work extended in other

105 

105

programs (FLECHT, BD1IT, etc.  

information needs at this time fulfilled.  

information needs at this time fulfilled.

The project code numbers are as listed in the Program and Project InformatioT 
File (PPIF) computer printout of the Water Reactor Safety Program status 
supplied by the Staff to the Board and the parties on 7/12/7] in response to 
a Board question;



S,.Question - (Transcript p 4129) - Mr. Briggs 

I 
For instance, there was some discussion the other day about 

whether the problems are resolved, are in hand, or we don't know 

much about the answers. And one example that one might take is the 

flow blockage problem. Is there a program within the AEC in which 

further information is being developed on flow blockage in-pile and 

out of pile, or does the AEC concur with Mr. Moore's estimate that, 

well, Westinghouse, let's say, has no program for investigating 

flow blockage and presumably considers this to be well in hand, 

or that there are programs to make it well in hand? 

V 

I . .  

I 

I 
.° 

I'



IL-

ANSWER: 

Additional in-pile experimental tests of :z.cal6y clad fuel failure, 

fuel failure propagation and resulting flow blockage are currently beinc 

for the Power Burst Facility as presented -i4 the answer of the first 

of the Board's questions in this series. AIlitional testing beyond 

this program concerning the potential for 'fow blockage is under 

consideration.  

9 

1.  

i .....



Question - (Transcript p 4130) - Mr. Briggs) 

Concerning requests for information on the safety program, the 

information provided by the Commission, could also there be included 

in that information on estimate of what fraction of the Commission's 

safety program funds are b~ing spent on light-water reactor safety.  

0 

I.° 

0 

0



AN SIWER: 

The Atomic Energy Commission's safety oriented programs are 

:presently funded for fiscal year 1972 as follows:

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 

Water Reactor Safety 

Gas Cooled Reactor Safety 

Other (generally applicable to all 
reactors) 

Totals

Dollars 

16.1 million 

22.2 million 

4-00,000 

4.5 million 

43.2 million

Therefore, 52% of the safety program funds are being spent on water 

reactor safety. As the category "Other" is generally applicable to 

all reactors, it may be concluded that 62% of the safety program funds 

are spent on'safety of water reactors.

.a. .

\

I

Fraction 

37% 

52% 

1% 

10% 

100%
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inl CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that complete the presentatioi 

2 of evidence on those matters? 

8 MR. ROISMAN: Yesp Mr. Chairman, except we do 

4 have some cross-examination with regard to a portion of the 

5 Applicant's responses to the interrogatories. One segment of 

6 those responses deal with personnel selection procedures and 

7 I've discussed this with Mr. Trosten.  

8 He has indicated to me that some of the questions 

9 that I have to ask about that should be in the in camera 

10 proceeding and that it is my feeling that they do relate to 

11: ' matters which, if made available to the general public, might 

12> disclose inadequate aspects ofthe Applicant's security 

i3 procedures that would be of danger to the public health and 

14' safety. So at this time I would be prepared to proceed with 

15; the cross-examination on the non-in camera portions which 

16 relate to the fire.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

Is MR. TROSTEN: I might add, just for the record, 

19 I believe I was guilty of using the phrase cross-examination 

20 myself a few moments ago and I apologize. Actually, for the 

21 record, this is direct examination by Mr. Roisman since we 

22 have not offered the interrogatories by way of direct 

23 testimony, Mr. Chairman.  

We have been served with these informal questions.  

25 We have answered them-and Mr. Roisman is now seeking to
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1n2 I interrogate our witnesses.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

3 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I direct the parties' 

4 attention to Question No. 2. With reference to this question, 

5 the Applicant's answer indicates that visual inspection was 

a made of certain instrumentation to determine Whether it was 

7 damaged.  

8 It is our contention that based upon the data now 

9 in the record that visual inspection with no further explana

10 tion of what is involved is inadequate to determine whether or 

not the equipment, in fact, has been damaged and that to the 

12 extent that any equipment was visually inspected and then 

3 approved as not damaged, that the Applicant cannot assure-us 

14 that the plant was constructed in a manner in which it was 

15 intended to be constructed, or that it will operate in the 

16 manner satisfactory to the public health and safety.  

17 The questions that I would have to ask are to 

S explore to find out what data the Applicant might be able to 

19 pkovide to further elucidate oh this concept of visual 

0 inspection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, now, as I understand it, 

2 ithe Applicant feels that that is adequate and are you planning 

to introduce evidence that it is not adequate? 

2l MR. ROISMAN: At this point, it is my contention 

25 that the record as it stands does not demonstraue that it is
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adequate. I am prepared to'do more than simply stand on the 

record, but I thought in order to get all the facts out it 

would be helpful for me to question the Applicant's witnesses 

to find out whether or not this could be elucidated further.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well, you may proceed in 

any manner you desire but I just inquired to your intended 

program.  

MR. ROISMAN: I have no --,except to the extent 

that this questioning will be classified as direct evidence, 

I have no direct evidence to introduce on this subject.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

MR. ROISMAN: First, which gentleman is going to 

respond to this so I will know to whom to direct my questions? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Roisman, in response to this 

particular question, Mr. Joseph Marubbio'will be your witness.  

Mr. Marubbio has not been previously sworn.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will the gentleman stand to be 

sworn? 

Whereupon, 

JOSEPH A. MARUBBIO 

was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn, 

was examined and testified as follows: 

DIRECT -EXAMINATION 

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q Mr. Marubbio, can you tell me what your present
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In4 I employment is and what you do for Consolidated Edison, what 

2 you are doing with regard to the fire? 

3 A (Mr. Marubbio.) My present position with 

4 Consolidated Edison is in capacity of Project Manager for 

5 Nuclear Projects. As such, I am responsible for the contract 

6 administration of the Westinghouse contract. I'm also 

7 responsible for the site quality assurance which my personnel 

8 supervise on the site.  

9 I have some 30 people on the site administering 

10 the Q0ality Assurance Program for Con Edison.  

Q Now, have you been directly involved in evaluating 

12 'the consequences of the fire at the Indian Point site? 

t3 A To some extent, yes.  

I just happened to be at the plant the night of 

15 the fire. I have been involved in the fire and the subsequent 

16 events surrounding the questions that we responded to here 

17 and the events surrounding the fire.  

Q Directing your attention to the answer to Question 2 

19 to Exhibit EE, the statement is made, "The remaining instruments 

mentioned about" -- that is, instruments which have not been 

21 checked, "will be visually inspected to determine whether the 

22 instrument is damaged." Is that statement true and correct 

g3 to the best of your knowledge? 

24 A Yes, yes, it is.  

25 Q Are you--
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A Go ahead.  

Q Are you going to visually inspect those pieces of 

equipment? 

A Well, the visual inspection is not perfonmed by 

one person, as you well know. The visual inspection if a 

multi-tiered type of review. It's performed first by the 

direct construction personnel of the Wedco Corportion.  

Secondarily, this Visual inspection is performed 

by the Wedco quality control personnel on the site.  

Thirdly, my personnel perform a quality assurance 

function and perform an inspection on top of that.  

So it is a multi-tiered type of visual inspection 

we're talking about, not one that I alone would perform.  

Q Are there written procedures to govern the manner 

in which the visual inspection is to be undertaken? 

A There are procedures which determine the accept

ability of the various components based on their original 

design. There are procedures which govern the Quality Control 

and Quality Assurance Program, which does not change neces

sarily in this particular instance because of the fire 

incident.  

It's a continuing program which has existed since 

the construction of the plant was undertaken some years ago.  

Q Well, with reference to the particular pieces of 

equipment which will be subjected to a visual inspection,
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wholly holding aside for the moment the existence of any fire 

at all at any time after they've been manufactured by whoever 

manufactures them, were they subjected to an inspection other 

than a visual inspection either by you, or, to your knowledge, 

by anybody else? 

:A Well, at one time prior, of course, to the fire, 

they were subjected to functional testing, and I might add 

that, functional testing, of course, will be -- they will be 

subjected to functional testing once more. in addition to the 

visual inspection; and, as you might note from the answers, 

recalibration in the case of the instruments, if required.  

Q I understand. To check the instruments they are 

'to be.recalibrated, but we're talking now of those instruments 

for which there is no check.  

Now, can you explain to me, I'm having a little 

difficulty here, some instruments have a checkmark by them 

.and as to those instruments recalibration and set points are 

qhecked and they are reset as required. Other instruments 

!-are visually inspected. All of the instruments will be 

subjected to a functional check.  

'What kind of check was undertaken of the instruments 

which are being recalibrated ". . o and set points checked and 

reset"?
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A I would like to consult for a moment.  

(Pause) 

I think thereus a question here on the dynamics 

of the timing and submission of these answers. This answer 

refers to the instruments that are enumerated above. We 

intend to check all the instruments. That may not have been 

perfectly clear from the answer. Perhaps that clarifies it 

for- you.  

Q Well, it doesn't.  

Are all the instruments that are listed in the 

answer to question 2 to be recalibrated and have their set 

points checked and reset? 

A That's correct.  

Q What, then, does the sentence: "The remaining 

instruments mentioned above will be visually inspected to 

determine whether the instrument is damaged."r What does 

that sentence mean, then? 

Ilm afraid I have difficulty understanding that.  

A Well, the instruments that are listed aren.1t all 

the instruments in the entire -- within the entire confines 

of the fire and auxiliary building.  

0 Did you write this answer? 

A No, sir; I didn't.  

MR. ROISMAN. Is the person who wrote the answer 

here, Mr. Trosten?
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I MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Roisman, the answers represent a 

2 group effort, and Mr. Marubbio is the person who is being 

3 offered to you as the response to your request as the person 

who is familiar enough with the overall questions to answer.  

5 I don't know exactly who wrote every word in this answer.  

MR. ROISMAN: Well, my difficulty, Mr. Trosten, is: 6 

I seem to be at a point where Mr. Marubbio appears to be 
7.  

testifying somewhat in contradiction to what is listed in the 

answer. Rather than ask him to speculate on what the answer 

may mean, if we had the author or one of the authors of the 

Iii 11answer who might be able to clarify it,,that's all I'm tnjying 

to get clear.  
12 

MR. TROSTEM: I can't give you the answer to the 

14 question as to who wrote every word of this, Mr. Poisman. Mr.  

Marubbio is prepared to respond to your questions concerning 

this answer to the best of his ability.  

17 MR. ROISMA i- Do you know, Mr. Trosten, if any of 

the witnesses who are here today from Consolidated Edison 

had a hand in writing the answer to this question? 
19 

MR. TROSTEN: Certainly the witnesses who are 
20 

-seated at this table had a hand in writing the answer to this 21 

question.  
22 

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Marubbio said he didn't. Maybe 
23 

Maybe Mr. Cahill.  
24 

25 I
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Inl 1 Whereupon, 

2 WILLIA M J. CAHILL, JR.  

3 was called to the stand as a witness on behalf of the 

4 Applicant and, having been previously duly sworn, was examined 

5 and testified as follows, and 

6 TWALTER STEIN 

7 resumed the stand as a witness on behalf of the Applicant and, 

8. having been previously duly sworn, was examined and testified 

9* as follows: 

10 

12 
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15 

16 

17 
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BY MR. ROISMAN: 

0 Mr. Cahill, did you have a hand in writing the 

answer to this question? 

A (Mr. Cahill) I reviewed the answer. No, I didn't 

write it.  

O Mr. Stein? 

A (Mr. Stein) No, I didn't write it.  

Q Mr. Fischer, did you? 

A (Mr. Fischer)Yes, I participated in the preparation 

of this answer.  

O Thank you.  

CHAIRMAi JENSCH: Has that gentleman been sworn? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Would you be sworn? 

MR. TROSTEN: It depends on the questions that 

Mr. Roisman -

MR. ROISMAN: I'm going to ask him a question, and 

I would like him to be sworn.  

Whereupon, 

FRANK E. FISCUER,.  

was called as a witness on behalf of the Applicant and, having 

been first duly sworn was examined and testified as follows: 

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

O Now, let me ask the question again: Did you help 

in the preparation of the answer to question number 2? 

A (Mr. Fischer) Yes, I did.
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0 Q I'm having svme difficulty understanding what that 

2 question means -- excuse me -- what the answer means, and 

3 maybe the question too.  

4 (Laughter) 

5 In the first few sentences here it appears to say 

6 that those instruments listed in the answer that have x's 

7 alongside them have been recalibrated and setpoints checked 

8 and rechecked, as required; that the remaining instruments 

9 mentioned above will be visually inspected to determine whether 

10 the instrument is damaged.  

11 !Now, I read that to indicate that those instruments 

02 were not to be recalibrated, the setpoints set and rechecked.  

13' Mr. Marubbio suggested that my understanding of that was 

14 incorrect.  

15 Would you please clarify what is meant, particularly 

16. by the second sentence? 

17 A Yes. Your understanding is incorrect. The answer 

18 to the question lists all those instruments that will be 

19 retested and recalibrated. Marked on the list are those 

20 instruments that have already been recalibrated, setpoints 

21 checked and reset as required.  

92 The answer then goes on to say the remaining 

23 instruments will be visually inspected and then in addition 

p.4 to that the instruments will be recalibrated and the setpoints 

checked and reset.
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1 In addition, a functional check will be made on 

2 each of these instruments.  

3 Q Okay. Now, can you tell me what is the visuai 

4 inspection -- or maybe Mr. r4arubbio can -- what is the 

5 visual inspection designed to determine what would not be 

6 determined by the functional check and the recalibration, and 

7 the setpoints to be checked and reset? 

8 A The visual inspection is designed to determine 

9 whether there's any visible damage to the instrument, whether 

10 it s.hbws any visual effects of having been damaged.  

SQ You mean visual effects that would not show up by 

12 running a functional check on the instrument? 

13 A Not necessarily. The same defects could be 

14 determined by visual inspection and by testing.  

IS Q Are thea defects which could be determined by 

/16 visual inspection which would not show up through a functional 

17 check or would not be corrected by recalibration? 

8 A Well, it's difficult to determine what types of 

19 failures in a multitude of instruments are possible.  

20 Presumably there are some defects such as damaged paint that 

21 would not affect the operation of the instruments, yes.  

22 Q Okay.  

23 Now, either you or Mr. Marubbio, can either of you 

24 describe to me what is involved in a visual inspection? For 

25 instance, is it the naked eye, microscopic, or what?
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I A In general visual inspection involves looking at 

2 the instrument by a qualified person who is familiar with that 

3 type of equipment and is trained to detect that the instrument 

4 is in proper working order, or to determine that it has been 

5 in some way affected so that its performance might be degraded.  

6 Q Is the instrument taken apart so that a visual 

7 inspection can include its internals? 

A If in the opinion of the technical expert who is 

9* making the inspection it is necessary, it can be taken apart, 

0, yes.  

0 You mean the person who is making the visual 

12 inspection will determine on the basis of his visual inspection 12 

of the exterior of the instrumznt whether or not he should 13 

14. inake a further inspection of the interior of the instrument? 

A That is correct.  

Q Now, are there any damages which occur on the 

inside of the instrument which would not occur or would not 

be apparent from something on the outside? For instance, 18 

are there any wires or connectors or things like that on the 
19 

inside of the instrument which are more sensitive to heat 
20 

than the paint or any items that are on the exterior of the 21 

instrument? 

A Offhand I cannot think of any on these particular 23 

instruments, that any damage could have occurred on the 

inside without any exterior indication.  
25 1
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I Hoiever, the functional test and the recalibration 

2 are designed to detect any such failures, or any such damage 

3 to the instrument.  

4 Would it detect a weakened wire? Would the 

5 recalibration test, or the functional test detect a weakened 

6 wire, or only one that had actually broken? 

7 A I'm not sure I understand what you mean by a 

8 weakened wire. If you're talking about, for instance, a 

9 spring, if the spring had been subject to high temperature and 

t0 characteristic change, yes, a recalibration would detect that.  

11 0 fNo, I'm talking about electrical connections 

12 inside of the instrument. If the wire was supposed to be 

13 two mils thick and due to heat a portion of it had melted, 

14 or it had expanded in such a way that it is now only one mil, 

i5 or if its insulation was to be of a certain thickness and due 

16 to exposure to heat the insulation melted a little bit or 

17 spread out over a wider area? 

to A The recalibration and functional test would 

19 determine that the instrument is suitable for the service 

20 *for which it was desiqned, and that it's capable of performing 

21 the required function.  

22 I can't conceive of a type of damage that you 

23 have hypothesized without any external effect on the 

?A instrument. However, if such changes had occurred and they 

25 were of no significance to the operation of the instrument
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1 or calibration they probably would not be detected by the 

2 tests.  

3 0 But they could, in other words, reduce the thickness 

4 of the wire. Let's just for a moment say in theory that the 

5 functional test and recalibration test would detect that, if 

6 it did not at this time affect function.  

7 A If the change in no way affeected the functional 

8 operability of the instrument it would not be detected by the 

9 test.  

10 The functional operation of the equipment at this 

time? 

12 A Yes, that's all you can test, its ability to operate 

13 at the time you're making the test.  

14 0 Rii~ht; okay.  

15 Now, can you tell me in terms of conducting the 

16 visual inspection are portions of the instrument that are 

17 on the exterior, but are relatively inaccessible, does the 

18 inspector crawl under or crawl around or get behind so that 

19 he visually sees all of the exterior of the instrument? 

20 A Yes.  

21 Q Now, are the instruments -- are they mounted inside 

22 a board of some kind, or are they free-standing instruments? 

23 Perhaps you could just describe them.  

A There are many different kinds of instruments 

25 Ilisted here, some of which are free-standing instruments, some 2 I
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I of which -- for instance, transmitters are located on the 

2 equipment where the variable was being measured. Other types 

3 of instruments here are located in instrument panels.  

4 C) Well, let's take the ones in the instrument panels, 

5 for instance. To conduct a visual inspection of the exterior 

6 of the instrument was the instrument removed from the panel, 

7 or was the panel opened up so that the back side of the 

8 instrument was visible? 

9. A in gener l, the panel can be opened to give access 

io to all sides of the instrument.  

C) Was that done? 

12 A Yes.  

3 or in this case will it be done? 

14 A Yes.  

15 0 Thank you.  

16 Now, with reference to question 3 -

17 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, this question relates 

to soot accumulation, and from what I can tell of the data 

19 that has been presented by the Applicant, it would appear that 

20 there is no information here to conclusively show that soot 

21 which has accumulated on the inside of some of these instru

22 ments which showed the accumulation of soot on their exterior 

23 is necessarily being cleaned off. Perhaps that's a matter 

24 of just clarifying the answer, and I would like to question 

25 whichever witness -- Mr. Fischer? Okay.
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BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q Mr. Fischer, can you tell me insofar as -- well, 

let me go one step back.  

Did you participate in the preparation of this 

answer? 

A (Mr. Fischer) Yes.  

0 And is your work at the plant concerned with the 

cleaning of the instruments that are discussed here? Either 

you do it yourself or you are in supervisory control of -

A No, it is not. I am not located at the plant, 

normally.  

0 You are located -

A At 14th Street, the Headquarters.  

0 Okay. Well7 maybe you or Mr. Marubbio ought to 

sort of jointly answer my questions.  

With regard to the instruments that are listed here, 

are these instruments all taken apart as part of the job of 

cleaning the soot? Are they taken down to their basic parts? 

A (Mr. Marubbio). No, not all of them. We would take 

apart, as you put it, those instruments which could be taken 

apart. An instrument which was sealed and did not lend itself 

to being taken apart we would not. We would remove the soot 

from the exterior and view the instrument intact, 

0 Now, all instruments that showed soot on the 

exterior, of those some night have soot on the interior if



I they were not properly sealed, or if they did not have a 

2 sealinq device, and those you always took apart and cleaned 

3 the soot out from inside; is that what you are telling me? 

4 A Those that were sealed? 

5 Q Those that were not sealed.  

6 A Those that were not sealed we would take apart 

7 and look at the components. Those that did not lend themselve 

8 to being taken apart we would not. If they came from the 

9 factory, for instance, sealed a thermometer, let's say, 

10 with soot on the exterior of the thermometer, we would just 

! emove the soot.  

12 Q Okay. So that every instrument that was not 

13 sealed you cleaned the inside out to get rid of the soot? 

14 A Not at this point.  

15 Q You will? 

16 A We intend to.  

17 0 Now, can you tell me, when you get to the inside, 

8 the little crevices that are within the instrument where you 

19 have a single piece of the instrument that has been cast or 

20 machined in a way that it has several turns and corners and 

21 so forth, how do you get into those crevices to make sure that 

22 you remove any soot- that may have accumulated? 

23 A Well, as was mentioned in one of the answers -- I 

24 forget which -- air is used as the mechanism to remove the 

,25 soot from the small piece to which you refer. An aspirator

4498wel 11
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Yes.  

Does the use of freon acetone spray affect any 

internal lubrication of the equipment on which it is being 

used? 

A The parts on which it is being used are not 

lubricated; they are electrical contacts. Principally they 

would not be lubricated, so it would not have an effect where 

it was being used.  

Q How do you keep the spray from going over into 

any portions of the instrument that is lubricated? 

A By taking the work away from an area where there 

would be lubrication, or any other materials that would be

I think was -- a hand aspirator I believe was used.  

Q Freon acetate spray blown off with a hand aspirator.  

Now, the freon acetone has been determined to be 

able to dissolve the soot by whatever mechanism it might have 

adhered to the instrument; is that correct? 

A Yes, I'm told that it's a very commonly used 

cleaning agent, and one which you can purchase almost anyplace.  

0 And how does the use of freon acetone affect the 

internal lubrication, if any, of this ecquipment? 

A I will confer for just a moment.  

(Pause.) 

Mr. Stein will reply to that.  

A (Mr. Stein) Would you please repeat the question
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attacked by acetone.  

Q In other words, you remove the piece of equipment 

that you are going to spray with the freon acetone, take it 

to another location? 

A If it is required. If there's something in the 

area -

Q Yes, I understand; where you believe that there is-

okay, thank you.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I can either take this 

in order or not.  

On question number 4, the answer thereto states: 

"The reassembly of a motor in a horizontal position 

is a change from a vertical position. The change corrects 

a prior installation error, and is unrelated to the fire 

except that a correction will be made along with repairs 

of the fire damage." 

I wanted to ask the Staff -- I believe that Mr.  

Madsen is here from the Compliance Division -- about what the 

plans had been but for the fire to correct the incorrect 

installation of that particular motor. I can ask it now or 

I can wait; it doesn't matter.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCII: Is there any objection to the 

Staff answering at this time? 

(Pause) 

MR. KARMAN: We would prefer to put this until a

4500wel 13
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I later time, Mr. Roisman, if it's all right with you.  

2 MR. ROISMAN: If it's all right, Mr. Chairman, I 

3 will be happy to put the question in a written form, and unless 

4 1 find the written answer unacceptable, treat the written 

5 answer as a response, provided that we agree that it will go 

6 into evidence.  

7 MR. KARMAN: This would be preferred.  

MR. TROSTEN: The only problem there, Mr. Roisman 

9 is I'm very hopeful that we will be able to conclude this 

10. aspect of it, and putting it into written form and asking 

11 the Staff could lead to some possible dispute.  

12 Why don't we just give Mr. Madsen time to consider 

13 the problem, and then perhaps later today -

14 MR. ROISMTAN: I don't have any objection to 

.15 whatever mechanism the Staff wishes to use to answer the 

16 question.  

17 Mr. Madsen, perhaps I can make clear my concern.  

18 What I want to find out is: Was the Staff planning to require 

19 that the motor be installed properly prior to permitting the 

20 plant to get-a license to go critical? And obviously if not, 

21 why not? 

22 MR. TROSTEN: Would an answer from the Applicant 

23 suffice? 

24 MR. ROISMAN: Well, we can start, but it does 

25 relate to whether or not the Staff is fulfilling its function

4501
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I with Compliance. But if you have an answer, I would be 

2 delighted to hear it.  

3 WITNESS MARUBBIO: Well, I will be happy to offer 

4 a start, anyway, to the answer.  

5 I think it is a coincidence in many respects that 

6 the reassembly of the motor happened to coincide with the 

7 answer to your question here. This is merely because the 

8 physical location of the motor happened to be within the 

9. confines of the structure that we are talking about today.  

i0 These things are part of the continuing program 

to which I referred earlier, where we have this multi-tiered 

12 review process, and when we find -- in this case it is a motor 

13 in a position other than the position for which it was 

14 intended to be placed -- corrections are made. This is part 

i5 of the quality control function WEDCO and ConEdison and 

16 certainly, I'm sure, Mr. Madsen would have become aware of it 

17 in the review if he hasn't already.  

18 BY MR. ROISMAN: 

19 I Mr. Marubbio, when did you become aware that the 

20 motor was in the incorrect position? 

21A (Mr. Marubbio) I first became aware of this several 

22 days ago. Now I understand the motor correction has been 
0 

23 made, or are being made -- I'm not sure whether they are 

24 completed, but I understand that corrections are being made.  

25 Do you know when any personnel at Con Ed who has
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I responsibility for quality control became aware of the motor-

2 first became aware that the motor was incorrectly installed? 

3 Was it before the fire? 

4 A I think it was; I believe it was.  

5 I will consult for just a second.  

6 (Pause.) 

7 We believe it was before the fire.  

8 Q Could you state that for sure? 

A I can't. I wish I could, but I can't say for sure.  

Q That's what I would like to know.  

A You would like to know for sure? 

12 Q That's right. And I would like to know in the 

13 course of what program of quality assurance did you discover 

14 it.  

MR. TROSTEN: What is the particular contention, 

16 Mr. Roisman? 

MR. ROISMAN: Well, it seems pretty clear, Mr.  

Trosten, doesn't it, that the motor was installed the wrong 18 

way, and you found it out just because there was a fire at 19 

20 the place; that that's a bit fortuitous for the kind of 

safety we're talking about. If you had already found out that 21 

the motor was installed the wrong way, and it was just a 22 

23 weird conincidence that you happened to have a fire and 

24 you had a mis-installed motor, that's something else.  

25 IMR. TROSTEN: I suggest this, Mr. Roisman: We
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1 can answer the question as to the situation with regard to 

- the particular motor. If this is to be used as a springboard 

3 for some sort of a sweeping investigation at this point of 

4 the quality assurance program, I would most certainly object 

5J to that as being -

6 MR. ROMSMAN: Well, I suggest you hold your 

7 objection until I finish sweeping. When you have an answer, 

a or the Staff doo-s, .1"l be happy to hear the answer. I don't 

9 think my point is obtuse or is unclear as to what i'm after.  

Now, with regard to the answer to question 15, I'm 

11 concerned with the a.; of the question that deals with 

12 sandblasting.  

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

14 Mr. Marubbio, are you familiar with the sandblast

Is ing techniques? 

16 A (Mr. MarA,.&b)) Yes, I am.  

17 Q Can you tell me: will the use of a polyvinyl 

18 plastic cover on equipment prevent any sand from getting into 

19 the equipment if sandblasting is done in the vicinity of that 

20 equipment? 

21 A Are you looking for a conclusive yes or no answer, 

22 in all cases? 

23 0 All I have in the answer here is that polyvinyl 

24 plastic is to be used to cover equipment as a preventive 

25 measure during steam cleaning and sandblasting. What I'm
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I asking is: will polyvinyl plastic covers on equipment prevent 

2 sand from getting into the equipment? 

3 A Yes. We felt that this would. We still feel that 

4 it would.  

5 If you would like to know the procedure that -

6 Q Please.  

7 A -- I would be happy to elaborate on that.  

8 This polyvinyl plastic is impervious to the debris 

9 that would result-- the sand -- from the blasting operation.  

10 The area that was involved was, as you may be aware, an 

11 isolated area on the easterly-southeasterly portion of the 

12 building. It was enclosed on four sides, so as not to allow 

13 the sand to be dispersed into other areas, 

14 We performed the operation, and after the operation-1 

15 but before the operation was performed, I might add, the 

16 plastic was checked out in the normal manner by the organiza

17 tions involved in assuring this.  

18 Q Excuse me; what is the normal manner? You say it 

19 was checked out in the "normal" manner? 

20 A Well, first of all, by the installer, the first 

echelon of checkout. The second echelon, the quality control 
21 

22 organization; and the third echelon, our own quality 

23 assurance personnel.  

24 Q Was every piece of equipment on the floor on which 

25 the sandblasting occurred covered by polyvinyl?
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I A Yes.  

2 J And was the cover a bag? That is, did it enclose 

3 the equipment on all four sitles so that the polyvinyl was 

4 sealed in some way? 

5 A It was sealed, yes, on all four sides of the piece 

S of equipment. On the floor it would be impossible to get to 

7 the fourth side.  

8 Q And how was it sealed at the floor? 

9 A I believe it was taped. It was taped.  

Io Q Was any attempt made to see if this seal was 

11 air-tight? For instance, was a jet of air inserted inside 

12" to see if there was any leakage? 

13 A No.  

14 Do you know what kind of tape was used? 

is A The composition of the tape? 

16 Was it masking, plastic tape, or some special 

17 type of -

l8 A It was like a masking tape. It's about 2-1/2 

19 inches in width, and much more adherent than normal masking 

20 tape that we might purchase out of a 5 & 10€ store.  

21 Q And this adhered one-half of the tape to the 

22 polyvinyl and the other half to the floor? 

23 A That's right; in some cases, yes, to the floor, 

24 that's correct.  

Q Concrete?

4506'
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I A Yes.  

2 Q And was the concrete perfectly smooth, or was it 

3 porous to some extent? 

4 A Well, I'm sure it was not perfectly smooth, Mr.  

5 Roisman, because I have never met a mason that good. But 

6 the floor is -- I don't know if you have seen the floor 

7 0 No, I haven't.  

a A At elevation 80 it is quite smooth. It has a 

a high-quality finish on it.  

t0 Q Did you inspect inside of the polyvinyl subsequent 

11 to the sandblasting to see if any of the sand was visible on 

12 the floor inside the polyvinyl around the particular pieces 

13 of that equipment that had been covered? 

14 A Yes.  

5 This as done by you or by one of the -

16 -A -- by one of my people.  

17 Q Was any sand detected inside any of the polyvinyl 

18 covers following the blasting? 

19 A Yes, there was some in a few cases.  

20Q And what procedure did you follow with regard to 

21 the equipment that had been covered? 

22 A We checked the equipment, naturally.  

23 Q What do you mean by 1checked it?" I assume you 

24 were looking for sand. What did you do to see if any sand 

25 had gotten in?

4507
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I A Well, the tightness of the plastic held up very 

2 well in al l cases except -- I believe it is two that I know 

3 of right now. These involved motors. Wle detected the sand 

4 within the covering and we removed it. We took the motor 

5 apart, removed the sand from the motor, and we flushed the 

6 bearings with grease.  

7 Q I'm very happy to hear that, Mr. Marubbio 

8 Can you tell me in terms of the equipment that was 

9 on other floors--I believe the elevation above is 98 and the 

10 one below is -- well, anyway, the elevation below -

11 A 80.  

02Q No, 80 was where you were doing the sandblasting? 

13 That was the elevation at which the fire occurred? 

14 A Well, actually, the fire was on 80, and then 

15 directly above is 98, and then directly above that is the 

16 roof.  

17 Q In which elevation was the sandblasting done on? 

18 A It was done on 80 an I believe 98 also -- in that 

19 same quadrant.  

20 Q The same corner where the fire occurred? This 

21 is where the sandblasting took place, in that corner of the 

22 PAD? 

23 A Thatt s right.  

24 Q 'Now, what did you do in terms of covering 

25 equipment on the floors other than where the sandblasting
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I was occurring? That is, the floors above the place where 

2 the sandblasting occurred, or floors below the place where.  

3 the sandblasting occurred? 

4 A Well, as I mentioned earlier, the area where the 

5 sandblasting was taking place was enclosed such that for 

6 instance the stairwell, which goes from elevation 80 down to 

7 the pumps below, was covered in order that the sandblasting 

a did not penetrate that area; and by the same token, the 

9 elevations above were so enclosed.  

10 0 I'm having trouble understanding. What do you 

11 mean they were -- how were they enclosed? 

12 A Well, it just so happens that on three sides of 

13 that area you have walls -- concrete walls, or siding walls.  

14 And on the fourth side we hung plastic and anchored it to 

15 the floor below.  

16 0 But some sand did get out from that sheet to the 

17 two pieces of equipment that you mentioned that you had sand 

18 inside the polyvinyl covers, is that correct? 

19 A I believe that is correct, yes.  

20 Q Now, what I1m trying to find out is: what did you 

21 have other than the sheet hanging on the fourth open side of 

22 the area in which you were doing sandblasting? What did you 

23 have in the way of polyvinyl or other covers to keep the 

24 sand from going either onto the elevation above where you 

25 were doing the sandblasting, or onto the elevation below where
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you were doing the sandblasting? 

A We used a polyvinyl as the device to prevent the 

sand from -

QThe polyvinyl sheet that covered the fourth -

A That's correct.  

0 You covered no equipment on the floor below or 

above? 

A Not outside of the area, to my knowledge.  

Let me just check that.  

(Pause.)
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I'm told that on the floor where the sandblasting 

took place all the equipment, in fact, all the equipment in 

the building was covered; and, in addition to that, the 

plastic sheet which covered, or which enclosed, the area 

where the actual blasting took place.  

Every piece of equipment on every level of the 

building was covered with polyvinyl -

A Yes.  

O -- prior to the sandblasting? 

A Yes.  

O And out of that two pieces of equipment were found 

to have to have some sand had gotten behind the polyvinyl; 

all the other pieces of equipment you didn't find any? 

A We are still looking. We are continuing, but as 

of now, that's what I know about it.  

Q You have not'taken all the polyvinyl covers off 

at this time? 

A Yes, but we haven't necessarily inspected all 

the equipment.  

Q You are intending to conduct an inspection of 

every piece of equipment that is in the building at all 

elevations to see if sand might have gotten in the equipment 

other than whatever other inspections you may be doing of 

specific pieces of equipment? 

A We are convinced at this point in time that what
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in2 we found is two violations, if you will, of the protection that 

2 we had and we don't believe we have any more.  

3 What I'm saying is this does not preclude the 

4 fact we may in our continuing testing program find other motors, 

5 et cetera, or instruments which require work on them.  

6 Q As each polyvinyl cover was removed from each piece 

7 of equipment, they looked to see if there was any sand on the 

8 floor behind the polyvinyl cover? I just want to be sure on 

Sthat.  

10 A Yes, that's correct.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, with regard to 

12:% Question 16, I'm afraid it is in contention. The answer 

513 did not appear to be directly responsive to the question ana 

14 I would simply like to get an answer that is responisive and 

15 I may then indicate that I have no contention with regard to 

16 it.  

17 To explain: the original question was to find out 

is whether or not with a particular piece of equipment that has 

19 a piece of plastic tape or a tag somewhere on it, could you 

20 determine what the maximum temperature was to which every part 

21 of equipment was exposed if the plastic tape or tag was only at 

22 a certain point on the equipment.  

23 I was trying to find out what the Applicant's 

feeling was on that. The answer seemed to perhaps misunier

25 stand the question. I think that I was asking about other
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1n3 I pieces of equipment in other parts of the building, and that 

2 was not what I was asking. So, if I could, I would like to 

3 have Question 16 answered by one of these witnesses and it 

4 may be that I will have no contention with regard to the 

5 issue.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

7 MR. ROISMAN: Who will answer that? 

8 WITNESS STEIN: I will answer the question.  

9 In the areas where there were flames, it is 

10 certainly possible that there could be local conditions where 

one part of a piece of equipment may be hotter; the areas 

where there were tags and paper that were not burned, of 

course, were not in the areas where there were flames. The 

areas where the heat was transferred by a number of mechanisms, 

,5 conduction, induction, radiation, and in those areas it is 

16 highly unlikely that one end of the piece of metal would be 

17 hotter than another end of the piece of metal that Aad a tag 

Is on it.  

And so the indicators, like tags, plastic, aluminu-L, 

concrete, whatever the indicators for temperatures that were 20 

used to map the area, will indeed -- the fact that there were 21 

many of these tags and tapes in a 360 degree area surrounding 

23 the flames in the fire, would give us a picture that would give 

24 us a confidence that there were no localized higher temperature 

conditions.
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BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q Now, give me some idea roughly on how many tags 

and tapes are in the 360 degree -- are we talking about.  

hundreds, thousands, tens? 

A (Mr. Stein.) I woul" guess hundreds.  

Q Well, your conclusion is that the scattering of 

the tapes and tags -- were they relatively evenly scattered 

following around 360 degrees from the fire? 

A There were a sufficient number of tags in all 

directions to give confidence looking at them that all the 

areas were covered and that the profile was fairly accurate.  

Q So it was your conclusion from that that the heat, 

once you got beyond the level of flame damage, was uniform? 

A No, not uniform.  

O I'm sorry, uniform at each distance away from the 

center of the fire.  

A No, I don't mean to say that if you go ten inches 

away from the fire and go around 360 degrees, you'll nave the 

same temperature, but as indicated by the drawings that we 

have, we know what the temperatures were in areas arQund the 

flames by these indicators. And that we don't expect that 

iif the temperature in area at 0 degrees was 500 degrees and 

at 10 degrees was 500 degrees, that it could be 2,000 uegrees 

between those areas. There is not enough space between those 

areas to give you that kind of a condition.
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In5 I Q Okay, thank you.  

2 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, while there is a brief 

3 break, does the Board wish to interrogate any of the members 

4 of Applicantt s environmental panel later this afternoon. They 

5 could, otherwise, be released for the afternoon.  

6 (The Board conferring.) 

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will they be available in the 

8 morning in case of necessity? 

SMR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We don't contemplate that 

they will be. We do not have any questions this afternoon 

of those gentlemen.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, they will be available 

we will plan then, Mr. Chairman, to have them here tomorrow 

15 morning.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You need not do that unless we 

17 indicate later this afternoon. Our present intention is that we 

will not have any, but we don't want to foreclose the 18 

possibility.  

2 MR. TROSTEN: All right, fine, Mr. Chairman.  20 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed? 

BY MR. ROISMIAN: 22 

23 Q Mr. Stein, can I direct your attention in the 

answer to Question 18 there is attached something called 

25 "Temperature Profile Summary." It follows the charts ttaat
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in6 I are in that.  

2 A (-r. Stein.) Yes, I'm familiar with that.  

3 Q And on page 2 still talking about this 

4 question of temperature variation, there appears to be an 

5 anomalous statement. I wonder if you could clarify it for 

6 me.  

7 (c) indicates that the concrete pour of Level 98 

8 was tested and it was determined that the maximum temperature 

9 was 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Subsection (d) indicates tnat 

10 the air conditioning was at the -- in other words, it 

11 was on that other level and that it was subjected to melting; 

12 that the aluminum -- the melting point of aluminum of which 

13 the duct was constructed is 1,220 degrees Fahrenheit, from 

14 which I made the conclusion that it appeared that tihere were 

i5 temperatures further away from' the fire in the concrete which 

16 were higher than the temperatures to which the concrete vas 

17 subjected.  

1 if my understanding of that is not correct, would 

19 you please correct it? 

20 A Yes, number one, the concrete which is in the 

21 neighborhood of four to six Inches deep is laid and poured on 

22 a corrugated steel sheet. The flames, the temperature that 

23 would reach that steel-- And before they got to that they would 

24 also go through a whole series of cable trays, would then be 

25 dissipated, conducted through the sheet metal.
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in7 I The temperature we're talking about is on tihe 

2 upper side of that sheet metal, and from the crystal structure 

3 of the concrete we can determine that the temperature the 

4 concrete was exposed to was not greater than the 1,000 degrees, 

5 whereas the air conditioning aluminum dut is an opening, where 

6 the flames could directly get and result in higher 
temperatures 

.7 in that area than they would in the concrete.  

8 0 So the air conditioning duct, the portion of the 

9 air conditioning duct at which you noted melting was a portion 

that was not on the other side of the concrete from the fire, 

but rather was more directly exposed to the fire and had 11 

12 nothing between it and the fire, is that correct? 

A That0s correct.  13 

14 Q There was no duct that was actually on the 98-foot 

level? 

A It may have been on that level, but there was an 16 

17 opening for the heat to get 
there.  

Q Okay, thank you very much.  18 

That clarifies that.  
19 

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, that concludes the 
20 

questions that I had to ask with regard to the fire and the 
21 

answers that were given by the Applicant.  22 

CHAIRDAN JENSCH: Very well, does that complete 
23 

your interrogation, then, on the matters that have been 

25 presented today?
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MR. ROISMVAN: Well, we still have the in camera 

interrogation, but, yes, that does complete it.  

CHAIRMA4 JENSCH: Do you have any redirect or 

recross? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We do have some questions of 

the Staff. Does the Applicant have any questions of the Staff? 

MR. TROSTEN: I have no questions.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.

Whereupon,

MARY JANE OBSTI.1ANN 

WILLIAM C. YEE 

C. PHILLIP GOODYEAR

resumed the stand as witnesses and, having been previously 

duly sworn, were examined and testified as follows:
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16 ebl MR. BRIGGS: On page 4 of the Discussion and 

2 Conclusions by the Division of Reactor Licensing which was 

3 introduced this morning, at the bottom of the page it says: 

4 "The NEPA environmental review of the 

5 operation of Unit 2 has not yet been completed -- " 

6 and so forth.  

7 Could you give us some idea of what the status of 

that review is at the present time? 

9 MR. KARMAN: I will have Dr. Oestmann answer that.  

WITNESS OESTMANN: In regard to the status of the 

issuance of the draft statement for full 100-percent rated 

22 power, we are in the process of trying to get it out around 

3 March the first, pending receipt of material by mid-February 

on cost-benefit analysis from Con Ed, the Applicant.  

15 MR. BRIGGS: So the status at the present time is 

that you have asked for information from Con Ed and you are 

17 going to incorporate that into the statement and you hope to 

have the statement out by-- What was the date again? 18 

MR. KARMAN: I believe Dr. Oestmann said March 1st.  
19 

MR. BRIGGS: March 1st.  

That is to go out to other Government agencies and 

State agencies for comment; is that right? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes.o 
23 

4 MR. BRIGGS: And presumably will be released to the 
245 public at the same time?
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WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes.  

MR. BRIGGS: On page 8, there is some discussion 

here of the variation in salinity measured across the river.  

This is at the bottom of the first paragraph, I guess you 

would call it, about in the middle of the page, about what 

base is this salinity measured, is the variation measured.  

What is the average salinity of the river which was used as 

a base for these variations? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I believe these were-- Let 

me see if I can find them.  -A 

This is about two or three parts per thousand 

salinity, as I remember. Maybe there were more than that, 

but I would have to look back at the original data to say.  

It certainly wasn't more than probably more than four parts 

per thousand.  

DR. GEYER: Don't you mean that the range was from 

.1 to 5,5 parts per thousand? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: I'm sorry, I don't see where 

you are-

DR. GEYER: That is not a variation, I don't think, 

That's a range.  

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Right. It's a variation from 

zero to 5.5 parts per thousand.  

MR. BRIGGS: So you would like to substitute 

then that the salinity varied from a tenth of a part per
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eb3 I thousand to 5.5 parts per thousand, rather than saying that 

2 there were variations of this amount? In other words, that 

3 is the range of the salinity.  

4 WITNESS GOODYEAR: I have from zero to 5.5, not 

5 a tenth.  

6 MR. BRIGGS: The paper I have here says: 

7 "Data from the same study show annual 

8 salinity variations -- I
' 

9 and I understood that that might be changed to a range of 

10 0.1, to 5.3 parts per thousand.  

Does yours say different? 

12 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Mine says zero to 5.5 parts per 

3 thousand.  

1M4 .ARMAN: That s 0.1.  

15 WITNESS GOODYEAR: I must have an earlier edition.  

16 MR. BRIGGS: There is discussion at the bottom of 

17 page 10 about protection screens that are being installed 

on Indian Point Unit No. 2 and an indication that this will 

19 reduce the impingement of fish on the screens.  

Have you looked at the desigl of these protection 20 

screens in detail and do you have an opinion as to how they 21 

22 will function, at the bottom of page 10, the last sentence? 

23 WITNESS GOODYEAR: From the information that I 

24 reviewed, I would doubt that it would seriously reduce the 

25 number that are impinged. It will reduce the number that are
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1 counted. It will reduce the number that are caught on the 

2 travelling screens.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: On what do you base that conclusion? 

4 WITNESS GOODYEAR: The velocities through that 

5 outer screen, the fixed screen, are roughly equivalent to the 

6 velocities -- or actually are greater than the velocities 

7 through the outer fixed screens of Unit 1, and there are 

far more mortalities of fish on the outer fixed screens of 

to MR. BhIGGS: So in your opinion, then, these fisp 

11 would not get to the traveling screen but they would impinge 

12 on the outer screen and there would be problems there; is 

'13 that right? 

14 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Yes.  

15 MR. BRIGGS: On page 11, down in the middle of the 

16 page on Point No. 3 it says: 

17-- with 3 pumps operating at a with

18 drawal of 420,000 gpm and a delta T of approxi

19 mately 16 degrees Fahrenheit -- " 

20 and then down on the next-to-the-last line it says: 

21."Since the delta T for Indian Point Unit 

No. 2 during the planned activities will be less 

2than 15.1 degrees Fahrenheit -- " 

24 Are these two numbers meant to be equivalent? 

25 Should they be the same, or is there some real difference
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between them? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Just a moment, please.  

(Pause.)
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17 wbi 0 DR. OESTMANN: In the testimony of the applicant 

of October 19th, page 21, on thermal discharges, their testi

*mony to support their motion as to the 50 percent of power 

there is in the middle of the last paragraph the question 

of three pump operation at 50 percent., of power would result 

in a delta-T equivalent to full power operation at approxi

mately 15.1 but with half flow., 

And this goes on and discusses the 15.1. That 

is, for the full flow operation at the temperature with the 

three pump operation after 50 percent of power.  

Now in the testiony there is also a table indi

cating -- and I'm trying to find that table; excuse me.  

(Pause) 

On Table 5, page 44 of the same testimony of 

October 19th the applicant supplied information regarding 

Table 5, thepumping conditions, the flow rates and the 

temperature rise at 50 percent power and 90 percent power 

and the corresponding in-take flow velocity at screens, 

primarily the traveling screens.  

MR. BRIGGS: So you took the two numbers from 

the applicant's report and did not attempt to reconcile them? 

DR. OESTMZNN: I looked at the different there 

between the 160F. with the three-pump operation at 420,000 

gpm, and using this as the information provided in Table 5, 

and I was trying todistinguish there whatthey meant down there
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wb2 at the 15.1, at the bottom of that page in our testimony.  

2 But, of course, the 15.1 degrees is based on 

operation with both, using also the water coming from Unit 

4 No. 1 which will also act as a dilutent to reduce the tempera

5 ture from the condenser of Unit No. 2. So that thecombined 

6 effect there will be such that you will have essentially 

7 15.1 when you have full flow through the six pumps operating 

0 at that time.  

9 So there seems to be a discrepancy, but I don't 

10 think it is of any significance in this case.  

11 MR. BRIGGS: Is that what was meant by the 

12 rest of the sentence saying "addition of the discharge water 

is from both units, No. 1 and 2, will lower the over-all 

T4 delta-T of the discharge water below the predicted two

1 Unit operation!"? 

DR. OEST .NN: Yes.  

17 MR. BRIGGS: You mean Unit 2 operation instead 

of two-unit operation? 

19 DR. OESTMANN: Well it probably means the com

20 bination of No. 1 and 2, the two units actually operating 

21 simultaneously.  

22 MR. BRIGGS: Well I would like to get it clear.  

23 Does it mean that the temperature of the two units 

? 4 operating together will be below the predicted temperature 

25 for just Indian Point-2 operation? Is that the point that is
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wb3 I being made? 

0 2 WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes. In other words0 by 

3 adding sufficient water from Unit No. 1 willhelp reduce 

4 the temperature, say from 160F. down to, say, 15 degrees.  

3 But in any case we took the material right out of the appli

6 cant's testimony in that particular case.  

7 MR. BRIGGS: On page 13 near the bottom of the 

8 page there is the statement: 

9 "Few sets of substantive flow data in 

10 the vicinity of the plant site have actually 

been gathered 4nirthese measurements dre 

12 incomplete." 

13 The applicant's witnesses:&iscussed that this 

14 morning. Do you have any co-mments to make concerning this 

15 statement? 

16 WITNESS YEE: I just want to state that to the 

17 best ofour knowledge we have not received adequate data to 

18 make a judgment on the degree of accuracy of either the mathe

19 matical or the physical model that has been given in our 

20 supplementary environmental statement.  

21 MR. BRIGGS: You have looked at the information in 

22 the supplementary statement, the information that was referred 

23 to this morning, and on the basis of that information you 

24, reached the conclusion presented here, and that is different 

25 from the conclusion that the applicant's witness reached; is
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wb4 I that right? 

2 WITNESS YEE: Yes.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: On page 19 in the second paragraph 

4 it states that: 

5 "Furthermore, the Technical Specifications 

a will be established to require the applicant 

7 to keep radioactivity levels" -- and so forth.  

9 What. is the statud of those specifications? 

9 Are they available now? 

10 WITNESS OESTMANN: I believe that the technical 

11 specifications as far as being available, I believe those 

12 are available through the AEC Division of Reactor Licensing.  

1s But they are not available for this'50 percent testing period, 

14 for this particular motion.  

i5 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggs, the technical specifica

16 tions for this facility are, to clarify the record, are in 

17 evidence in this proceeding. The Regulatory Staff has not 

is yet specifically issued an amendment to these technical 

19 specifications to cover the 50 percent testing activities.  

20 But the only amendment of the technical specifications that 

.2 is involved s the amendment having to do with the ECCS peaking 

22 factor. So otherwise the technical specifications are the 

23 same as those already in evidence.  

MR. BRIGGS: Well this is really thequestion.  

25 A statement is writtin here that suggests that there is going
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wb5 to be some further modification of the technical specifica

tions; and this was in part the question: Are the technical 

specifications as they stand the ones that will be used, 

or-will they be modified simply to put 50 percent power in, 

or just what will be done with the technical specifications? 

MR. KARMAN: To the best of my knowledge, 

Mr. Briggs, this has not been finally determined as of this 

time.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Karman, I believe your answer 

was not responsive to Mr. Briggs' question.  

Insofar as we were talking about keeping the 

releases as low as practicable, these are the regulations 

having to do with releases of radioactivity. And in our-

MR. KARMAN: With respect to that, it is my 

impression that the tech specs that are already in evidence 

will be the ones applicable to this plant.  

CHAIROAN JENSCH: Those proposed by the applicant? 

MR. BRIGGS: By the Staff.  

MR. KARMAN: By the Staff.  

MR. TROSTEN: They were put into evidence by 

the Staff.  

MR. KARMAN: This was put in at the very beginning, 

Mr.. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right. Thank you.  

MR. BRIGGS: Let's see, now. The fourth paragraph
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I on the page talks about radwaste system.  

2 Is it the intention of the staff that the radwaste 

3 system shall be in full operation during thetime that the 

reactor is operated for 50 percent testing, if such license 

5 is granted? 

6 WITNESS OESTMANN: Certainly during thetime they 

7 are conducting any testing with a core thatis critical, 

8 certainly they should intend to operate with the radwa-te 

in full operation during this time. Regardless of any other 

t0 operation up to, say, 50 percent or so, as long as the 

11 reactor is operating above criticality, that's part of the 

12 requirement, to have a radwaste system in full operation.  

i3 MR. BRIGGS: This willbe a requirement, then, 

14 for operation? 

i5 WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes, sir.  

1ra MR. BRIGGS: On page 20 you have a listing here 

17 of the quantities of radioactivity that may be released 

to annually under operation at 50 percent of full power. This 

19 is different from testing, I suppose. But this assumes full 

20 operation.  

21 Have you compared these numbers with the applicantl 

22 estimates of how much radioactivity will be released? 

23 MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, unfortunately, with 

respect tothis particular part of our statement, the individual 

25 who was responsible for this part and is versed in it and able
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wb7 I to answer this question, was unfortunately out of town and 

2 would not be available for testimony today.  

3 We had anticipated that there might be some 

4 question on this, and he was in Chicago as of yesterday.  

5 We could make him available, I believe. But the problem is 

he will not be back before late tomorrow. He will not be 

7 heading back from Chicago. And if it is possible' and the 

a Board has a particular question, or questions, on this matter, 

9 we Would be glad to furnish this in writing.  

10 The witnesses who are present today are not the 

11 best witnesses to discuss that.  

12. MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggs, if I may comment on 

13 this: 

14 We have reviewed this particular set of numbers 

15 that appears on page 20, and have discussed this yesterday 

16 with the Staff. We believe that the first number, the 

17 5 curie number, is very considerably in excess of the releases 

18 we'would expect. In our view it would be more in the order 

19 of 5 millicuries rather than 5 curies.  

20 I'm just trying to respond to your question.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you have any other compari

22 sons? 

23 MR. TROSTEN: We have not-- It's my understanding, 

24 Mr. Chairman, that the other numbers that are quoted here 

25 in Items 2, 3 and 4 are in the right order.
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wb8 I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: They compare equally, do they? 

2 MR. TROSTEN: Roughly the same amounts, yes.  

3: CHAIRMAN JENSCH% Thank you.  

4 MR. BRIGGS: I thirk it probably would be satis

5 factory if the Staff looked at these numbers and indicated 

in writing how they compare with the numbers that theapplicant 

7 has 'estimated; ad, if there are differences, important dif

@ ferences at least, why the important differences exist.  

* Tho difference between 5 curies and 5 millicuries 

TO probably is an important difference.  

* MR. KARMAN: We'll be pleased to do that, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCI!: Would it be important, too, 

if you're going to discuss that, to say whether you're 

14' likely to have these numbers for the testing operation? 

Now this is 50 percent of full power, and you speak of the 

to quantities of radioactivity that may be released annually.  

17 And how long is this 50 percent testing operation likely to 

* last? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, the schedule period 

of testing activities is approximately 50 days. However, as 

21 as we have testified in this proceeding, we think it would 

22 be prudent to double that period of time in order to allow 

23 for contingencies. But if everything went according to plan 

) it would be 50 days.  

CHAIRMPAN JENSCHI: Well, now, iat's what I have
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in mind.  

If the Staff would keep that time in mind 

for this type of testing operation for the release of radio

activity it would be a matter of consideration for this 

present motion at least.  

MR. BRIGGS= On page 22, under (c) "Other 

chemicals," it's reported here that the discharges will be 

monitored to verify that they meet the New York State water 

quality regulations. This monitoring is to be done by whom?
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bl I WITNESS YEE: I am not qualified to specifically 

2 say who would monitor this.  

WITNESS OESTMANN: The Applicant will be respon

sible to monitor all their discharges, thermal discharges, 

5 chemical discharges, and any other discharges to make sure 

6 that the plant does comply with State and Federal regula

7 tions.  

8 MR, BRIGGS: This will be the Applicant's respon

sibility then.  

10 On page 26-

11 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I wonder if I could interrupt? 

12 Mr. Martin, does the State of New York have any 

53 monitoring personnel that will be doing monitoring? 

14 MR. MARTIN: I don't know. I can inquire into 

i5 that. Perhaps Mr. Woodbury would know.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't know that the answer is 

17 necessarily responsive to the question because while it is 

18 the Applicant's responsibility, the question is who will be 

19 doing the work. And sure, the Applicant is responsible.  

20 That's what the regulation says.  

MR. TROSTEN: The Applicant will be monitoring 

22 the discharges.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is anybody else going to be 

24 doing it? 

25 MR. TROSTEN: I do not know whether the State of
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eb2 I New York will be monitoring the discharges. We will be 

2 monitoring them.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

4 MR. TROSTEN: I'm sorry. I should add to that, 

5 tir. Chairman, that the State of New York does monitor our 

6 monitoring activities from time to time.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: They look over the reports you 

a write up? 

MR. TROSTEN: And they are also present when the 

10 monitoring takes place, Mr. Chairman.  

11 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there some notification given 

12 in some exchange? 

13 I think the reason for asking is I think there. has 

4 been some suggestion that maybe the fox an-Ithe chicken coop 

kind of thing should be avoided if possible. Maybe that is 

16 something that the State of New York can assist us on in the 

17 morning, if you will inquire into that, Mr. Martin.  

1.8 Will you proceed? 

19 t1R. BRIGGS: This question may be one that the 

20 Applicant would answer.  

21 On page 26 it says: -- It is not necessary for you 

2' to find it. n 

23 "The Applicant has been in contact with 

24 the Indian Point Fish Advisory Board -- " 

25 Can you tell me who is on the Indian Point Fish
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eb3 I Advisory Board, and whether the Hudson River Fishermen's 

0 2' Association is represented? 

3' MR. TROSTEN: Do you want us to respond? 

4 MR. BRIGGS: I think that might be better.  

5 MR. TROSTEN: The Indian Point Fish Advisory 

6 Board, Mr. Chairman, is a group of independent consultants 

7 that has been established by Consolidated Edison to advise 

8 it on matters of fish protection and fish biology in general.  

A representative of the Hudson River Fishermen's 

10 Association has participated with the Indian Point Fish 

11 Advisory Board and will be participating further in the 

12 future in the activities.  

3May I amend that, please? 

14 CHAIRIAN JENSCH: Is it participation by just 

listening, or do they suggest and get their views heard and 

16 accepted? 

17 WITNESS WOODBURY:' The Fish Advisory Board con

Is sists of a Chairman, Dr. Eisenbud. He is assisted on this 

Board by Dr. Ranay, Dr. Lawler, and Dr. Howells, and an 

20 engineer from Bechtel. Formerly there was also a representa

tive on it from the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries. He has 21 

22 since retired.  

23 We have initiated discussions with Mr. Clark 

who is a technical representative of the Hudson River 
24 Fishermen's Association who certainly has participated in the
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eb4 meetings and held discussions with a Jawyer from that organi

2 zation. He was invited to the last meeting of this organiza

3 tion in December but was unable to attend. He is being in

4 vited to the next meeting.  

.5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

6 Did you desire to ask something? 

7 MR. MAC BETH: I think Mr. Woodbury's statement 

8 is correct. We would like to emphasize that the first invi

9 tation was the meeting in December so that the past views 

10 of the Fish Advisory Board in no way represent the views of, 

11 the Fishermen. And Mr. Clark, who is our technical consul

12 tant, is not a full member of the Board but had been invited 

153 to participate in that meeting and I'm told will be invited 

14 in the future.  

15 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: One man, one vote? 

16 MR. MAC BETH: I haven't -

17 WITNESS WOODBURY: The committee doesn't vote, sir.  

18 WE arrive at decisions by consensus with some difficulty.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I can imagine.  

20 Proceed, please.  

MR. BRIGGS: On page 27, the fish kill is reported 

22 in the number of pounds per day. Is the number of pounds of 

23 fish per day the important number, or is it the number of 

24 fish per day, or doesn't it really make any difference? 

25 WITNESS GOODYEAR: Actually the number of fish per
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eb5 I day I think is more important, and this number has gone 

2 through more review than is indicated here. For right now 1 

3 think we will have to leave it in pounds, but the number of 

4 actual fish, at least for some species, is more important.  

5 MR. BRIGGS: Are these fish generally very small, 

6 or what order of size are we talking about, or is that in 

7 one of the Applicant's statements? 

8 MR. TROSTEN: It's in one of our statements. It 

9 is in our October 19th testimony and also in the Environ

10 mehtal Report. I can give you the reference if you wish.  

11 MR. BRIGGS: No, I probably have seen it.  

12 WITNESS GOODYEAR: The fish are quite small. That 

13 weight represents a large number.  

14. MR. MAC BETH: I believe the figure is .4 of an 

15 ounce in Applicant's testimony.  

16 WITNESS WOODBURY: About two inches.  

17 MR. BRIGGS: On page 29, there is something that 

I'm hot sure that I understand. It says in the second para

19 graph here-- It has to do with duration of exposures to 

20 increased temperature levels. Ittsays: 

21 "Preliminary calculations indicate that 

22 temperatures could last an hour or more." 

23 Does this mean that the duration of the exposure 

p4 to the thermal plume could be an hour or more, or what does 

25 that sentence mean?
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eb6 I WITNESS GOODYEAR: For entrained organisms, once 

a they go through the plant, they could well be in a region 

3 of elevated temperature for more than an hour.  

4 MR. BRIGGS: All right. Okay.  

5 Mo BRIGGS: on page 30 in the third paragraph, 

6 about two-thirds of the way down, it says here: 

7 "The Indian Point region mayh presently 

8 be serving as an important reproduction center for 

9 the entire Hudson population -- " 

10 Is this information taken from the Applicant's 

report or is this something that the Staff also has looked 

12 into? 

13 WITNESS GOODYEAR: We have looked into this. Much 

14 of the data is based on material that was submitted by the 

15 Applicant in the appendices.  

16 MR. BRIGGS: Is there any other important source 

17 of information that was used in reaching the conclusion? 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: Not directly.  

19 MR. BRIGGS: On page 35, the first sentence says: 

20 'If we assume that 10 percent of the 17 

21 million people within 50 miles -- " and so forth.  

22 Is this just an assumption or is there some basis 

23 for using the 10 percent, other than making an assumption? 

24 MR. KARMAN; I have been advised, Mr. Chairman, 

that the same individual who would be able to answer that
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eb7 previous question would be in a position to answer this one, 

2 too.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: Could you ask him that same question? 
4 I had the impression that very little water of the 

5 Hudson River was used for drinking until you get up to 

6 somewhere in Peconic and I was wondering whether the 10 per

7 cent number might be higher, or how it compares.  

MR. TROSTEN: We can respond to that question, 

Mr. Briggs, if you would like us to.  

10 MR. BRIGGS: Well, is the 10-percent number a 

11 good one? 

12 WITNESS LAWLER: No. That 10 percent number is 

13 far in excess of the water that is actually taken for drinking

14 water purposes from the Hudson River within a 55-mile radius.  

15 There is information on that in Appendix A. I 

16 guess it is Exhibit B. The major water supply in the entire 

17 area taken from the Hudson River is the City of Poughkeepsie, 

which is roughly-- Well, it is less than 10 million gallons 

19 a day, which corresponds to a population much lower than 1.7 

20 million people.  

21 MR. BRIGGS: Mr. Karman, could you still have your 

22 witness look into this? 

23 MR, KAWIIAN: Certainly.  

24' MR. BRIGGS: Thank you.  

Beginning with page 36 I have several problems and
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eb8 I they have to do with probability, because probability is used 

2 several times, but there is no number put in anywhere on 

3 probability.  

4 Is one of the witnesses here familiar with this 

5 section, or is it the witness in Chicago who is familiar 

6 with it? 

7 MR. KARMAN: I believe that one of the witnesses 

* in transit somewhere, Mr. Briggs -- it is not one of our 

9 three witnesses here today.  

10 WITNESS OESTMANN: The section on page 36 on 

if Environmental Impact of Accidents was submitted through the 

12. 'Division of Reactor Licensing, Karl Kniel, so that part would 

13 be best discussed with him.  

14 MR. BRIGGS: Well, it says-- There is a sentence 

here in the middle of the first paragraph that says: 

16 "The probability of occurrence of acci

17 dents and the sp;ectrum of their consequences to be 

18 considered from an environmental effects standpoint 

have been analyzed using best estimates of probabi19 

20 lities -- " 

27 Now it seems to me rather important that somewhere 

22 one give some numbers concerning what those "best estimates 

23 of probabilities" are.  

24 On page 37,. !in the second paragraph I guess, it 

25 says here in the second sentence:
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eb9 I "In general, we consider the events in 

2 Classes 2 through 5 as improbable -

3 These are Classes 2 through 5 in Table 3. Class 

4 2 has to do with a small valve or pipe leak. Class 3 has 

5 waste gas decay tank valve leak. Class 5 has normal opera

6 tion:with fuel failures and steam generator leaks.  

7 is the experience we have with nuclear power 

a plants such as to say that a steam generator leak is im

9 probable? I had the impression that several reactors, water 

10 reactors, had steam generator leaks.  

11 MR. KARMAN: I would prefer, Mr. Briggs, to have 

12 this question added to the ones for Reactor Licensing.  

13 MR. BRIGGS: And then in the last paragraph on 

14 page 37, again there is the question of probability, and you 

15 might ask him to look at that also. It says here: 

16 "When multiplied by the probability of 

17 occurrence, the annual potential radiation expo

18 sure of the population from all postulated acci

10 dents is an even smaller fraction -

20 There is no indication at all as to what probabili

21 ty is used in this multiplication.  

22 

23 
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At page 44, it seems to me-- It's a small point, I 

suppose-- some of these numbers should have been more firm 

than they are. For instance, in. the last paragraph it says: 

"Without Indian Point Unit No. 2 available, 

the Applicant's net dependable capacity for the 

summer of 1971 peak was -- ' 

a certain amount, of which a certain amount is 

"-- in excess of the exkpected 1971 peak load, 

equal to a certain reserve margin.  

Well, the summer of 1973 is long passed and it 

seems to me that numbers that are used in cases like that 

ought to be representative of what actually occurred. The 

same thing is true in the second paragraph on page 45.  

On page 47, I suppose there is a quibble in the 

question I asked here but it seems to me it should be con

sidered in writing reports like this. The last sentence says: 

"lowever, this is not expected to be a 

long-tterm solution, but only a short-term solution 

to meet this critical shortage." 

This has to do with alternate sources of power.  

It seems to me that the problem we are confronted 

with here is the Con Edison people's statement that it is 

urgent that this plant be on the line this summer. Maybe if 

it got on the line next summer it would take care of a long-

term problem but why is it that this short-term solution is
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eb2 not all right since we are looking at, at least in part here 

2 on this part-power license, at a short-term -- well, use of 

the plant this next summer, which implies it is required 

S for the short-term -

5 MR. KARMAN: I believe they are talking about the 

6 other plants, aren't they, Mr. Briggs? 

7 MR. BRIGGS: Well, the other plants, as I under

8 stood it here, provided a short-term solution to the critical 

B shortage and so what's all the rush about getting Indian 

10 Poiht 2 on if it can be taken care of otherwise? Maybe I 

It misread this statement.  

12 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggs, I think probably what 

13 we ought to do is tomorrow morning when we have Mr. Schwartz 

14 on to present additional testimony, that we address ourselves 

End 18 15 to your question. We will do that.  

19 16 MR. BRIGGS: There is one other point here that 

17 I don't expect the Staff really to do much about. We have 

is a statement here about the cost of delay and in this cost of 

19 delay, it is going to cost some $73.5 million per month for 

20 some operating and maintenance'costs on a plant that won't 

21 operate and for cost of purchased power.  

22 I have seen numbers like this and often asked 

23 have you included in this number some costs that you would 

?A not incur if-.- .,For instance, how much do you save by not 

25 burning up fuel in the reactor plant? How much do you save
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eb3 I by not having to ship radioactive wastes off, and things like 

2 this? Are these numbers included in figuring what the total 

3 cost per month-will be? 

4 I think this is something that maybe could be 

5 answered tomorrow morning.  

MR. TROSTEN: All right, we will handle that to

7 morrow.  

8 MR. BRIGGS: On page 49 there is a statement that 

9 at about the middle of the page: 

"The Applicant's ecological monitoring 

and environmental monitoring program is considered 

to be inadequate to discover some of these trends and 

3 recommended improvements are needed -- " 

14 and certain recommendations are made.  

Is the Staff fully familiar with the programs 

that are presently in progress? Some were mentioned this 

17 morning. And does the Staff have any opinion as to whether 

these programs will take care of the inadequacies that are 18 

mentioned here? 19 

WITNESS GOODYEAR: :That is sort of hard to answer.  
20 

The information we have gotten this morning we will have to 

22 look at, at the data and the way it was gathered before we 

29 can make a decision on that, and the program which they have 

24 proposed.  

25 I have read myself and have-- It is quite a lot
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eb4 I better than what they have been doing but it has inadequacies 

2- that still need to be resolved.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: How frequently is the Staff in con

4 tact with the Con Ed people on this problem? 

5 WITNESS OESTMANN: We had a meeting with Con Ed 

6 personnel a week ago today regarding'some of the problems of 

7. this ecological monitoring program and we outlined to them 

8 some of our recommendations and we had a very fruitful dis

9 cussion, primarily on the point of the various factors dis

to cussed in these four different conclusions here on page 49.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: HoW often do you deal with 

12 Con Ed? Every week? Every month? 

3 WITNESS OESTMANN: We may call them three or four 

14 times a week.  

15 MR. BRIGGS: Do you have plans for future meet

ngs? Have future meetings been scheduled to discuss this? 

17 WITNESS OESTMANN: Yes, sir.  

18 MR. BRIGGS: They have been scheduled, or do you 

19 just have .plans for them? 

20 WITNESS OESTMIANN: We are waiting to receive 

from them this new proposal that they are going to set on 

22 their monitoring program and on the basis of receipt of that, 

23 and after our analysis, we are going to have another meeting 

on that, but we haven't actually scheduled a particular time 

25 or date for that yet.
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eb5 1 MR. BRIGGS: And you are going to require that 

2 the fish be baled and disposed of in that way rather than dis

3 charged back to the river; is that right -- Point 4 here? 

4 WITNESS OESTMANN: This question of returning the 

5 fish back to the river after they have been collected on the 

6 screen-- We discussed this particular point and as we under

7 stand from our meeting last week, the New York State laws 

8 require that the fish be returned to the river rather than 

9 disposed of as solid waste.  

10 MR. BRIGGS: Well, should New York State law take 

11 precedent over what you people decide in this case? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: Well, we are still considering 

I13- this particular point.  
14, MR. KARMAN: I'm not quite sure Dr. Oestmann is 

i5 capable of discussing the priorities of New York law on this 

16 particular subject.  

17 MR. BRIGGS: Could you do that? 

18 MR. KARMAN; Not at the moment.  

19 MR. BRIGGS: Im not sure but I wondered whether 

20 this last sentence was stated as it was really intended. 
It 

21 says: 

22 "In view of the emergency power situation 

23 anticipated this next spring and summer of 1972, 

24 these steps are necessary to make the power plant 

25 reliable and available for emergency use."
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Was it intended that the plant only be available 

for emergency use this next summer? 

This is the last sentence on page 49 and the 

first sentence finishing on page 50.  

WITNESS OESTMANN: Would you please repeat the 

question, sir? 

MR. BRIGGS: Well, the sentence implies to me that 

the steps that are being taken now are being taken only so 

that the plant will be available for emergency use next 

summer, and that later operation of the plant will be de

pendent on what one learns from the NEPA review, and this 

follows up in the next sentence.  

Is that the intention? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: We hopeto have the full NEPA 

review, as we say, or issuance of a draft statement by March 

1st of this spring, and we will have much more thorough 

and more detailed information in that document than is in 

this document here, which will answer some of those questions.  

CIIAIRMAN JENSCH: His question was, is it intended 

in your statement that the plant would only be used for 

emergency purposes? Yes or No? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: At this time let us recess to 

reconvene in this room at 4:10.  

(Recess.)
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20 ebl I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

2 The Board has some additional questions.  

3 DR. GEYER: These are a few additional questions 

4 relative to the Staff's report that we have been discussing.  

5 first, a very minor item: 

6 On page 4 under Paragraph C, it says in the last 

7 sentence: 

8 "A schedule is estimated to include 7 

9 days of testing at up to 20 percent of power and 

10 42 additional days at up to 50 percent of power." 

Now my question was, are these calendar days or 

working days, or testing days? 

13 Mr. Trosten said that these times might be doubled, 

14 but still we need to know what they are.  

15: MR. TROSTEN: These are calendar days, as I under

16 stand.  

17 DR. GEYER: Thank you, sir.  

18 On page 13 there has been considerable discussion 

19 of the amount of flow data available and its adequacy in the 

20 vicinity of the plant and since the Staff feels that it is 

not adequate, I would like to ask Dr. Yee or whoever should 

22 answer, what the Staff should consider as a substantially 

adequate amount of data for this purpose.  

P- WITNESS YEE: I guess I should answer that by 

25 merely stating what we have done.
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eb2 I We have gone to the Corps of Engineers in Albany-

2 I'm sorry, the Corps of Engineers in New York City and the 

3 Geological Survey in Albany and asked them the question, 

4 Is there any flow data on the Hudson River at Indian Point 

5 in the public domain? 

6 And their anbwer was that there was little if any, 

7* and I would say that in order to get adequate data that flow 

8 conditions should be measured such that it would be adequate 

9 to cover, let's say, all seasons of the year, particularly 

10 in the summertime when the fresh water flow downstream is 

minimum and the sea water penetration up the Hudson is maxi

2 mum.  

13 DR. GEYER: Does the Applicant have data that they 

14 have not offered? 

15 MR. TROSTEN: I think it would be well for 

16 Dr. Lawler to comment with regard to Mr. Yee's remarks, and 

17 your question, Dr. Geyer.  

Is Whereupqn, 

19 JOHN LAWLER 

20 resumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having 

been previously duly sworn, was examined and testified furthez 2I 

22 as follows: 

23 WITNESS LAWLER: As to whether the data available 

'24 •.on flow is sufficient to make the kinds of predictions I 

25 made, I happen to feel that it is. Let me give you some
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eb3 I idea of the data that I know of that I would say is in the 

2 public domain.  

3 I am surprised that the Corps of Engineers and 

4 also USGS has not pointed out a number of measurements that 

5 have been made. Basically there are three kinds of flows 

6 that we have used in making these -- in constructing these 

7 various models.  

8 One is the fresh water flow in the Hudson and that 

9 is measured day after day after day at Troy, and that infor

10 mation goes back 50 or 60 years.  

- And there have been a number of measurements made 

which include the gauging stations on many of the down-river 

13 basins. These have been put together to predict fresh water 

14 movement in the general vicinity of Indian Point and other 

places on the lower river.  

16 With respect to tidal flows, a number of measure

17 ments have been made by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.  

I think some of these-- Yes, some of them have also been 

19 made by the USGS. These aren't all made precisely at Indian 

20 Point but they are made at points in the tidal estuary from 

21 Albany on down, and particular emphasis has been placed on 

22 data from Poughkeepsie on down.  

23 Secondly, measurements were used by the Corps of 

? Engineers when they constructed their model in Vicksburg 

2r which models the Hudson River from the lower harbor all the
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eb4 I way up to Hyde Park.  

2 The third type of measurement is the so-called 

3 density-induced circulation by net non-tidal flow. It goes 

4 by several names. This is a phenomenon that occurs in most 

5 estuaries of the type we have on the East Coast, and is a 

6 result of a fresh water movement and the saline movement.  

7 Y,ou get density currents which set up flow movements, 

8 Now the measurements on this-- Of all the measure

9 ments that have been made, direct measurements on this are 

10 the sketchiest, This is very difficult to measure directly, 

11 !because you have to make the measurements over the full tidal 

12' cycle at many points across the cross-section and in depth 

13 and then you have to do an integration procedure to extract 

14 out the net movement, 

Measurements of this effect, however, have been 

made and are reported in the appendix, 

J7 Secondly, this effect can also be-- Well, some 

18 people would call it estimated. I would suggest that it is 

a reasonably good methodology of measurement. By use of 

salinity data you can obtain good estimates of this net non

21 .tidal movement.  

22 My only point this morning was that in my opinion 

23 there is enough information available to have confidence in 

24 the kind of predictions that have been made. It is certainly 

2.5 true that there could be more measurements made, We can
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2 There are also measurements made of this effect 

3 by the Alden people when the hydraulic model %,as calibrated.  

4 DR. GEYER: Have you used the thermal discharges 

5 from Indian Point 1 to estimate diffusion factors, for examplg 

6 WITNESS LAWLER: No. The estimation of diffusion 

7 factors has always been done using salinity data. There is 

a some dye data on the river but it is rather poor, and parti

9 cularly in the lower regions of the estuary where there is 

10 such intense mixing.  

11 The major estimates of.the dispertion coeffi

12 cients in the river have made use of salinity data.  

13 DR. GEYER: I do not see that salinity data would 

14 necessarily give you the same kind of answer that you might 

get from studying the dispersion of heat or dye from a point 

16 on the shore line. Perhaps this is so. Could you address 

17 yourself to that? 

WITNESS LAWLETS: Yes.  18 

I would agree in a local way that's true. The 
19 

appendices I referred to addressed themselves to this problem.  20 

The dispersion coefficients and the salinity data used to 
21 

22 get them have been used as a first step in predicting the 

behavior of temperature across the river's cross-section, 
23 

but we go on from there and construct what I have called a 

25 semi-empirical model to describe the changes in the actual
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eb6 I isotherms as you move from point to point across the river.  

2 And in point of fact we have used the temperature 

3 data at other plants to verify that that approach is valid.  

4 DR. GEYER: Thank you, sir.  

5 One other question I have pertains to a matter we 

6 were discussing on page 26. It has to do with the Indian 

7 Point Advisory Board and what is the result of this Board's 

8 deliberations and the plans that are growing'out of them.

e I guess to make a more specific question: 

10 When will we learn more about the results of thi 

11 effort? 

12 MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Geyer, the general activities 

13 of the Indian Point Fish Advisory Board are described in the 

14 Environmental Report. The Board is continuing to function 

and will continue to advise and counsel with Con Edison with 

16 regard to improvements in the fish protection program.  

17 If you would like to hear a description of some 

of the particular recommendations that the Indian Point Fish 

19 Advisory Board has made, and some of the conclusions that it 

20 has drawn, I can ask Mr.Woodbury to speak in regard to that.  

21 DR. GEYER: I think that would be very interesting.1 

22 Whereupon, 

23 HARRY G. WOODBURY 

pA zesumed the stand on behalf of the Applicant and, having 

been previously duly sworn, was examined and testified
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further as follows: 

WITNESS WOODBURY: Doctor, I think it might be 

useful at the outset to distinguish between the Hudson River 

Policy Committee and the Fish Advisory Board because they are 

mentioned in such a way that there might be some confusion 

in this report.  

The Hudson River Policy Com'ittee, the one that I 

referred to this morning, is composed of the representatives 

from the Fish and Wildlife Services of the three States of 

Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey, and the Federal Fish 

:and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.  

It has a new name now, but that's what it used to be.  

This group provides technical review of the Hudson 

River ecology study which is underway and gives technical 

direction to that study. Con Edison finances it but it is 

done under the direction of the Policy Committee, 

The Indian Point Fish Advisory Board is a standing 

board of consultants who meet to advise with Con Edison on 

all matters pertaining to aquatic problems, not only at Indian 

Point but at other places as well.  

I indicated earlier the composition of that Board.  

I omitted Dr. MacFadden from my list and I should have 

included him, from the University of Michigan.  

That Board meets at the call of the Chairman, 

Dr. Eisenbud, every month or two. It has made recommendations
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eb8 I to us for certain study efforts, certain research efforts, 

2 some research efforts, and has undertaken-- Individually, 

3 members of the Board have undertaken pieces of studies for 

4 us* 

5 They recommended research efforts, for example, 

6 into the other means of screening fish. The Board has made 

7 a complete'review of all kinds of fish screening methods 

8 t hroughout the world, to investigate the application of these 

9 to some of our fish problems at Indian Point.  

10 They have also looked at means of reducing fish 

11 impingement by devices that can be added to screens. For 

12 example, there has been in development on the VWest Coast 

P13 a fixed basket in which the fixed screen similar to those 

14 we have at Indian Point have mounted in front of them a 

15 basket about a foot and a half wide with a trough in the 

16 bottom of it that moves up slowly and when it gets above the 

17 water, dumps into a trough and returns whatever is in the 

basket to water.  

19 This device has been fabricated, has been tested 

20 on the West Coast, It is in the process now of being studied 

21 to see if we can make a test with it at Indian Point.  

22 We have, as a result of the recommendations of 

23 the Fish Advisory Board, sponsored the development of a 

24 model horizontal traveling screen.  

25 DR. GEYER: Is this a full-scale or --
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WITNESS WOODBURY:. No, it's a model. It was 

tested out on the West Coast and found very effective in a 

stream in which salmon were involved. The stream, how~ever, 

was different in characteristic; it was not a tidal stream 

and so there was a constant flow in one direction.  

We studied the application of this screen to 

Indian Point and concluded that while in principle it works 

in a flowing stream that always flows in the same direction, 

to make it work at Indian Point would involve setting up an 

artificial unidirectional flow which would require larg~e 

pumps and in turn, would require us to handle 100 percent 

of the fish that approached the screens through some kind of 

a pump.
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IWe therefore undertook to study the mortality rates 

2 on fish pumps, to see if this might be a practicable solution 

3 to the problem at Indian Point, and we found that by the 

4 large increase in numbers of fish that we would have to handle, 

5 since we were handling 100 percent of the fish, and the best 

6 mortality rates we could expect and the kinds of fish pumps tha 

7 we would have to use there, that the mortality would be 

a higher than the mortality that we experienced as a result of 

9. impingement.  

lo. These are the nature of the studies and research 

.11 that has been undertaken. Some of the testimony that you've 

12 heard here this morning by Dr. Lauer, who serves on this 

13 board, is a result of the efforts of the Fish Advisory Board.  

14 Dr. Raney has done a temperature avoidance study 

15 in an effort to find out why the white perch seem to be 

16 attracted to the plant in the wintertime, what temperatures 

17 would bother them in the thermal plume, and at what tempera

18 tures would they turn away, and at what temperaturesi would 

19 they be attracted.  

20 He has also done thermal shock studies for us.  

21 That's a representative -- a fairly representative 

22 indication, I think, of what the Fish Advisory Board has done 

23 and is doing.  

24 DR. GEYER: I judge from what you are saying, then, 

25 that you have not decided what the final solution to this
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I sweeping problem is going to be? 

2 WITNESS WOODBURY: We have not clearly defined the 

3 nature of the problem, because it has been very difficult to 

4 try to estimate the impact of the fish that are impinged on 

5 the sceens, or the larvae that are entrained in the plant -

6 what impact that is on the Hudson River fisheries. And that's 

7 part of what this study was about that I was talking to you 

8 about this morning, a very ambitious thing that we're trying 

9 to understand.  

10 DR. GEYER: I understand. You've got to know 

11 whether you have a real problem and what its magnitude is.  

12 WITNESS WOODBURY: Yes. It's some measure of the 

193 benefits to the fish and benefits to people in this total 

14 problem 

15 We do not yet have a mechanical solution that will 

16 ensure that we don't either impinge fish, or don't entrain 

17 micro organisms. There are, of course, alternatives which 

18 substantially reduce the amount of intake that you have to 

take from the river that would involve coolinq towers. And 

20 the Fish Advisory Board is not looking at cooling towers, but 

21 the Company is looking at cooling towers and cooling ponds 

22 of various types, as alternative ways.  

23 Again, we need to get some indication of the 

94 tradeoffs, because cooling towers have their problems too.  

25 DR. GEYER: Thank you, sir. That's all i have.
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I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me inquire as to a few 

2 items.  

3 To go back to this page 13 of the Staff Discussion 

and Conclusions, what does tha Corps of Engineers or the USGS 

5 state to you, Dr. Yee, that they thought was the available 

6 data in place of additional research, in reference to 

7 substantive flows? 

8WITNESS YEE: I'm answering this on a recall basis 

at this time.  

10 One of the things that they mentioned -- or I 

should say the Geological Survey mentioned -- was that several 

12 times they had proposed to their Agency that they make some 

i3 independent flow studies of their own on the Hudson, and 

14 were turned down because of budgetary problems.  

15 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, now, what kind of flow 

16 data study did they want to provide, and what kind of 

17 additional data were they seeking? Did they indicate? 

WITNESS YEE: We did not talk this over in detail.  18 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Were you at the office, or was 

this on the phone? 

WITNESS YEE: This was on the phone.  

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: From Washington? 

23 WITNESS YEE: From Oak Ridge.  

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Oak Ridge? 

25 WITN-ESS YEE: Yes.
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I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And is the same true of USGS up 

2 at Albany -- you talked to them on the phone? 

3 WITNESS YEE: Yes, that's right.  

4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And did they send you any studies 

5 that they had made of flow data, or did you inquire about any? 

WITNESS YEE: Yes. The U. S. Geological Survey 

sent us some publications that were available.  

But the point is that no flow measurements had 

been made in the vicinity of Indian Point, and it therefore 

10 did not seem satisfactory to them that one could predict the 

accuracy of the models in the vicinity of Indian Point without 

any flow data at that point.  12 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, did they indicate to you, 

14 or did the publications that you received indicate that there 

were some flow data from points nearby, do you know? 15 

Did you study the publications that they sent to 

17 you? 

WITNESS YEE: Well, for example, there were some 18 

measurements made at Poughkeepsie, but they indicated that 19 

that data was not sufficient to apply near the Indian Point 
20 

site.  
21 

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Why not? 

WITNESS YEE: Because that was the -- as I recall, 23 

,24 that was the point at which -- well, that was the point aPove 

25 which it was mostly fresh water, and very little saline water.
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I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: How does that affect the flow 

2 rate that they were seeking? 

3 WITNESS YEE: Well, at the Indian Point site, 

4 eXcept during flood stages during the late winter runoff you 

5 normally have three types cf flow there: fresh water flow, 

8 the tidal flow, and the non-tidal flow.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, I understand what you 

8 are saying and the difference in location, but I'm trying 

9 to understand what they indicated to you that they needed by 

io way of additional data on substantive flows, and I wondered 

11 if it was necessary to precisely measure at the east, west, 

12 south by north -- whatever it would be -- place that they 

13 wanted data? Why can't they use the general data in the 

14 river? Isnet it approximately satisfactory for consideration 

Is of dilution and dispersion of matter and materials that would 

16 go into the river? 

17 I take it you just set forth their conclusions 

I in your report at page 13, is that Correct? 

19 WITNESS YEE Well, the conclusions are in essence 

20 what they had to say, as well as what the Corps of ETgineers 

21 had to say.  

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Did you have any hydraulic 

23 engineers in your research group studying these environmental 

24 matters? 

25 WITNESS YEE: We have a person who has looked at
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1 this, yes.  

2 CHAIRMAN JEN CH: That was not my question.  

3 Is there somebody trained as a hydraulic engineer 

4 reviewing the water flows, or do you call up U. S. -

5 WITNESS YEE: Yes, sir.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And is he a part of the group? 

What is his name? 

8 WITNESS YEE: His name is Moishe Schdientov.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And he's the hydraulic engineer, 

is that correct? 

WITNESS YEE: Yes.  

92 CH !iRMAN JiNSCII: id he's part of your group that 

13 reviews all these matters, is that correct? 

14 WITNESS YEE: That's right.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And did he participate in this 

report that has been submitted for Indian Point #2? 

17 WITNESS YEE: Yes, he did.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And what additional data did he 

have, do you know, that permitted him to arrive at these 

20 conclusions set forth here? 

WITNESS YEE: It was -- well, basically it was 

that one can make mathematical models and physical models, 

23 but one also needs flow data near. the site in order to 

substantiate the accuracy of the models.  

25 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me ask Dr. Lawler: What
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I is your conclusion about the data that are avtlable? I 

2 understand you feel that there are adequate data. What is 

3 your conclusion with respect to the necessity of measuring 

4 precisely at Indian Point 2, or are the data--as I understand 

5 Dr. Yee saying at Poughkeepsie there were data-- are those 

6 data adequate for flow considerations to determine diffusion 

7 and dispersion of the materials in the river? 

8 WITNESS LAWLER: Well, the point I tried to bring 

9 up before in response to Dr. Geyer's question was that when 

to you go about making these kinds of predictions you don't 

simply use one set of data. I wduld agree that if Poughkeeps: 

12 were all we had we'd be in trouble. But that isn't all we 

13 havei 

We have a lot of information on the river. We do 

15 have some information on tidal velocities which can be 

in integrated to tidal flows in the vicinity of Indian Point.  

17 But even if we didn't, I would have suggested the types of 

18 predictions that were made in the appendices can be made 

19 without pscific measurements in the exact vicinity of the 

20 plant, 

We have numbers on tidal movement above the plant, 

22 below the plant -- for many miles above and below the plant.  

23 From this you get-a reasonably decent picture of how the 

24 Hudson River behaves.  

25 Another point I tried to bring out this morning
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I was that when you construct these models you construct them 

2 independent of the kind of thing you're trying to predict.  

In this case we're trying to predict temperature distribution, 

4 but you also try to predict other water quality parameters 

such as -- I suggested dissolved oxygen this morning.  

6 One good indication that the physical parameters 

that you are using are of the right order is when you find 7 

8 that your predictions, for example, on this dissolved oxygen 

9 profile in the river agree with the measured values of 

dissolved oxygen.  

So my point here is that we are not simply taking 

one set of flows and making a projection; we are calling 

13 together an enormous amount of information.  

14 Granted, when you first look at it it could be 

considered to be fragmentary, but when you pull it together 

it does tell a reasonably decent story.  16 

The second point is that particularly with 

respect to the 50 percent hearing and the question as to 

whether or not the criteria of, the State of New York can be 
19 

:.met, we are finding that the numbers I used this morning were 20 

the percentage of the River'st cross-section that we expect 
21 

to see when the criterion temperatures are in the order of 
22 t 

15 to 20 percent; whereas the criteria themselves suggest 
23 

a maximum value of 67 percent.  24 , 

So even if there are variations in flows, or even 25
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I if some of this flow information isn't the world's most 

2 precise, in my mind when you .look at it all or when you take 

3 it as a whole and relate that to the kind of answer you're 

4 looking for, you can make a judgment as to whether or not 

5 the flow information that you have and other information as 

6 well is sufficient or not sufficient. In my opinion it is 

7 sufficient.  

8 CIRRMAN JENSCH: Now, those data to which you 

9 referred as the flows -- the tidal flows above and below 
1 Indian Point, for instance, are those data set forth in the 

environmental report appendices? 

12 WITNESS LAWLER: There are -- what is. in the 

13 environmental report appendices are the results of taking, 

14 for instance, measurements of tidal velocity that the USGS 

made a number of years ago, and from that computing tidal 

16 flows. And tidal flow values are in that information. Whether 

17 the raw USGS data is included in the appendices I don't 

1 recall. It may be, but I am not s ukreof that.  18 

CHAIRMAN JENSCII: Well, maybe if we have any 19 

20 further hearings on the Hudson River problem, maybe the 

21 gentleman -- the hydraulic engineer -- can participate, and 

maybe some of the USGS people can participate.  22 

But this present consideration is limited to a 23 

24 motion for a testing operation, which may be of lesser scope.  

On page 19, getting to this question on technical
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I specifications again--maybe this is a matter for Karl Kniel 

2 again-'the technical specifications will define.,." I think 

3 that is a problem referred to. Is something going to be 

4 amended, or are the proposals by the Staff for consideration 

5 inclusive of the limitations? '...aand sufficient facilities 

6 are available..." et cetera "...to include most releases." 

7 And I wonder if that could be defined some way as to what 

8 releases will be controlled and those that will not be 

9 controlled? 

10 MR. TROSTEN: With regard to that, do you want a 

11 representative of the Applicant to point to the particular 

S2 portions of the technical specifications that deal with these 

13 matters in the absence of Mr. Kniel? We can do that if you 

14 wish, because, as I say, they're the same technical specifica

is tions that are in evidence.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, I understand.  

17 Well, is your witness here now? 

What I had primarily in mind was the conclusion 

19 by Staff witnesses, "Most releases would be controlled,' and 

20 I did not know whether the Applicant's witness would know the 

21 kind of conclusion that the Staff witness had in mind.  

22 MR. TROSTEN: If you'll give us a minute, Mr.  

23 Chairman, I think we should be able to respond.  

24 Mr. Grob will comment on your question.  

25 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well, will you proceed, sir?
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i Having been previously sworn you need not be sworn again.  

2 Whereupon, 

3 JOHN J. GROB, JR.  

was called as a witness on behalf of the Applicant and, 

5 having been previously duly sworn, was examined and testified 

6 further as follows: 

7 WITNESS GROB: Starting on page 3.9-1 under the 

8 Section 3.9, Effluent ReleaseP the specifications for the 

Sgaseous releases and liquid releases, on through Section 

0 3.9 are specified. These are the technical specifications 

that are applicable for 50 percent testing operation.  

12CHAIRMAN JENSCH: And the distinction that has been 

3 polhted out in those data to which you referred are within 

this category by the Staff witnesses that most releases will 

be controlled, is that correct? is 

16 WITNESS GROB: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well . Thank you very 

much ' 
18 iwh 

9 Turning to page 45, there is a reference to the 

Federal Power Commission letter dated October 15, 1971. I 20 

wonder if there are any further data from the Federal Power 21 

Commission or its staff respecting these matters? And the 
22 

23 reason for asking that is this: that I understand that 

24 i subsequent to a similar letter in another reactor case the 

Federal Power Commission staff presented a study that seemed 25 I
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to contrast pretty severely with the earlier letter by the 

Chairman of the Federal Power Commission, and thereby 

indicated that there was not the need reflected in the letter 

from the Chairman of the Federal Power Commission.  

I wonder if the same situation is present for 

this area? 

Does the Staff have any information on that? 

MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, on December 22, 1971, 

the Chief of the Bureau of Power of the Federal Power 

Commission sent a letter to Mr4 Roger Boyd, Assistant Director 

for toiling Water Reactors in the Division of Reactor 

Licensinq, wherein he responded to a letter of December 7 from 

Mr. Boyd which requested the comnents of the Federal Power 

Commission on the interim authorization for operation of the 

Indian Point Unit #2 at 50 percent of full power, in consider

ation of Con Edison 's motion for issuance of a license for 

that operation.

45.68
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It would appear, Mr. Chairman, that we do have 

sufficient copies to distribute this to the Board and parties.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If we could take a look at it, 

maybeit could be incorporated and considered as part of the 

submittal by the Staff.  

Has any comparison been made between this letter 

of December 22nd and the letter from the Chairman of the 

Commission on October 15, 1971, to see if there are any 

differences and what they are? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: The difference between what I -

I actually prepared this section on the effect of delay, page 

45. The words are extracted out of that letter that pertained 

to Iidian Point ,2. Actually the letter that was addressed to 

Chairman Schlesinger from-

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We are with you on that.  

The question is what are the differences, if any? 

WITNESS OESTMANN: The only difference is that 

the table submitted in our statement on page 46 pertains to 

the need for power, the requirements for the New York power 

pool.  

The letter that is dated December 22nd is 

more directly related to the need for power for just Con Ed, 

its own services.  

Also, the numbers that we prepared and essentially 

they are about the same. The only thing is that it includes
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more up-to-date information and pertains to Con Ed's system 

and also includes information of the New York power pool.  

CHAIIRMANJENSCH: What's the difference in the 

reserve margins, if any, do you know? 

WITNESS OESTIAIANN: Well, in the reserve margin 

for the Con Ed in the letter on page 2, the December 22nd 

letter, the conditions without Indian Point Unit 2 on line, 

the reserve deficiency is 812 megawatts. This corresponds to 

a reserve margin of about 10 percent of peak power. And the 

conditions with Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50 percent power 

generating roughly 436 megawatts electrical, the reserve margin 

is 376 -- that is, the deficiency is 376 megawatts, and the 

reserve margin there for the percent of needed reserves is 

25.5 percent.  

And the reserve margin, based on the percenit of peak 

load, is 15.6 percent. This is for operation at 50 percent 

.of power for Indian Point 2.  

In the table on page 46 of our testimony, Table 

B,, in which it talks about the New York power pool, there is 

information on both that Table B as well as in the letter of 

October -- the letter of December 22nd. For the two pools there 

is a slight difference in numbers, but essentially according 

to the New York power pool, the reserve deficiency without 

the Indian Point Unit No. 2 on line, is 22 megawatts, which 

gives a reserve margin of peak load of 19'6 percent and this
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ln3 w would be for the summer peak situation, arid so I will limit 

2 myself just to the summer situation. And the reserve margins 

3 on page 46, Table B, for the summer of 1972, in the case of 

4 Indian Point No. 2, in which it would be operating without 

5 Indian Point 2 on line, you have to look at the second half of 

6 the table and you have to subtract out 873 megawatts, the full 

7 power of Indian Point No. 2.  

8 So the second half is really the numbers of 

9 comparison for the plant without it on line. So the 16.6 

lo percent reserve margin there is slightly different than the 

11 19.6 percent in the table on page 2 of the letter of 

12 December 22nd. And these numbers were taken out of the two 

13 tables both provided by FPC.  

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are those percentage figures 

i5 -which you last gave on the same basis? 

16 WITNESS OESTMANN: As I looked over this material, 

17 1 believe so. Both are based on operation during the sunmmer

18 time and I would presume that the letter of December 22nd 

9 9as probably more up-to-date information available to FPC, but 

20 I would have to check on it.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That wasn't my question. Maybe 

22 it was not clearly stated.  

23 The 16.6, Table B, on page 46, is that a percentage 

24 bf reserve of peak load or is it a percentage of net capability? 

25 WITNESS OESTIJANN: If I recall right, it's the
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in4 I percent of the net capability -- it is taking 3,334 over the -

2 I think it is over the 20. I have to go back and calculate it.  

3 It's either 20,040 megawatts, and I believe that gives you 

4 the 16.6 percent.  

5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Maybe this could be submitted 

6 with the additional data to give us the basis of the percentage 

7 figures.  

8 On page 47, there was some discussion of this 

9 with Mr. Briggs, the short-term solution and that sort of 

10 thing. Who wrote that conclusion; was that Karl Kniel? 

WITNESS OESTMIANN: I prepared this section and 

12 I applied this last sentence of the first paragraph, "However, 

13 this is not expected to be a long-term solution." This is a 

14 question of purchasing power from other sources using these 

is other plants on a full-time basis.  

16 So that is what that meant. It was not a question 

17 of just operating Indian Point on a short-term basis or on a 

18 long-term basis. It,'s a question of purchasing from the 

19 outside because of a shortage of power in other regions.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let me go back to the beginning 

21 of that.  

22 "The possibility of purchase of power from outside 

23 the power pool to compensate for this shortage is limited.  

?A It does not appear to be feasible because of load requirements 

25 and the shortages in other regions such as Canada."
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ln5 I What study did you have of shortage of power in 

2 Canada? 

3 WITNESS OESTMANN: This information was proviued 

4 in material that we have from the FPC on various reports and 

5 also in this letter on the Indian Point case, that goes back, 

6 I think, to 1970 -- these were some replies to requests for 

7 power from the FPCo 

8 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Perhaps you can summarize that) 

9 in some way. I wondered what the situation was in Canada.  

10 I understand that between Churchill Falls and some of these 

11 other projected hydroprojects up there in the eastern section 

12 of Canada, there might be an abundance of electrical power if 

13 they could transmit it via direct current and convert it to 

14 alternating current.  

15 If that premise is correct, I wonder if it would be 

16 a long-term solution.  

17 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we could address that 

18 question for you tomorrow, if you would like, 

19 Mr. Schwartz, the Vice President of Con Edison, 

20 will be prepared to testify in response to that question.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Of course, we are 

22 anxious to find out what the Staff had, too. I know it's a 

23 commonly quoted statement, but I had the impression tnat there 

24 are someegineering reports that indicate that --'and I say 

25 this without any criticism of any negotiations that may be
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in6 I going on, but if they arrive at a price, they can get the 

2 power and they are trying direct current translation on this 

3 Northwest power tie in Northwest Washington to California and il 

4 that situation proves feasible and if there is power in 

5 Canada, perhaps it's a consideration thatwill be in the 

6 balancing of factors. I don't know.  

7 But I'd be very anxious to see the basis for the 

8 Staff conclusion because I think it has to be pretty amply 

9 support, and we will be glad to have Mr. Schwartz's statement 

10 in that regard and what other sources they may decide Churchill 

11 Falls and some recent additions to the Quebec supply, which, 

I understand, was tied in within the last month or so and 

13 may be an additional source.  

14 I understand Nova Scotia is underway with some 

15 projects. So, assuming for a moment that the power is there 

16 and can be transmitted economically, maybe it's a consideration 

that would obviate crowding our area with facilities that 17 

may-be better served by alternative supplies, I don't know.  

19 Well, I will await further development of the 

20 subject tomorrow.  

21' In reference to this letter of December 22nd, 

Staff :counsel, do you desire to have this added to the 22 

23 transcript to be considered, in addition to the discussion and 

conclusion.  

25 Any objection, Mr. Trosten?
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State of New York? 

MR.1ARTIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Environmental Defense Fund; 

Citizens0 Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: Subject to the usual reservation, 

no objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River? 

MR. MAC BETH: Same reservations.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The request of Staff counsel is 

granted the the submittal of reference to power neeas as 

reflected in the December 22nd letter as identified by Staff 

counsel may be incorporated into the transcript as if read 

and physically incorporated in this place in the transcript.  

(The document follows.)
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IN REPLY REFER TO:

Dear Mr. Boyd: 

" This is in response to your letter of December 7, 1971, requesting 

the comments of the Federal Power Commission on the interim 
authorization 

for operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50 percent of full power, 

in consideration of the Consolidated Edison Company's 
Motion for Issuance 

of a License Authorizing Limited Operation.  

The enclosed staff report prepared by the Commission's 
Bureau of 

Power, sets forth specific information relative to the projected load 

and power supply conditions for the Applicant's system and the New York 

Power Pool, a sub-regional operating and coordination 
organization, of 

which the Applicant is a member. The report illustrates the need for 

the commercial operation of the Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 projected to be 

needed to meet the 1972 summer peak load condition.  

Very truly yours,

T. A. Phillips 7" 
Chief, Bureau of Power 

Enclosure 

Report on thb Indian Point Unit No. 2 

Supplement Environmental Statements

"MAeeting Today's Cltalle
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enges • Providing for Tomorrow's Goals" 
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]FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

December 22, 1971 

Mr. Roger S. Boyd 
Assistant Director 
for Boiling Water Reactors 

Division of Reactor Licensing 

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 

Washington, D. C. 20545
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FEDEJL, POIMR CO.MISSION S" S ION 

Bureau of Power 

Report on the Indian' Point Unit No. 2 
Supplement Environmental Statements 

.... In his letter dated December 7, 1971, the Assistant Director for 

Boiling Water Reactors, Division of Reactor Licensing, U. S. Atomic 

Energy Coinission, reqbested comments of the Federal Power Coimnission on 

the need for power of the Indian Point Unit No. 2. The Consolidated 

Edison Company in their letter of September 24, 1971, requested interim 

-.authorization to operate the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at partial rated 

power. The AEC is considering an interim authorization for operation at 

50 percent of full.power. We understand that the environmental aspects 

of this plant are currently undergoing supplemental analysis in which the 
AEC wishes to consider such factors as: the effect of delay in facility 

operation upon the public interest, particularly "the power needs to be 

S • served by the facility; the availability of alternative resources, if.  

" any, t'o meet those needs on a timely basis; and the delay costs to the 

: licensee and the consumers." Thus our comments are directed to these 

points in a review of the need for the facilities as concerns the 

" adequacy and reliability of the applicant's electric system and the.  

New York Power Pool which is a sub-regional planning and coordinating 
organization and includes the applicant. This is in accordance with 

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the Guidelines of the 

" President's Council on Environmental Quality dated April 23, 1971.  

The Indian Point Nuclear Plant has three electric generating units.  
The 265-megawatt Unit No. I has been operating since 1962. In October 
1971, the 873-megawatt Unit No. 2 was essentially completed. A fire on.  

. November 4, 1971, extensively damaged the Primary Auxiliary Building 

"area but the Company hopes to have the damage repaired and preliminary 

. testing completed by the end of February 1972. This schedule would 

•. . . permit power testing with a view towards availability of the unit to help 

'in meeting 1972 sunm..er loads. The 965-megawatt Unit No. 3 is currently 

. "-.under construction and is scheduled for com.,,ercial operation in 1973.  

On September 24, 1970, the Federal Power CoLnnission submitted co mients on 
Unit No. 2 in response to a request from AEC. The following report will 

update the conments previously submitted and will consider the needs for 

* Unit No..2 to ireet the 1972 sum,.er peak demand. Since interim 

authorization for Unit No. 2 at 50 percent of full power is under 
consideration, the electrical output of this unit at 50 percent of full 

poweris considered to be 436 megawatts.  

• *, I 
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In preparing this report, the Bureau of Power staff has analyzed 

. the testimony of the applicant in support of its Motion for Issuance of a 

License Authorizing Limited Operation; the Supplementary Environmental 

Report - Operating License State for Unit No. 2; the Monthly Power 

Statements submitted to this Commission by the applicant; and related 

reports made in response to the Commission's April 1970 Statement of 

Policy on Adequacy and Reliability of Electric Service (Order No. 383-2).  

The following tabulation shows the loads to be served by the 

applicant and the New York Power Pool and the relationship of Indian 

Point Unit 2 to their available reserve capacities 
during the 1972 

. stmierjpeakload pe riod.. The.,.detailed analysis covers only the period 

•t indicated since it is of primary importance in relation to the initial 

operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2. The life of this facility is 

. . expected to be some 35 years, however, and it will be depended 
upon as 

* a part of the system's dependable generating capacity to serve projected 

growing loads throughout that period.  

Forecasted 1972 Summer Peak Situation 

Consolidated New York 

Edison Company Power Pool 

6- Conditions without 

) .Indian Point Unit No. 2 

Net Dependable Capability-Megawatts 
"9,448 24,026 

Pet Peak Load - Megawatts ..g.a8t550 .20,040 
Reserve Margin - Megawatts 9 3,986 

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 10.5 19.6 

" Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 812 22 

Conditions with 

-- Indian Point Unit No. 2 (436 1 1) 

Net Depandable Capability - Megawatts 9,884-- 24,462 

Net Peak Load - Megawatts .8,550 20040 

Reserve Margin - Megawatts 1)334 4,422 

" Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 15.6 22.1 

S. Needed Reserve Margin Based on Criteria 

of 20 Percent of Peak Load - Megawatts 1,710 4,008 

(7 Indian Point Unit No. 2 (436.1W) 

Capability as Percent of Needed Reserves 
25.5 10.9 

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 376 

"1 Includes 325 MW-1 of firm power purchases.  

.S 
.
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. T e applicant used a criterion for reserve margin of 20 percent of 

: peak load, which includes allowances for scheduled maintenance, forced 

outages, errors in load forecasting, and spinning reserve requirements.  

.. The largest units now -in service in the New York Power Pool are the 

applicant's 1,000 megawatt Ravenswood Unit No. 3, followed in size. by 

Niagara Mohawk Power Company's 625 megawatt Nine Mile Point Nuclear 

Unit No. 1. Loss of large increments of generating capacity by forced 

outages of large units require similar large amounts of comparable 

S *.. capacity in system reserves to maintain system reliability. Recent 

- experience with new large generating units indicate frequent forced 

outages of such units may be expected during the initial months of 

.. their operation.  

- .Although.thereserves:on -the -'applicant' s system under more normal 

. circumstances would appear to be ample to meet the reserve margin needs, 
*. ''Con -Ed has suffered so many extensive eoutages of major equipment and 

*, delays in new facilities during recent years that major maintenance has 

necessarily been deferred. This has created an extensive backlog of 

needed maintenance to return much of the existing equipment to a normal 

state of dependability. A heavy maintenance program is planned by the 

Company, during the coming winter months in an effort to provide greater 

equipment reliability for the peak load season of the 1972 summer.  

'The analysis of the 1972 summer peak situation indicates that without 

the Indian Point Unit No. 2, the applicant will have a reserve margin of 

898 megawatts, or 812 megawatts short of its stated 20 percent reserve 

S .criterion. The New York Power Pool, without Indian Point Unit No. 2, has 

reserves of 3,986 megawatts or 22 megawatts short of the 20 percent reserve 

criterion. With the Indian Point Unit No. 2 in service at 436 megawatts 

output at the time of the suirmer peak, the applicant's system with 
a 15.6 

percent reserve margin is still short. of its reserve criterion by 376 

megawatts. The New York Pool with 22.1 percent reserve marginwill meet 

the criterion if Indian Point No. 2 is in service.  

Analysis of the New York Pool reserves for the summers of 1969, 

S.1970, and 1971 ihdicates actual operating reserves were experienced 

of only 6.0, 4.4 and 10.9 percent respectively, after accounting for 

" maintenance, unscheduled outages, and forced unit capacity deratings.  

Such a low reserve margin is not adequate, and severely threatens 

system reliability. Further analysis indicates a concentration of 

. the contributing factors in the Con Ed system. No new base-load 

capacity has been added to this system since 1969, while load has 

continued to grow. Some 1,584 megawatts of gas-turbine peaking capacity 

- has been added, however, extended operation of such units has resulted 

in extensive maintenance problems and reduced availability of the 

4, gas-turbine capacity. Our September 1970 comments pointed out the 

anticipated need for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 as of that time and 

-* * :1971 sunmer load experiences without Indian Point No. 2 confirmed the 

continued need for additional generating capacity to serve the New 

York area.  

."
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. On the Consolidated Edison system, base-load generating capacity, as 

contrasted with the sum of both base-load and peaking units, totals 

8,258 megaw.,atts from 66 generating units. Thlirty-six units totaling 

2,104 megawatts, or 25.5 percent of base-load capacity, are over thirty 

years old. The 74th Street Unit No. 3, built in 1915 and rebuilt in 1935, 
has been retained in continuous service to assist in meeting system load 

. requirements. Continued dependence upon over-aged generating equipment, 

with no new base-load capacity additions, can only lead to the increased 

"possibility of system catastrophe with attendant loss of supply to large 

* .portions of the service area and the consequent hazards which accompany 

' such a condition. The applicant forecasts that lost capacity due to 

-!" ;'.eratings and forced outages- will total as much as 2,500 megawatts during 

the sunnuer.  

. . Transmission Facilities 

the A single 345 kilovolt transmission line will deliver the output of 

the Indian Point Unit No. 2 to the Buchanan Substation located within 
200 feet of the Indian Point plant site. No added right-of-way is 

required, and the line will parallel an existing 138 kilovolt transmission 

line now in service. The 345 kilovolt circuit will be supported by three 

tapered steel poles. Line design-and construction is reported to conform 

to the guidelines for protection of aesthetic and other environmental 

values set forth in the report of the working Conittee on Utilities of 

the President's Council onRecreation and Natural Beauty dated D~Cember 27, 
1968, and the Federal Power Commission's Order No. 414 dated November 27, 

1970.  

Alternates to the Proposed Facilities 

Within the time available, there are no known alternative additions 

of generating capacity which could be substituted for the Indian Point Unit 

No. 2. Therefore, this unit is critically needed to assist in meeting peak 

. demands and to improve the reserve generating capacity margin. The applican 

is a-member of the New York Power Pool, one of the two power pools of the 

'- Northeast Power Coordination Council (NPCC). The New England Power Pool lie 

-*--. to the east, and the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJ) 

to the south.  

" In addition to 395 megawatts previously arranged,.the Company has 

" found about 200 megawatts of purchase power available for the summer 1972 
which is not contingent upon construction and licensing of other new 

nuclear or fossil facilities, the actual and potential delays in the 

. - addition of new generating facilities throughout most of the Nation at 

: present make it unrealistic in most cases to depend on other areas for 

* substantial amounts of firm power. In the NPCC reqion alone there are four 

nuclear units with a total capacity of over 2,866 - megawatts planned for 

S* 1/ Indian Point 2 - 873 N, Maine Yankee - 830 MW 

.1 . Vermont Yankee - 513 IM Pilgrim -. 650 - M1 

lei
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-service before the 1972 sumner peak but whose operation or in-service 

W date may be in question.  

- Sufficient time is not available, but if it were, additional 

peaking capacity is not considered to le an effective 
solution to the 

base-load capacity needed in the applicant's system or in the New 

York Power Pool system. Large increments of base load generating capacity 

are needed to meet loads and restore some flexibility to implement a 

' .comprehensive maintenance schedule.  

" * ' Conclusions 

The Bureau of Power concludes that the 436 
megawatts of capacity of 

the -Indian Point Unit No. 2 is needed to meet 
projected loads and maintain 

system reserves on the applicant's and the 
New York Power Pool's systems 

during the 1972 summer peak load seas6n, and 
to permit needed maintenance 

of generating equipment in the following off-peak 
period. Continued load 

growth is expected, and this will perpetuate the dependence upon Indian 

" Point No. 2 to assist in meeting future load requirements.  

- The potential consequences of not having sufficient 
electric power 

would include inability to meet important power needs of residential, 

commercial and industrial customers. We conclude that, assuming the AEC 

can currently deal appropriately with the environmental issues 
involved, 

it" would be imprudent not to timely provide the facilities discussed if the 

public interest in adequate and reliable 
electric power systems is to be 

served. :-- -
. ' 

The applicant reports that it has an investment 
of $400 million in 

: total plant at this site. As of September 1971, the investment 

in Unit No. 2 was reported to be $139 million. 
Interest charges during 

construction add about $1 million for each 
month of delay. The incremental 

cost of operation,maintenance and out-of-pocket 
expenditures for replace

, • .. ment energy is estimated by the applicant to be 
about $2.5 million per 

month. Sufficient detail is not available to permit an extensive cost 

analysis but the relative order of magnitude of 
investment and estimated 

• added production costs appear to be reasonable.  

*h i 

Chief, Bureau of Po .  

.*.
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December 22, 1971 
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Assistant Director 
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Division of Reactor Licensing 

-"U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
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IN REPLY REFER TO:

Dear Mr. Boyd: 

This is in response to your letter of December 7, 1971, requesting 

the comments of the Federal Power Commission on the interim 
authorization 

for operation of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 at 50 
percent of full power, 

in consideration of the Consolidated Edison Company's Motion for 
Issuance 

of a License Authorizing Limited Operation.  

The enclosed staff report prepared by the Commission's 
Bureau of 

Power, sets forth specific information relative 
to the projected load 

and power supply conditions for the Applicant's system and the New York 

Power Pool, a sub-regional operating and coordination 
organization, of 

which the Applicant is a member. The-report illustrates the need for 

the commercial operation of the Indian Point Unit 
No. 2 projected to be 

needed to meet the 1972 summer peak load condition.  

Very truly yours, 

S .Phillips 

Chief, Bureau of Power 
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inl 1 MR. ROISMAN: Just a point of clarification on 

2 this letter. If, during the subsequent environmental hearings 

3 on steady state operation at any level, the subject matter of 

4 this letter should come into controversy, can the Staff 

5 indicate to me whether or not Mr. Phillips from the Federal 

6 Power Commission will be made available to testify as to the 

7 accuracy of the data contained in here, to wit., regard to 

8 assumptions made and so forth? 

9 MR. KARMAN: It would seem, Mr. Roisman, that 

10 during that whole environmental review that we will certainly 

1i make every effort to try to get him here.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That is a very good answer, but 

13 I don't know that it is directly responsive.  

14 MR. KARMAN: I cannot guarantee that he will be 

15 here.  

,16 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If necessary, you would issue a 

17 subpoena in order to support your document? 

18 MR. KARMAN: I don't think it will be necessary to 

19 resort to that.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well.  

21 Is there any other matter we can consider in this 

22 session? 

-23 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I would hope that we 

24 would be able to conclude 24r. Roisman's examination in an 

2-5 in camera session today?
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Tonight? 

MR. TROSTEN: Well -

CHAIRMA14 JENSCH: The Board has no objection to

doing that.

MR. TROSTEN: Fine.  

I think this would be an appropriate thing to do 

because the witnesses are here.  

MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, may I at this time -

possibly I can get Mr. Madsen excused. He does have something 

tomorrow morning. I think he is able to respond to the 

question that you posed earlier in the afternoon.  

MR. ROISMAN: Fine. I think that's on the question

of the motor, that's correct.  

Mr. Madsen has already been sworn.
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23 ebl 0 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If there is no objection by 

the parties, Mr. Madsen, would you start talking if you have 

the question in mind? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Roisman, in an effort to be 

helpful we are willing to answer this ourself. Whom do you 

wish to call? 

MR. KARMAN: If you care to answer, and if 

Mr. Roisman still wants to have Mr. Madsen at the end of it, 

fine.  

MR. ROISMAN: Let's hear both of them. If the 

answer is the same, good. If not, it will be interesting.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, what is the question.  

Let's start from that.  

MR. ROISMAN: The question related back to the 

statement that was contained-- This is in reference to 

Exhibit EE, and it is Question No. 4. The answer to the 

Applicant given to that question regarding a motor whose 

posifon was being movet ".'as that it had been installed in 

the incorrect position and that the position was now going 

to be corrected.  

I was trying to find out how it was determined 

that it was installed in an incorrect position. Only because 

the fire happened to occur in that location, or had that 

already been determined prior to the time of the fire? 

WITNESS MARUBBIO: Suppose I go first.
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! In researching the aspects or this histories 

2 behind this particular valve and its installation we find 

3 that the word "error" which has appeared in the answer 

4 perhaps could have been better chosen. The valve in question 

5 was not put in incorrectly. The valve in question rather was 

6 put in in accordance with the design drawings which were put 

7 out by the architect-engineer and they were so inspected -

the installation was so inspected and found to be in accord

9 ance with the drawings.  

10 iThe manufacturer's field service representative 

had visited the site and inspected the installation of his 

12 valves on the site and it was on November 7th when a 

13 Westinghouse field service engineer pointed out that, al

74 though from an operability point of view this valve was not 

15 incorrectly installed, it would operate it a performance 

6 function, it was his experience that it would be more easily 

i7 maintainable if the position were changed.  

18 This was discussed and agreed.upon, that we would 

19 change the position of the valve.  

20 Now this crept into the December 6th submission 

21 and that is the background behind this valve and the date 

22 upon which we decided to change its position.  

23 MR. ROISMAN: And now Mr. Madsen, please, if he 

24 can respond to the question.  

25 Whereupon,
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GLEN L. MADSEN 

resumed the stand on behalf of the Regulatory Staff and, 

having been reviously duly sworn, was examined and testified 

further as follows: 

WITNESS MADSEN: Which question, specifically, 

Mr. Roisman? 

MR. ROISMAN: Well, first of all, when did you 

first hear about what Mr. Marubbio just testified to, or 

when did Compliance Division? 

WITNESS MADSEN: The first we knew about this 

particular situation was as presented in a letter of December 

6th that went to the Division of Reactor Licensing.  

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q You mean the letter that related to the fire, 

that letter? 

A (Mr. Madsen) That is correct.  

Q And had you inspected the portion of the plant 

that had this valve in it, and had you approved the.position-.  

ing of the valve previously? 

A No. But by the same token there are other things 

in the plant that our program does nnt call for looking at 

specifically, As an illustration, let's just say that 

there's a water line coming from the city water that has a 

valve in it. Our program does not necessarily say that we 

will look at that particular valve.
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Q Right.  

Was this city water? 

A No, it wasn't, but it was not involved in the 

reactor safeguard system, the Class 1 type system.  

Q Well, in other words, you did not and would not 

know normally have inspected the installation of this valve? 

A I cannot say positively that we would never have 

looked at this particular type of a valve in a plant. We 

may have come across it, yes.  

iBut I am not going to sit here and say that we 

:absolutely would have looked at that particular valve.  

Q Do I understand that the change in the manner in 

which it is to be installed is not something that you are 

now planning to review and give your views on, one way or 

the other? 

A No, now the item has been brought to my attention, 

sire I'm going to take a look at it specifically to convince 

myself and Compliance that what is being done is acceptable.  

Q fHow come you're doing that if this is a non-so

called Class 1 safety-related valve?.  

A I want to convince myself-- At-iis point I don't 

think it is a problem. I want to convince myself that it is 

not a problem.  

Q Well, I think that is coAunendabieo What I am tryin 

to find out is but for this comedy of errors, if you will,
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would it ever have come to your attention? Apparently it 

would not have come to your attention. Do you think that you 

ought to go back and look at all valves now, and see maybe 

if there are some other-

In other words, has this sensitized you to think 

that valve installation may be something that Compiiance 

should look at at the plant that it had not previously looked 

at, even non-Class 1 valves? 

A I am not prepared to say that we are going to 

change the Compliance inspection program. I am not the man 

that is in a position to make the decision, sir.  

Q Mr. Madsen, what I'm troubled with: 

You are going to take Compliance time, your time 

at least, to go down and take a look at this valve. Now you 

tell me that it is not a safety-related valve. You would 

not normally look at it.  

I am trying to find out what exactly has happened 

here that makes you decide now you should not go and look 

at it or that you want to go and look at it. I gather from 

what you just answered you are going to do this in effect 

without the approval of your superior.  

A Sir, we have a certain amount of latitude in 

looking into items. If a problem comes to my attention and 

I think it should be looked into, I have the opportunity 

and am encouraged to look a little bit further to determine
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eb6 whether we indeed should go on.  

2 Now the findings may relate to the need for going 

3 still further. However, then again the results of the find

4 in's may indicate the need for going no further.  

5 Q Well, I guess my problem is I am unclear as to 

6 upon what you base your judgment that there is a problem.  

7 A I did not say there was a problem. I said I don't 

8 think there is a problem. if there is a question mark in nty 

mind, I want to erase that question mark.  

tQ That's what I wanted to find out. Mr. Marubbio 

I has just testified that the valve in its original position 

and in ths* proposed new position has nothing to do with 

13 function but only to do with maintenance. What is your 

14 question mark about, function, maintenance, or something 

15 entirely different? 

16 A I want to verify the position that it was in and 

17 is going to be in. Right no. there's a question-- First of 

:: ~ all, the reason I had trouble this morning is we have now 

completed our inspection program relative to the fire or 

20 completion of the plant. We have not completed.  

21 To go on-

22 Go ahead if you have a question.  
23 Q You used the term, you wanted to verify the posi

24 tion that it was in, and that it i,4 going o be in. 1 o 

25 I understand that term, "verify." What do you mean by that?
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eb7 I MR. KARMAN: Mr. Roisman and Mr. Chairman, I 

2 think that Mr. Madsen has indicated that he felt that this 

3 was not a problem, and that the matter has been brought to 

4 the attention of the Compliance Division and in his Qrdinary 

5 course of inspection, he will now take a look at this ai

6 though he still feels there is no problena 

7 I think we are going around and around and around 

8 the same thing.  

9 MR. ROIS14AN: The reason we're going around is 

10 that the answers don't seem to be very pointed, Mr. Karman., 

1 This gentleman says there's a question about it, and'I want 

12 to find out,what is the question about.  

13 If we took 14r. Marubbio's statement at face value.  

14 lie didn't say there was any question about it. I want to 

know what is the Compliance Division's problem or question 

16 about it.  

17 CHAIPkN JENSCH: It sounds like plain curiosity.  

16 If he wants to do that I guess nobody will prevent him.  

19 WITNESS MADSEN: Anything I look at is in curiosity 

20 or you could call it questioning, if you like. We 'are always 

21 questioning.  

2 MR. ROISMAN: Okay. Thank you.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any further 'evidence 

4 that can be adduced this evenina at the public session o 

25 this proceeding?
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MR. TROSTEN: Yes, there are a few matters I can 

take up, ir. Chairman.  

MR. ROISDAN: Before Mr. Trosten starts, there is 

one matter that is left over from that cross-examination on 

this Exhibit BE. If you remember, we had pulled a page out.  

I was going to ask the question of one of their 

witnesses and get the answer read in the form that he and I 

decided would be all right witbout running into objections 

on relevancy. I wonder if I can do that now? 

CHAIPWAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Trosten, who is going to answer 

this Question No. 25? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Cahill.  

BY MR. ROIStAN: 

Q Mr. Cahill, on page 2 of the Statement of Personnel 

Procedures for the Indian Point 2 plant as the reference, 

would you describe in some detail what circumstances of 

arrest might establish unfitness? Also, indicate to what 

extent convictions for disorderly conduct as a result of 

drinking would be taken into account.
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24 ebl ! A (1r. Cahill) In questions alleging, for example, 

2 arson, wilful destruction of property, or other such serious 

3 offenses where circumstances indicated that though convic-

4 tions did not exist, the person was a poor risk, we would 

5 not be likely to accept him.  

6 In the case of arrests for disorderly conduct or 

7 drinking, employment would depend on specific circumstances.  

8 If incidents showed the person was unreliable or lacked 

9 respect for property and the rights of others, we would 

10 probably not accept him, 

1 Q Thank you.  

12 MR. ROISMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Anything further? 

14 MR. TROSTEN: The only evidentiary stipulation I 

15 wish to offer at this time, Mr. Chairman, is one that 

Applicant's Counsel and Counsel of CCPE and Staff have 

17 agreed to, and that is that these parties stipulate that the 

amendments to the location description in the Nuclear 

19 Liability Insurance Policy and Indemnity Agreements -- and I 

refer to Insurance Policie.s MF-100 and .- 29, and Indemnity 

21 Agreement No. B-19 -- were executed October 19th, 1971, 

22 extending coverage of the policies and Indemnity Agreements 

to Indian Point Unit No. 2.  

24 I would like to offer this factual stipulation 

25 in evidence at this time.
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eb2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any objection? 

MR. KARMAN: No objection.  

MR. MAC BETH: No objection.  

4 MR. ROISMAN: No objection.  

MR. MARTIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The stipulation is accepted.  
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MR. BRIGGS: Mr. Trosten; do you have a copy of 

the transcript here from previous sessions? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, we do.* 

MR. BRIGGS: Could I see the one from November 

17th, page 3935 and the following pages? 

MR. TORSTEN: Yes.  

MR. BRIGGS: I thought I understood the situation 

when we finished on that day but after reading through the 

transcript some, I'm afraid that there are some statement 

that contradict one another, and I have a question or two that 

I would like to ask, and possibly could be answered tomorrow 

or could be answered in writing.  

(Document handed to Mr. Briggs.) 

Thank you.  

This has to do with the inspection of the reactor 

vessel after the hydrostatic tests and in the beginning-

I'll say that after we finished with the discussion, my 

understanding was that every square inch of the vessel had 

been inspected. And there are two or three places in here 

where there are statements to that effect.  

But let me see if I can-- On page 3936, I asked 

if the amount of the vessel examined was only a small .  

fraction of the vessel, and Mr. Dressel replied 

that it was essentially the shell sections n the nozzle 

area from the core support blocks up to the top of the vessel.
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And I asked whether this was in the area of the 

welds, and Mr. Dressel said No, this was the entire surface 

of the inside of the vessel.  

In another place I said, "Then after the %yro

static test there is a complete ultrasonic inspection of 

the vessel?" 

And Mr. Dressel's answer was Yes.  

And there are several places like that.  

What I'm concerned about now is this statement 

where it says: 

"It was essentially the shell sections 

in the nozzle areas from the core support blocks up 

to the top of the Vessel." 

The question is, was the vessel examined in the 

same detail from the core support blocks down to the bottom 

of the vessel, including the bottom head of the vessel? 

It is not clear to me whether this was done or 

whether it was not done.  

MR. TROSTEN: We will endeavor to answer this 

question, Mr. Briggs.  

MR. BRIGGS: Thank you.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Did you have something, State 

of New York? 

MR. MARTIN: Yes, I have the answer to the ques

tion that the Board asked.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you give it to us, please? 

MR. MARTIN: I received the answer from Albany.  

The State of New York does not have an independent monitoring 

program. The monitoring is performed by the Applicant. The 

program is established in advance under the direction of the 

Department of Environmental Conservation.  

I have some details of the program if you would 

like to have them.  

CHAIRIAN JENSCH: Can you give them to us briefly? 

MR. MARTIN: When the program was established 

under DEC direction, among the things established are the 

points of sampling, the types of analysis, and the methods 

of sampling. Monthly reports are submitted by the Applicant 

to the Department of Environmental Conservation on representa

tive monitoring results and and the operating characteristics 

of the discharge systems.  

The Department of Environmental Conservation 

evaluates the monthly reports, looking for trends and re

sults and indications of equipment problems. As part of the 

evaluation the Department back-checks against previous 

reports.  

At least once per year the Department of Environ-..  

mental Conservation performs an on-site inspection; usually I 
on-site inspections are made more frequently but that depends 

on the type of facility, the problems if any that have been
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eb4 had in the past, and the type of materials discharged.  

2 Periodically the Department requests split sairples 

3 This is a sample in which half is sent to the Department and 

4 half is analyzed by the Applicant or by the operator, and 

5 :the Department does an independent analysis of the split 

6 sample sent there and compares the results with the opera

7 tor's results.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: Thank you, Mr. Martin. I 

appreciate obtaining that information.  

10 Is there any other matter that can be presented 

at this public hearing? 

2 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make 

S3 just one observation about an offer into evidence of two 

14 letters that Mr. Roisman wanted to have received in evi

denhe, two letters written by the AEC Staff to the Citizens' 

16 Committee.  
t 17t I have discussed this with MLr. Roisman and with 

the Staff and Applicant and the Citizens' Conuuittee intend 

to stipulate that the two letters which are dated October 

4th and December 13th shall be received in evidence at a 

later -time without a witness, provided that a third letter 
2! 

22 from the Staff to the Applicant, which the Staff is preparini 

clarifying the first two letters, shall also be received 

?4 in evidence at the same time.  

n:, 'What we're attempting to do, -Jir. Chairman, is
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eb5 1 trying to avoid calling Dr. Burley, which nobody really 

2 wants to do. On te other hand, wee dio feel that the two 

3 letters are ambiguous in some respects and that this proce

4 dure would be the most expe4ditious way of resolving 

5 i1r. Roisman's desire to introquce these letters in evidence 

6 and our desire to have these ambiguities clarified.  

7 Both the Applicant and the Citizens' Committee 

8 necessarily must reserve the-ir rights to cross-examine 

9 Dr. Burley after we see this third letter because at this 

uo point we don't know what he third letter is going to sa 

However, Ir. Roisman has agreed that the sub

12 stance of the October 4th and December 13th letters do not 

13 affect the issuance of the 50 percent testing license, so 

that the -.fact that further evidence will be received from 

the Staff ih the form of these letters does not affect the 

16 Board's consideration of that testing license.  

97 CHAIRM4AN JENSCH: We will give consideration to 

18 this matter when the letthers are presented. .  

19 Is there any other matter to be presented at t-his 

public hdaring? 

I(n response.) 2; 

22 I hear no such suggestion.  

23 We will meet at 5:45 on the in camera sezsion 

24 which is limited to the parties that are of assistance and 

the attorneys, and we will plan to have further public
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eb6 I hearings tomorrow morning at nine o'clock.  

2 If there is nothing further to be presented to

night at this public hearing at this time, this public hear

4 ing is recessed to reconvene in this room tomorrow morning 

5 at nine o'clock.  

6 (Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the public hearing 

7 in the above-entitled matter vias recessed to recon

8vene at 9:00 a.m. the following day.) 
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